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Summary 

Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing (ATOL) enables passengers stranded abroad when their 
air carrier fails to return home, and refunds to be made if ticket holders have yet to travel. 
ATOL protects UK package holidaymakers but covers a declining proportion of the overall 
UK travel market. In particular, ATOL does not apply to those growing numbers of UK 
international leisure travellers who book directly with scheduled air services.  

In 1996, 96% of UK international leisure passengers were protected by ATOL. In 2004, 
66% enjoyed the protection of ATOL. By 2010 coverage may have fallen to around 20%. 
Where ATOL does not apply, there are currently no comparable alternative repatriation 
and refund arrangements. In 2004, over 14 million UK international leisure travellers 
lacked ATOL protection, up from 5.5 million in 2000. 

The Government’s decision in October to reject the advice of the industry regulator, the 
Civil Aviation Authority (CAA), that a modest levy adding £1 to the cost of UK 
international travellers’ tickets, means that millions of holiday makers will remain 
vulnerable. This is an actual, not a theoretical risk. The collapse of EUjet only a few months 
ago when thousands of passengers were stranded exposed the current gap in protection. 

Many people think, mistakenly, that they are ATOL protected when they fly abroad. The 
CAA and the travel industry have failed in their attempts to dispel the confusion and 
misunderstandings over ATOL coverage. There is no evidence that commercial insurance 
is available to enable travellers to routinely make their own arrangements to guard against 
air carrier collapse, as the Government believes. 90% of travel insurance policies do not 
cover air carrier insolvency. The case of EUjet demonstrates that voluntary repatriation 
arrangements, on which the Government is also relying, cannot offer the firm guarantees 
travellers need. 

The Government believes that relying upon the insurance market, coupled with voluntary 
arrangements between the airlines, amounts to a policy of adequate protection for 
passengers from the consequences of airline collapse. We do not.  

The CAA’s research has confirmed that the option of a levy of £1 on the price of each UK 
international air traveller’s air ticket is the most cost effective option to provide protection. 
The regulatory burden on the industry of such a levy is likely to be low; the countervailing 
savings considerable, possibly £80-£100 million. 

No one relishes paying more to travel. But there is no practical alternative if millions of UK 
international leisure travellers are to have peace of mind. The collective advantage of a 
small additional payment on each ticket far outweighs the modest individual cost. The 
CAA’s evidence is that a considerable number of those who suffered from EUjet’s collapse 
would have been prepared to consider a more extended consumer protection system. 

In reaching its decision, the Government has not only rejected comprehensive advice from 
the CAA and the views of large parts of the industry, but has failed to provide a convincing 
alternative rationale for its policy. The Government appears to have departed from the 
important principle that policy should be based clearly on evidence. Instead, we have a 
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policy is founded on assertion. The Government now needs to present the evidence on 
which its decision was based. 

The Government also took far too long to come to its decision. The CAA took more time 
than it promised to present its final advice to the Government. In 2003, our predecessor 
committee recommended urgent action to plug the growing gap left by ATOL’s progressive 
decline. A decision was expected within a few months. In 2004, that committee 
recommended that the CAA’s draft advice to the Government, which was in line with their 
final recommendation, should be acted on quickly. This evidence of drift is deeply 
disappointing.  

Most importantly, the Government needs to rethink its decision, in effect to abandon 
effective protection for millions of air travellers. We urge it to take the opportunity of this 
report to do so.  
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1 Introduction  

ATOL 

1. Air Travel Organisers' Licensing (ATOL), the protection scheme for flights and air 
holidays, was introduced in 1973. ATOL protects consumers from losing money or being 
stranded abroad when air tour operators, including charter airlines, fail. Operators are 
required to deposit a bond with the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) in return for an Air 
Travel Organiser's Licence. If the licence holder goes out of business, this bond can be 
"called in" by the CAA. The funds realised are then used by the CAA to provide refunds 
and tickets home, and to allow customers already abroad to finish their holidays. If the 
bond is insufficient a trust fund is used to make up the difference. 

ATOL weaknesses 

2. ATOL does not apply to flights purchased directly from scheduled airlines, including 
both full-service and no-frills airlines. Our predecessors’ report, Aviation, published in 
2003, concluded that requiring charter airlines to deposit a bond to protect consumers, yet 
not placing the same requirement on scheduled airlines was discriminatory.1 Our 
predecessor committee recommended urgent Government consideration on the matter. 
The Government responded in December 2003 that it would “consider the matter in the 
light of the CAA's recommendations, which are expected within a few months”.2 

Previous committee’s inquiry and subsequent events 

3.  Regrettably, the Government’s decision has taken years not months to emerge. The 
CAA consulted originally on future consumer protection arrangements in July 2003. A 
second round of public consultation ended in May 2004. At that point our predecessors 
decided that it was timely to examine financial protection for air travellers in greater detail 
and produced a report, Financial Protection for Air Travellers, in July 2004, which 
contained recommendations for change. When a reply to our predecessors’ report was due 
from the Government the then Minister, Tony McNulty MP, requested an extension to 
allow time for the CAA to undertake work required to enable the Government to respond 
fully to the report. Further delays ensued which we discuss later in this report.  

4. Meanwhile, EUjet, a low budget airline, collapsed in July 2004, leading to thousands of 
passengers being left overseas, precisely the situation predicted in our predecessors’ 2004 
report. In the light of that collapse, and the continued absence of any response by the 
Government to the report, we announced in August a hearing to which the Minister, 
Karen Buck MP and the Chairman of the CAA, Sir Roy McNulty were invited to explain 
the position.  

5. Before that hearing could take place (2 November) the CAA announced its final advice 
to the Government (22 September). This was based on extensive research, and confirmed 

 
1 Transport Committee, Sixth Report of Session 2002-03, Aviation, HC 454-I, para 28 

2  The Government's Response to the Transport Committee's Report on Aviation, Cm 6047 
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our predecessors’ recommendations and the CAA’s earlier view that an extension of 
protection for air travellers was required.  

2 The 2004 inquiry: shrinking protection  
6. Our predecessor committee’s report of 9 July 2004 on the financial protection available 
to air travellers pointed out much that was inadequate or confusing about the current 
arrangements.3 For example: 

 The insurance and travel industries’ had failed to communicate adequately to air 
passengers the “extent to which airline failure is not a risk covered by most general 
travel insurance.”4  

 That while Specific Scheduled Airline Failure Insurance (SAFI) is available at a cost 
of between £1 and £5 on each ticket, SAFI does not cover repatriation costs. Where 
the airlines have sought some kind of protection such as the so–called “chapter 11 
protection in the United States”5  

 The strict limitations on the liability provided where travellers purchase tickets 
with credit cards; the policy of the European Commission for revision of the 
Consumer Credit Directive which would outlaw this cover; and the absence of 
parallel cover when purchasing by debit card.6 But many low cost fares are not 
caught by this protection. The average Ryanair one-way fare was around 40 Euro, 
or £27.7 

 The complexities and limitations of the Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing system 
(ATOL) which provides only for the repatriation of the declining numbers of 
passengers who purchase package holidays or have travel by charter flight.8 Most 
importantly, ATOL offers no assistance to those who have purchased scheduled 
airline tickets direct from the airline.  

7. The previous committee made a number of recommendations to improve matters, the 
foremost being “that a comprehensive financial system for air travellers is now justified”. 9 
It warned that the risk of airline failures remained high, and in particular that voluntary 
arrangements to protect passengers in those circumstances were unlikely to work: 

 
3 Transport Select Committee, Fifteenth Report of Session 2003-2004, Financial Protection for Air Travellers, HC 806-l, 

published on 9 July 2004  

4 Ibid, para 12 

5 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, para 13 

6 Ibid, para 15 “credit card liability only applies if the purchase is over £100 and…under £30,000. It also requires the 
credit card to be used to pay the airline itself, not an intermediary such as a travel agent or flight consolidator.” In 
addition “There are further exclusions in terms of third party payment, an unmarried couple, and one pays for both 
parties; the non-family person will not be covered. Groups of more than 19 are not covered.” Financial Protection 
for Air Travellers, Oral Evidence, HC 806-l, Q 213 

7 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, para 17 

8 Ibid, p 4. Only 66% of UK international leisure air travellers were covered by ATOL in 2004, down from 96% in 1996. 
In 2004, 14.4 million travellers had no ATOL cover. The Department for Transport estimate is that by 2010 only 22% - 
46% will be covered. HC Deb, 7 November 2005, cols 147-148 W  

9 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, para 44 
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“a significant risk of at least one further airline failure which will affect UK 
passengers in the foreseeable future" and that "as things currently stand, it is likely 
that a significant proportion of the passengers affected would not be protected from 
that failure 

“the substantial increase in low cost and general air traffic has resulted in increased 
exposure of passengers to the risk, inconvenience and expenditure of airline failure 
in a way we consider unacceptable.  

“voluntary arrangements between IATA [International Air Transport Association] 
airlines are cold comfort. They mean nothing if there are insufficient spare seats on 
alternative flights. They are not binding and some major airlines are not IATA 
members. Even when IATA arrangements operate, evidence shows that 
disappointed customers are likely to have to part with more money to reach their 
destinations. “10 

The committee also pointed to widespread confusion on the part of consumers over the 
level of protection they enjoyed:  
 

“the CAA's research shows that consumers believe protection exists where it 
currently does not. Consumers could only make informed decisions about the need 
for financial protection if they had sufficient information about individual airlines' 
solvency and the general state of the market.” The committee thought it was 
“ridiculous to suggest that this information can be made readily available, or that all 
consumers would want to analyse it before every booking.” 11 

The way forward was clear: 
 

“We do not relish the prospect of stranded and disappointed passengers. We would 
prefer that passengers paid an extra £2 each than considerably more to rebook or fly 
home if their airline went bust. In a volatile business environment, the extra cost of 
mandatory financial protection is a necessary evil. 

We urge the Civil Aviation Authority to hold its nerve and advise Government that a 
comprehensive financial protection system for air travellers is now justified. The 
evidence we have seen leads us to the same conclusion." 12 

The analysis underpinning policy decisions should of course be thorough, but action 
was required without delay:  
 

“Economic impact and cost-benefit analysis is important and must be completed. 
The CAA says it will not take long. It should ensure that the process does not over-
run. Government preparation of legislation could proceed in parallel. However, the 

 
10 Ibid, p 19 

11 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, p 19 

12 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, p 19 
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Government should reconfirm any decision to proceed after the analysis is complete. 
That provides a safeguard that action will only be taken when the facts are available. 

We urge the Government to take a quick and clear decision on the principle, since 
the CAA has explored the issues. The Government should be in no doubt that the 
Committee supports a mandatory arrangement as envisaged by the CAA. Some 
scheduled airlines appear at risk of collapse. Existing consumer protection is patchy. 
Government delay and prevarication will only increase the risk to which passengers 
are exposed.” 13 

3 CAA proposals: modernising protection  
8. The CAA had proposed in March 2004 that the “law should be changed so that UK 
originating flights and air packages are protected if people pay for them in advance, 
whether they are bought from an airline or not.”14 The CAA was aware of UK national and 
European policy on protection for air passengers: “The UK Government and the European 
Council have legislated to provide financial protection for holidays” because of the 
considerable costs to the “average family” of such a holiday and the risk of people being 
stranded if an operator fails.15  

9. The CAA expressed concern that this settled policy was being undermined: “the way 
holidays are increasingly sold, many of the public are not now getting the protection we 
believe was originally intended.”16 Airlines were selling more tickets to the public directly, 
and the enhanced ability of those with internet access to package their own holidays. This 
meant that an increasingly large number of UK international leisure travellers were being 
left out of the current financial protection arrangements.17  

10. The requirements of the EU Package Travel Directive mean that travellers who book 
through tour operators must continue to receive protection. As the CAA points out, it is 
not possible to remove all protection, even if that were desirable.18 Because progressively 
fewer people are buying package holidays, the current protection afforded by ATOL 
extends to a diminishing number of UK international leisure travellers. 

CAA’s view of the current regulations and proposals 

11. Three months after our predecessor committee reported in July 2004, the Government 
made an announcement stating that the CAA and a wide range of industry representatives 
had been asked to carry out “further work in connection with financial protection for air 
travellers.” 19 The Department was represented on this working group. Ernst & Young was 

 
13 Ibid, p 20 

14 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, para 43 

15 Transport Select Committee, Financial Protection for Air Travellers, Oral Evidence, HC 806-I, Q210  

16 Ibid, Q 210 

17 See footnote 8 

18 Ev 6 

19 Department for Transport press notice of 27 October 2004; Letter Charlotte Atkins to Gwyneth Dunwoody, 27 
October 2004. The members of the working group were: Department of Trade and Industry, British Airways, Easyjet, 
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engaged to undertake relevant economic modelling.20 The overall objective was “to 
produce objective, weighty and robust analysis of the economics.”21 

12. The CAA’s proposal in 2004 was designed to provide a remedy for ‘shrinking 
protection’ by bringing the arrangements for financial protection for air passengers up to 
date.22 The CAA’s final recommendation which was published on 22 September 2005 
embodied the same approach and came to the same conclusions as were contained in its 
previous advice: 

“The current regulations are no longer effective because: 

an increasing proportion of passengers now buy unprotected flights directly from 
airlines 

over half of unprotected passengers wrongly believe they are protected the current 
system based on bonding is inefficient, expensive and imposes significant regulatory 
costs on tour operators  

existing tour operators are beginning to reorganise their businesses outside of the 
protection provided by ATOL, partly because of the market distortion with 
scheduled air travel created by the costs of bonding.  

Consumers cannot rely on other forms of protection. 90% of travel insurance 
policies do not cover air carrier insolvency. Those that do cover insolvency would 
not, unlike the ATOL scheme, help stranded passengers make the necessary 
alternative practical arrangements to get home. Also, increasing use of debit cards to 
avoid air carriers’ credit card surcharges means consumers lose the refund protection 
which credit card purchases can provide.  

EU law means that the UK has to ensure that, at least, customers of tour operators 
are guaranteed a refund and/or repatriation if the operator becomes insolvent. In the 
UK this requirement is met by the ATOL scheme, which requires tour operators who 
sell packages to hold a bond to provide financial protection. 

The analytical model created by E&Y found that the “All Flights” option is the most 
economically attractive. It has the highest ratio of benefits to costs and delivers the 
greatest benefits at the lowest cost.”23 

The CAA was clear what action is required:  
The CAA recommendation is, therefore, to implement the All Flights option: all 
passengers on UK-originating international flights would enjoy financial protection 
for both repatriation and refunds in the event that their tour operator or airline 
became insolvent. 

                                                                                                                                                               
Virgin Atlantic, TUI, Cosmos, First Choice, Board of Airline Representatives in the UK (BARUK), European Low Fares 
Airline Association (ELFAA), Association of Independent Travel Organisers (AITO), Association of British Travel 
Agents (ABTA), Air Transport Users Council (AUC), and the Federation of Tour Operators (FTO), Ev 5 

20 Ev 5 

21 Ev 5 

22 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, para 43 

23 Ev 7 
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The CAA proposes that the All Flights option is backed by a reserve fund of around 
£250 million. It proposes paying for this fund through a £1 levy per passenger per 
UK-originating international flight, which should take 3 - 5 years to generate the 
required amount. 

There would also be a reduction in the regulatory burden on tour operators, which 
the industry estimates could be worth up to £80 -100 million – primarily because 
they would no longer provide bonds, but also because it would allow other regulatory 
requirements on them to be relaxed. There would be no material regulatory burden, 
in terms of implementation, imposed on airlines. The CAA considers that it is 
therefore consistent with the Hampton review on regulatory inspections and 
enforcement, carried out for HM Treasury, and the “One in-One out” approach to 
regulation proposed in the Better Regulation Task Force’s “Regulation – Less is 
More” report.” 24 

The CAA concluded that these proposals were: 
 

 “The simplest and most economically rational option, as shown by the model, is 
protection for all flights. All passengers on UK-originating international flights 
would enjoy financial protection in respect of both repatriation and refunds. 

The CAA proposes implementing this option through a £1 levy per passenger per 
UK-originating international flight. Over 3 - 5 years this should build up a reserve 
fund of around £250 million.  

The CAA recognises that there are counter arguments and proposals, but considers 
that these should be subjected to the same level of detailed analysis as its proposal. 

The CAA considers that its proposal is consistent with the current objective of better 
regulation (the Hampton review and the Better Regulation Task Force’s “Regulation 
– Less is More” report). It would have no material impact on airlines and would 
bring deregulatory benefits to tour operators.  

The CAA’s recommendation would restore financial protection to consumers who 
think they already have it.”25 

Implications of the proposal and industry responses 

13. The evidence we have is that the CAA’s proposal has been welcomed in important 
sectors of the industry and by commentators. 

14. The CAA proposal would place no extra financial burden on the airlines as the levy 
would be paid by the passengers. Unlike the ATOL bond, the levy would not tie up the 
working capital of the companies involved. 26  

 
24 Ev 6. The CAA’s full advice to the Government, including the relevant economic modelling, Financial Protection for 

Air Travellers and Package Holidaymakers in the Future: CAA Advice to Government, September 2005, CAP 759, ISBN 
0 11790 477 5, can be consulted on-line on the CAA’s website at www.caa.co.uk  

25 Ev 9 

26 Ev7 
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15. The burden on the industry of collecting the levy is likely to be light: “It is anticipated 
that a simple fundraising mechanism such as a flat-rate levy on all UK-originating 
passengers, could use firms’ existing systems so that the additional costs would be 
minimal.” 27  

16. The CAA estimate that failures could be “managed” to occur in the low season which 
would minimise the fund required which would be capped at £250 million, the estimated 
cost of a low season failure, at which point contributions to the levy would be suspended.28 
More expensive or unavoidable high season failures would be supported additionally by 
the Air Travel Trust Fund (ATTF),29 the statutory successor fund to the Air Travel Reserve 
Fund established in 1975 to supplement ATOL bonds. 30 

17. The proposed level of the charge per passenger per UK originating international flight, 
£1, appears reasonable given the likely risk and the benefits conferred, as the experience of 
some EUjet passengers who paid considerable amounts to return home confirms.31 The 
CAA conducted a survey of EUjet customers after the airline’s collapse. Although the CAA 
did not ask any questions relating to a levy or increasing financial protection, a significant 
proportion of EUjet customers told the CAA that there was need for “a better and more 
extended protection system.” 32 Sir Roy McNulty referred to an ABTA survey in 2004 
which found that “four in five people agreed that a levy of up to £2 to help people in the 
event of an airline collapse would be acceptable.”33 The CAA’s proposed levy is in fact £1, 
approximately half the per capita charge tour operators are paying for ATOL.34 Sir Roy 
McNulty placed this level of charge in perspective: 

 “…we are talking about a £1 levy, and when you are looking at the surcharges that 
all of these airlines are loading onto customers- even Ryanair who are adamantly 
against the £1 levy, charge their customers £6.96 for insurance and wheelchair 
charges….To me, £1 levy against, say British Airways with total taxes and, fees and 
charges of £50 on a flight to Amsterdam, we have got to keep these things in 
proportion….” 35 

18. Which, the Consumers’ Association, calls for the Government to take action to 
untangle the confusion of the present arrangements and instances the difficulties 
passengers can face: 

 
27 CAA, Financial Protection for Air Travellers and Package Holidaymakers in the Future, pp 20,21; Ev 7 

28 Ibid, pp 19,20 

29 CAA, Financial Protection for Air Travellers and package Holidaymakers in the Future, p 19 

30 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, HC 806-l, para 11 

31 See Chapter 4 

32 “9% of EUjet customers commented on the need for a better and more extended consumer protection system. 
Some considered that ‘protection for all customers should be in place’ and wanted “a small levy to cover such costs’, 
or said that ‘I would have paid a few extra pounds for financial protection had it been offered.’” Ev 24 

33 Q 42 

34 Q 69 

35 Q 69 
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“passengers on a MyTravel charter flight will be protected by the ATOL scheme, but 
those booking on its no-frills sister company MyTravel Lite are likely to be left 
without any compensation should the company become insolvent.” 36 

The Air Travel Insolvency Protection Advisory Committee (ATIPAC) points out that 
although “much effort has been expended on consumer education, the level of awareness 
has remained virtually static”;37 and stresses the advantage of professional repatriation and 
compensation arrangements: “In the past year, 11,500 [ATOL protected] passengers have 
been repatriated, after completing their holidays, and 22,000 people have received 
compensation”.38 

19. The Association of British Travel Agents and Federation of Tour Operators not 
unexpectedly focus on the “competitive disadvantages” for tour operators who are required 
to fund ATOL bonds in contrast with the no-frills airlines.39 The Association of 
Independent Tour Operators (AITO) estimated that replacing ATOL with a levy as 
proposed by the CAA would save its members approximately £15 million annually.40 

20. We are sympathetic to the AITO approach not only because the present arrangements 
discriminate against tour operators, but also because tour operators’ competitive 
disadvantage also works against growing numbers of UK leisure travellers using no-frills 
airlines. Many of these passengers believe that they are covered but in reality are not. It is a 
disadvantage which is growing starker as the number of passengers carried by the no–frills 
increases inexorably.41 

21. The competitive market distortion introduced by the £1 “all flights” levy would be less, 
in the CAA’s view, than that represented by the current cost to passengers of the ATOL 
bond estimated by the CAA at “£2 a head”.42 The Government, astonishingly, appears not 
to have conducted an independent quantitative assessment of the relative merits of the two 
approaches.43 This is particularly regrettable as it has rejected the option which appears to 
reduces market distortion significantly.  

22. The proposal for a levy is of course not universally welcomed. But the argument, 
advanced by British Airways and bmi, 44 - though rejected vigorously by Virgin Atlantic 
which supports the CAA’s levy proposal -45 that blanket protection offered by such a levy is 
not appropriate in the case of larger and currently stable airlines, is weak. The CAA’s view 

 
36 Ev 32 

37 Ev 34 

38 Ev 36 

39 Ev 44 

40 Ev 48 

41 For example, “figures at yesterday showed that the boom in low-cost air travel was continuing. Of the 113,000 
flights in and out of the UK last month, almost a third were operated by the low cost carriers, OAG, a flight 
information company said. The number of low-cost flights was 24% higher than the same time last year.” The 
Times, 11 October 2005 

42 Q 69 

43 Ev 4 

44 Ev 42, Ev 40  

45 Ev 47 
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is that “one should not legislate on the basis of particular airlines’ financial positions today. 
Well established airlines do get into financial difficulty from time to time.” 46 We agree. The 
collapse of Swissair and Sabena is eloquent testimony that the danger of collapse is not 
confined to the smaller carriers.  

23. The CAA has produced a well researched and reasonably priced proposal which 
allows the present UK and European policy of financial protection for air passengers to 
continue in circumstances where the number of UK international leisure passengers 
protected by ATOL is falling and is likely to continue to shrink further in future. No 
one relishes paying more to travel. But there is little practical alternative if millions of 
passengers are to have peace of mind. The CAA’s proposal appears cost effective and to 
place no excessive burden on airlines, the industry generally, or the taxpayer. It involves 
less market distortion that the present arrangements which discriminate against tour 
operators. The proposal is in line with the CAA’s previous view, and that of our 
predecessor committee. It has our support also. 

4 EUjet collapses 

Prediction 

24. The previous Committee’s report had highlighted the probability of further airline 
failures : 

“We are persuaded that there is a significant risk of at least one further airline failure 
which will affect UK passengers in the foreseeable future. We also believe that, as 
things currently stand, it is likely that a significant proportion of the passengers 
affected would not be protected from that failure.”47  

25. Unfortunately our predecessors’ prediction came true when the low budget carrier 
EUjet, registered and regulated in the Republic of Ireland, but operating primarily 
from Manson Airport in Kent, ceased flying in July 2005 leaving 12,000 passengers 
stranded overseas and 27,000 still to travel.48 The case of EUjet illustrates the 
deficiencies of the current arrangements for financial protection and the need for 
reform. 

Post-mortem 

26.  The CAA conducted a post-mortem of EUjet’s collapse and produced a report in 
October.49  

27. A number of ‘no-frills’ airlines offered to return stranded EUjet passengers for a set fare 
of £25. But this proved an imperfect solution. By the close of the offer on 2 August, the 

 
46 Ev 8 

47 Financial Protection for Air Travellers, para 27 

48 Ev 22. ‘Airline goes into administration’, 26 July 2005, BBC News Online. Press articles at the time underestimated 
the number of EUjet passengers abroad often quoting the figure as 5,000,e.g. ‘EUjet leaves thousands stranded’, 
Sunday Times, 31 July 2005; ‘Grounding of EUjet leads to calls for protection plan’, The Guardian, 30 July 2005 

49 Ev 21 to 29 
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CAA evidence is that “over 5,000” passengers were still abroad.50 In addition, various 
restrictions of time and capacity placed on booking by the ‘no-frills’ airlines meant that 
only 16% of passengers paying the special offer prices.51 Many had to cut their holidays 
short to take up this offer. 34% of the passengers returned on a date other than the 
intended one.52 None of those were returned to Manston Airport, their point of 
departure.53 

28. The CAA estimate that “The total average cost of returning abroad (flight and ground 
transfer) to Manston was £100 per person.”54 For a family of four “the cost of flights home, 
and ground transfers, was on average, £400.”55 67% of passengers either thought that they 
were protected or did not know about protection, and of these two thirds thought that they 
were protected.56 31% of passengers paid by debit card or cash, and were not therefore 
covered by the protection offered to those paying by credit card.57 

29. The CAA concluded: 

“repatriation was in most cases expensive and inefficient due to the absence of a 
centralised administrator or information source. Consequently, and because of the 
lack of information and assistance, passengers felt as thought they were stranded and 
were represented in the media as such. 

The results of EUjet’s failure were as predicted in an analytical model created for the 
CAA earlier this year as part of its work on the future of financial protection. The 
model indicated that in a small airline failure passengers would be able to repatriate 
themselves, but at a higher cost and in some cases with a delay. The model showed 
that if a managed scheme with a central administrator was in place, repatriation 
could have been organised more cheaply, at no cost to the passengers and they would 
have been able to travel as intended with little or no disruption to their holiday and 
therefore less anxiety. Passengers yet to travel would also receive a refund 
irrespective of whether they paid by credit card or debit card.”58  

30. The contrast with an ATOL protected carrier which collapsed in September 2004, 
Golden Sun Holidays Ltd, illustrates the advantages of mandatory cover, and the 
corresponding disadvantages faced by passengers of budget airlines: 

“Although only a relatively small operator, at the time of the collapse, about 10,500 
people travelling with Golden Sun were on holiday in a number of different 
destinations across the Greek Islands. The CAA’s crisis management team arranged 
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for almost everyone to continue their holidays and return home on the day and to 
the airport they had planned.”59  

31. Had the Government heeded the common sense recommendations of our 
predecessor committee to provide quickly an adequate and up to date scheme of 
financial protection for air passengers without delay, EUjet’s collapse might have been 
addressed with less disruption and expense than the CAA’s study proved to have been 
the case.  

32. In the event, the Government’s delayed and flawed decision on the issue of financial 
protection fails to improve the lot of scheduled airline passengers who, like those of EUjet, 
risk losing money, time, and peace of mind if their air carrier collapses.  

5 The Government’s decision  

Why policy action is required 

33. Our predecessor committee believed that a policy of protection continues to be 
required. The main reasons why are set out in Chapter 2 and remain valid. It may be 
helpful to set out in more detail the extent of the potential problem our predecessor 
committee’s recommendations sought to address.  

34. Since 1999 there have been seven airline insolvencies.60 EUjet ceased trading in July. 
The CAA estimate that the chance of air carriers failing is between 2% and 3%.61 Further 
air sector insolvencies will certainly occur causing thousands of holiday makers to be 
stranded abroad. During the period 1984 to 2004, 191,000 people had to be repatriated at a 
cost of £29 million under the ATOL scheme as a result of air operators’ bankruptcies.62 But 
the proportion of air travellers covered by the ATOL scheme is falling steeply. In 1996, 
according to the Government’s own figures, 96% of UK international leisure air travellers, 
21.3 million people, were protected by ATOL. In 2004 coverage had reduced to 66%, or 
28.1 million, numerically larger but a much smaller proportion of the total. The decline in 
the numbers of those protected by ATOL is set to continue. By 2010 the Government 
estimate that only between 22% and 46% of UK international leisure travellers will have 
ATOL protection.63 The CAA’s “worst case scenario” is “19% by as early as 2008”.64 

Whichever set of figures is chosen, the trend is clear. 
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The Government’s decision 

35. On 10 October, thirteen months after the publication of our predecessor’s report, and 
notwithstanding the debâcle of EUjet, the Government announced that it had rejected the 
proposals of the industry regulator, the CAA, set out in Chapter 3: 65 

Compulsion: “The Government does not believe that it should compel citizens to 
protect themselves against the failure of an airline.”66  

Consistency: “…there is no logical reason why the State should organise refunds for this 
one group of consumers.”67  

Confusion: The Government effectively discounted the evidence that travellers continue 
to believe that they are protected against airline collapse when they are not.68 

Repatriation: The Government comment that “The CAA’s assessment and the example 
of EUjet this summer show that people will generally find their way home by other 
routes.”69  

36. The Government now proposes to address the shrinking protection offered to UK 
international leisure travellers by ATOL through: 

Better information for air travellers: “The Government has already been working with 
the CAA and the airline industry to improve consumer information about insurance 
cover when booking flights.”70 The Government is relying on “Travellers showing an 
increasing sophistication in shopping around on the internet”; airline posting messages 
for passengers making bookings online; information from the Air Transport Users 
Council and the FCO.71  

Voluntary repatriation arrangements: The Government is relying on “airlines’ 
assurances that they will continue to take voluntary action on repatriation.”72 

A “risk based” approach to regulation as set out in the Government’s Better Regulation 
Action Plan: “Instead of routine regulation attempting to cover all, we adopt a risk 
based approach which targets only the necessary few….a new trust between business 
and government is possible…”73 
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Relying on the insurance market: The Government appears to be relying on the 
insurance market to cover the growing gap left by ATOL. It has been working to 
“improve consumer information about insurance cover when booking flights.”74  

A flawed policy 

37. Nothing the Government has done since the publication of the previous 
committee’s report has caused us to retreat from our colleagues’ support for the CAA’s 
argument that a modest mandatory levy to guard against the consequences to 
passengers of airline bankruptcy is cost effective and highly desirable. Our reasons are 
set out in detail below. 

Information 

38. The Government wishes to promote greater clarity about airline insurance and ATOL. 
This is laudable but we are highly sceptical that this will succeed where other attempts have 
failed. The National Audit Office has found that impact of recent efforts to increase 
travellers’ awareness of key information has been relatively weak.75 Our predecessors 
gathered unambiguous evidence that air travellers were unclear about the limits of cover. 
The subsequent evidence of EUjet passengers suggests that widespread confusion persists.76 
The Government has provided no shred of convincing evidence that the policy of relying 
on passengers’ “sophistication” and techniques such as airlines posting messages on 
websites will work when other attempts have failed. 

39.  In the absence of sound consumer information about airlines’ solvency the ‘buyer 
beware’ or caveat emptor approach is unrealistic. Our predecessors said that it was 
“ridiculous to suggest that this information can be made readily available, or that all 
consumers would want to analyse it before every booking.”77 We agree.  

Repatriation 

40. The Government is seeking a voluntary agreement with airlines to repatriate stranded 
passengers in the event of an air carrier collapsing. But reliance on voluntary repatriation 
arrangements is inadequate. In the case of a relatively small airline failure like EUjet such 
arrangements may appear to work.78 The Government evidently believes this case proves 
the viability of voluntary repatriation arrangements. But the CAA figures demonstrated 
that 16% of passengers only were able to take advantage of the ‘no-frills’ airlines’ reduced 
fare offer of £25.79 Many paid much more: “60% paid between £50 and £200 per person for 
their return flight.”80 This is hardly the success story claimed by the Department. 
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41. Our predecessor committee was clear that capacity could not be guaranteed under 
voluntary arrangements in the event of a major failure in the peak holiday season: “The 
CAA has demonstrated that in the summer season, there are very few spare seats available 
on flights to the UK from major holiday airports”.81 The Air Transport Users Council, too, 
points to the real possibility that spare seating capacity would be inadequate to cope with 
the repatriation problem in the event that a large carrier collapses.82  

42. Damningly, the Minister admitted to us on 2 November that there was “no 
guarantee” that if low fare airlines were fully booked extra flights would be scheduled to 
bring home stranded travellers under voluntary agreements.83 To argue, as the 
Government does, for a voluntary repatriation agreement for stranded passengers on 
the basis of EUjet is to build policy on sand. A voluntary agreement in this case is not 
worth the paper it is written on. Worse, it gives the appearance of a solution where in 
reality there is none. Passengers are lulled into a false sense of security when they could 
still be stranded. 

‘Better regulation’ 

43. When the Minister gave evidence to us on the reasons for the Government’s decision to 
reject the CAA advice for effective protection we were astonished to hear her praise that 
work so highly: 

“The decision was not made by looking at the work of the CAA and basically 
criticising and deconstructing it; it was very much a question of saying: ‘Here is an 
excellent piece of work, a very sound piece of work, setting out the arguments for the 
levy’ 

But this excellence had no bearing apparently on the Government’s decision because: 
 

“it was right to take effectively a different approach; that it was really very much in 
the context of the Better Regulation Framework….as the Better Regulation Taskforce 
Outline suggested, it was more important for regulation to only be very much 
focussed on specific risk. In this case the level of risk-and there is a level of risk-did 
not warrant a 100% compulsory levy.”84 

44. This seems to imply that in working up its proposal the CAA had overlooked the 
Government’s better regulation policy. But this was not so. Indeed, the CAA’s work 
specifically addressed the implications of the proposal for the Government’s objective of 
better regulation: 

“There would…be a reduction in the regulatory burden on tour operators, which the 
industry estimates could be worth up to £80-£100 million- primarily because they 
would no longer provide bonds, but also because it would allow other regulatory 
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requirements on them to be relaxed. There would be no material regulatory burden, 
in terms of implementation, imposed on the airlines. The CAA considers that it is 
consistent with the Hampton review on regulatory inspections and enforcement, 
carried out by HM Treasury, and the ‘One-in One-out’ approach to regulation 
proposed in the Better Regulation Task Force’s ‘Regulation-Less is More’ report.” 85 

The Government has produced no evidence to rebut the CAA’s position that its 
proposal for an ‘all flights’ levy would actually lighten the regulatory burden of 
financial protection on the air travel industry. 
 
45. The Department quotes the Chancellor of the Exchequer: “Instead of routine 
regulation attempting to cover all, we adopt a risk based approach which targets only 
the necessary few.”86 In this case however the risk applies to all UK international leisure 
travellers. The continued existence of ATOL addresses the requirement to protect only 
one category of vulnerable UK international leisure travellers, albeit a shrinking one. 
The Government’s decision to reject the CAA’s advice perversely leaves the growing 
number of scheduled airline passengers, including budget airline passengers, 
vulnerable to the same risks as those currently covered by ATOL. If it means anything, 
‘better regulation’ means regulation that is rational and equitable. To ensure that all 
passengers have protection when they have purchased a package holiday, while 
excluding others who have purchased a scheduled air ticket, is neither.  

Commercial insurance 

46. Our predecessors stressed that Scheduled Airline Failure Insurance (SAFI) is unlikely 
to be available where an airline has sought some form of creditor protection and may be 
financially unstable.87 In its latest evidence, the CAA restates the position plainly: 

“Consumers cannot rely on other forms of protection. 90% of travel insurance 
policies do not cover air carrier insolvency.”88 

In her statement to the House on 31 October 2005, the Minster said “The Government 
realises that not all travel insurance covers insolvency, but some does.”89 This is 
disingenuous when the CAA told that Government in advice published only five weeks 
earlier, on 22 September that the vast majority of travel insurance policies do not cover 
air carrier insolvency.90 We are astonished that in taking its final decision the 
Government can dismiss the fact that 90% of travel insurance policies do not cover air 
carrier insolvency.  
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47. It appears that the Government did not perform even a rudimentary analysis of 
whether the insurance market would bear the increased risk exposure of SAFI 
expansion. This is especially absurd given the amount of time and money (£400,000) 
spent by the CAA on its analysis, including hiring the consultants Ernst & Young.91 It is 
simply nonsensical for the Government to rely upon the insurance market to plug the 
gap left by ATOL when the fact is that appropriate commercial insurance is simply not 
yet widely available and there has been no attempt to assess whether the market is 
organising to provide it.92  

6 Further matters of concern 

Undue Influence? 

48. Immediately prior to our hearing on 2 November, we were alarmed to receive in 
writing an allegation from Virgin Atlantic, a major airline which supports the CAA 
proposal,93 that the Department had threatened to “name and shame” it in front of this 
committee if it did not agree to voluntary measures “to minimise the adverse impact on 
passengers of airline failures.”94  

49. We questioned the Minister about this on 2 November and accept her assertion that 
she knew nothing about the matter.95 Subsequently, we received a letter from her 
explaining that in a discussion between the company and an official “the impression was 
given that the Department would highlight – as oppose to omit – the names of airlines 
which had not signed up.”96  

50. While this incident may have reflected a misunderstanding, it indicates a very 
disappointing level of trust and communication between the Department and some 
parts of the industry. The Department needs to ensure that its working relationship 
with the industry is uniformly sound. Improvement here is clearly called for. This 
episode also exposes the problems of seeking a voluntary agreement for the protection 
of air passengers where there is no industry–wide agreement. 

Delay 

51. The normal convention is that the Government replies to the reports of select 
committees within two months. The Government has taken over seven times longer to 
respond to our predecessor committee’s report.  

52. In this case, we accept that there were sufficient grounds for some delay in order to 
complete an economic and regulatory impact analysis of the CAA draft proposals. Sir Roy 
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McNulty, Chairman of the CAA, estimated in June 2004 however that this work might take 
a “minimum [of] two months, maximum three”, and that the “advice would stress the 
urgency of this problem as something that needs to be addressed very quickly in our 
opinion.”97 The then Minister, Tony McNulty MP, wrote to the committee on 2 September 
2004 to explain this delay.98  

53. His successor, Charlotte Atkins MP, told us later in September that the Government 
expected to be in a position to reply to the Committee in December.99 The Department 
then wrote to us in October seeking a further delay on the basis that alternative options 
were being considered to address air protection and indicating that the Government would 
write to the committee early in 2005.100  

54. In the absence of the expected response our predecessors wrote to the Department in 
March 2005.101 In reply, the Minister said that the CAA’s advice was expected by the 
Department in the second week of April.102 Thereafter we heard nothing. In August, in 
considerable exasperation, we announced a public hearing to examine the Minister, Karen 
Buck MP.103 

55. The Government has explained subsequently that the CAA’s “draft advice” was 
delivered to the Department on 12 April 2005. The intervention of the General Election 
prevented speedy Ministerial consideration, but interdepartmental consideration of the 
draft did continue at official level.104 Newspaper reports in the summer indicated that while 
the Department for Transport supported a levy to protect air travellers, the Treasury was 
opposed.105 

56. Our predecessor committee sought a speedy response from the Government precisely 
because the problem of financial protection was perceived to be an urgent one. That was 
borne out by the demise of EUjet in July which disrupted thousands of passengers. We 
deplore what turned out to be a wildly over-optimistic estimate from the CAA in 2004 
that the extra analytical work would take a “maximum” of three months. Estimates for 
work made to this committee must be accurate.  

57. But what is of greater concern is the evidence of Departmental drift. Had the 
Government moved swiftly when our predecessor’s report, ‘Aviation’, was produced in 
2003, or a year later on publication of the first report on air protection, then the plight 
of the EUjet passengers might have been eased. We accept that General Elections cause 
extra pressure on Ministers for a concentrated period, but that cannot explain the 
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entire delay. Ministers should have ensured that the interdepartmental discussions, 
which appear to have lasted from April to September, possibly as a result of a dispute 
between the Department and the Treasury, proceeded more quickly. 106 

Evidence based policy 

58. As noted, in arriving at its decision about the future of financial protection the 
Government has set aside the advice of the industry regulator, the CAA. This advice took 
account of the Government’s regulation policy. It was expensive and time consuming to 
produce. The Department was directly involved in its production. The Minister herself 
described it to us as “an excellent piece of work”.107  

59. For the Government to reject what it describes as “excellent” CAA work is bad 
enough. But what is more alarming is that the grounds of that rejection remain unclear. 
As we say, the Government’s rejection of the regulator’s advice is based on assertion not 
analysis. The Government now needs to present the detailed evidence on which its 
decision was based. The powerful arguments for a modest “all flights” levy to protect 
passengers presented in the evidence we have received need to be addressed by the 
Government in detail. 

60. The Government appears to believe that the form of blanket protection to passengers 
offered by ATOL has had its day because: 

“ATOL stems from the early 1970s when a family holiday abroad tended to be 
organised as a package and travel abroad was infrequent. It involved putting at risk a 
significant proportion of family income in advance of the holiday being taken. These 
days overseas travel is a lot more routine.”  

The Department presented no evidence to support the strong implication in its 
evidence that because travel is “a lot more routine” it no longer involves a “significant 
proportion” of family income. We challenge the Government to argue this case with 
those families of four who, according to the CAA’s research, had to pay out an average 
of £400 to return to the UK when EUjet collapsed. We would be interested to know if 
those people consider £400 to be a “significant” sum. Travel remains expensive.108 
 
61. A member of the Liaison Committee challenged the Prime Minister on 22 
November that: “The Government makes much of the fact that it operates on the basis 
of what it calls evidence-based policy and yet often policies seem to descend from the 
blue skies…and we wonder where the evidence is.”109 The Department’s approach to 
the policy of financial protection for air travellers is a blatant example of the 
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Government’s departure from evidence based policy making. It is essential and, we 
think, self-evident that the process of Government policy making should be based on 
clear and convincing analysis. We see precious little evidence that this approach was 
adopted in the present case. 

Forewarning? 

62. It is clear from the evidence we received that there were concerns over the viability 
of EUjet before its collapse. When asked if there were indications that the company was 
going to collapse the Chairman of the CAA said “No, we did not.”110 This may have 
been strictly true but was not the whole story. Sir Roy also told us that “There had been 
rumours but no hard information.”111  

63. The company was not regulated by the CAA however but by the Irish Commission for 
Aviation Regulation as it was registered in the Republic of Ireland.112 The CAA told us that 
EC Licensing Regulation 2407/92 states that the principal place of business of a licence 
holder is required to be in the Member State responsible for issuing the company’s 
Operating Licence.113 That Regulation gave no legal role normally to the CAA in regulating 
EUjet. 114 This was a cause of concern to the CAA however as the majority of EUjet’s 
scheduled business was based in the UK.115  

EUjet background 

64. The CAA conducted a study of EUjet’s background after this committee’s hearing on 2 
November.116 EUjet’s parent company, PlaneStation, had traded under a number of names: 
“In March 2001, as the Wiggins Group plc, it received censure from the Financial 
Reporting Review Panel and the Financial Services Authority for overestimating its results 
between 1995-2000, which on their restatement resulted in significant losses.”117 
Subsequently, a “number of directors left the Group”.118 In July 2003 the Group’s shares 
were briefly suspended at its own request “while it was in discussions on a possible 
takeover.” 119 These events took place before the Group, which changed its name to 
PlaneStation in January 2004, invested in EUjet in May 2004.120  

65. Kent County Council which took a small shareholding (1.5%) in PlaneStation “in order 
to assist in the regeneration and development of east Kent” nevertheless assessed that 
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investment as “high risk”.121 There were problems with the financing of EUjet. This 
prevented it beginning scheduled operations in the summer of 2004 and additional funds 
were raised then, and again in December 2004. Passenger numbers were lower than 
expected, and when a land sale designed to prop the company up broke down in the 
summer of 2005 PlaneStation announced its suspension on 25 July.122  

66. How much information about the chequered history of EUjet’s parent company the 
CAA knew prior to the company’s collapse earlier this year is unclear. But given the 
CAA Chairman’s comment to us on 2 November that “If we hear information that 
leads us to believe that something ought to be looked at we have, on occasion, contacted 
the regulatory authority in the country concerned”,123 and his suspicion that the 
company may not have been viable,124 it might have been reasonable to expect that the 
CAA would have pressed its concerns urgently to the Irish Commission for Aviation 
Regulation, EUjet’s regulatory body, even on the basis of “rumours”. Had such action 
been taken, it is possible that the problems experienced by thousands of UK travellers 
could have been avoided earlier in the year. We accept that EUjet was not regulated by 
the CAA. We hope however that the CAA will intervene more courageously in future if 
presented with similar circumstances.  

67. It is surprising that the CAA did not pursue the case as it had been sufficiently 
concerned about the general issues arising from EUjet’s Irish registration to contact the 
Irish Commission. The CAA explained in detail the severe constraints on the action it can 
take over a non-UK air carrier about which it has concerns.125 For example: 

It cannot require financial information from a non-UK carrier 

It has no legal powers to take action against such carriers 

Public exposure of concerns about a non UK carrier could open it to “censure” from 
the European Commission and possible reciprocal action against UK carriers. 

68. In January 2005 “87% of Eujet’s then 81 flights per week were departing from the 
UK.”126 Quite properly, the CAA was concerned and approached the Irish Commission 
for Aviation Regulation in January proposing that EUjet should be regulated in the UK, 
but this was rejected. We understand the CAA is “looking at this problem with the 
Department for Transport”.127 The problem must be addressed as a priority. It is 
absurd that the present rules prevent the CAA regulating a company’s aviation activity 
where the majority of its flights depart from this country. We hope that a common 
sense solution is being pursued vigorously by the CAA and the Government with the 
European Commission. 
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Air Travel Trust Fund 

69. The Air Travel Trust Fund (ATTF), as explained in paragraph 16, is used to provide 
financial support when required for the ATOL bonding scheme. One of the 
recommendations of our predecessor committee was that the funding for ATTF should be 
reformed: 

“There is no power to raise a new levy to replenish the Fund, despite the fact that its 
Trustees have called for one for over 12 years. Successive Governments have 
promised the necessary primary legislation, but it has not been brought before 
Parliament. The Fund was exhausted in 1996 and is now [£9.6m]in deficit. It now 
meets its liabilities through commercial borrowing against a Government guarantee. 
The interest costs ATOL-bonded operators £500,000 every year.”128  

70. We are pleased that the Government has taken the opportunity of reform offered by 
the Civil Aviation Bill currently passing through Parliament to ensure that the present 
approach is rationalised: “The provision on replenishing the Air Travel Trust Fund 
(ATTF) in the Civil Aviation Bill gives scope for a single fund collected from tour 
operators instead of a two-part approach of bonds plus the ATTF.”129 While this is 
welcome however it is no more than overdue housekeeping and has no direct bearing 
on the wider issue of air protection policy. 

7 Conclusion 
71. We believe that the Government has taken the wrong decision to reject the CAA’s 
case for the levy to finance the return journeys of passengers stranded by the collapse of 
their air carrier and to provide refunds.  

72. An opportunity to improve consumer protection has been lost. The present 
arrangement in which ATOL passengers have protection and others do not is plainly 
unfair. We believe that as the market covered by ATOL shrinks, and the number of 
unprotected passengers grows, the present arrangements will become increasingly 
untenable. The Government’s decision however means that the present inadequate 
arrangements will be prolonged.  

73.  The Government has ignored the CAA, the industry regulator, which has produced 
a well argued and robust case for a levy on all flights originating from the UK. Worse, 
there is no evidence of sound, or indeed any serious analysis underpinning the 
Government’s decision. The quality of the written evidence submitted by the 
Government to this inquiry was strong on assertion but weak on substance, and the 
Minister proved unpersuasive at our hearing.  

74. Meanwhile, the Government is spending time embedding voluntary arrangements 
for repatriation which do not guarantee the stranded passenger a flight home and 
which are bound to be structurally fragile. This is an amateurish approach. 
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75. The Government has asked the CAA to examine whether tour operators’ 
obligations under the Package Travel Directive could be fulfilled by moving away from 
ATOL bonds to a system that avoided tying up capital and creating barrier to market 
entry.130 While this is welcome evidence that the Government recognises the practical 
difficulties for tour operators of the ATOL arrangements, it will do nothing to ease the 
problems of protection for the growing numbers of travellers whose arrangements are 
made independently. 

76. The Government has said in response to our predecessors’ report that the European 
Package Travel Directive is in the “early stages” of review by the Commission, and that 
there may be a legislative proposal in 2006.131 This hardly amounts to a firm promise of 
early action by the Commission or enhanced protection for travellers in the mean time. 
The Government has provided us with no further details about what European 
legislative proposals might emerge, so we can make no assumptions about whether 
these are likely to enhance air passenger protection or not. These are not sound 
grounds for delaying effective action now at a national level. Demonstrably successful 
UK policies might also contribute positively to wider European policy development. 
Instead, the Government appears content to wait passively on what has been glacial 
progress to date on this matter in Europe.132 Meanwhile, millions of UK air travellers 
continue to fly unprotected against carrier collapse.  

77. Unless the Government takes the steps recommended in our predecessor’s report, 
and the advice provided to it by the CAA, the reality is that the number of UK 
international leisure air travellers in receipt of adequate financial protection will 
continue to fall steeply. This is unacceptable. The Government’s decision not to 
implement the CAA’s advice amounts to allowing the present policy of protection, on 
which ATOL is based, to wither on the vine. The day of ‘bond based’ protection like 
ATOL is passing; modernisation is required. Given the very large numbers of air 
travellers and the continuing fragility of air carriers, however, the underlying rationale 
for protecting passengers against airline insolvency embodied by ATOL remains 
sound. The Government must take the opportunity afforded by this report to 
reconsider its decision. 

Conclusions and recommendations 

CAA proposals: modernising protection 

1. The CAA has produced a well researched and reasonably priced proposal which 
allows the present UK and European policy of financial protection for air passengers 
to continue in circumstances where the number of UK international leisure 
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passengers protected by ATOL is falling and is likely to continue to shrink further in 
future. No one relishes paying more to travel. But there is little practical alternative if 
millions of passengers are to have peace of mind. The CAA’s proposal appears cost 
effective and to place no excessive burden on airlines, the industry generally, or the 
taxpayer. It involves less market distortion that the present arrangements which 
discriminate against tour operators. The proposal is in line with the CAA’s previous 
view, and that of our predecessor committee. It has our support also. (Paragraph 23) 

EUjet collapses 

2. Unfortunately our predecessors’ prediction came true when the low budget carrier 
EUjet, registered and regulated in the Republic of Ireland, but operating primarily 
from Manson Airport in Kent, ceased flying in July 2005 leaving 12,000 passengers 
stranded overseas and 27,000 still to travel. The case of EUjet illustrates the 
deficiencies of the current arrangements for financial protection and the need for 
reform. (Paragraph 25) 

3. Had the Government heeded the common sense recommendations of our 
predecessor committee to provide quickly an adequate and up to date scheme of 
financial protection for air passengers without delay, EUjet’s collapse might have 
been addressed with less disruption and expense than the CAA’s study proved to 
have been the case.  (Paragraph 31) 

The Government’s decision 

4. The decline in the numbers of those protected by ATOL is set to continue. By 2010 
the Government estimate that only between 22% and 46% of UK international 
leisure travellers will have ATOL protection. The CAA’s “worst case scenario” is 
“19% by as early as 2008”. Whichever set of figures is chosen, the trend is clear. 
(Paragraph 34) 

5. Nothing the Government has done since the publication of the previous committee’s 
report has caused us to retreat from our colleagues’ support for the CAA’s argument 
that a modest mandatory levy to guard against the consequences to passengers of 
airline bankruptcy is cost effective and highly desirable. Our reasons are set out in 
detail below. (Paragraph 37) 

6.  In the absence of sound consumer information about airlines’ solvency the ‘buyer 
beware’ or caveat emptor approach is unrealistic. Our predecessors said that it was 
“ridiculous to suggest that this information can be made readily available, or that all 
consumers would want to analyse it before every booking.” We agree. (Paragraph 39) 

7. Damningly, the Minister admitted to us on 2 November that there was “no 
guarantee” that if low fare airlines were fully booked extra flights would be scheduled 
to bring home stranded travellers under voluntary agreements. To argue, as the 
Government does, for a voluntary repatriation agreement for stranded passengers on 
the basis of EUjet is to build policy on sand. A voluntary agreement in this case is not 
worth the paper it is written on. Worse, it gives the appearance of a solution where in 
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reality there is none. Passengers are lulled into a false sense of security when they 
could still be stranded. (Paragraph 42) 

8. The Government has produced no evidence to rebut the CAA’s position that its 
proposal for an ‘all flights’ levy would actually lighten the regulatory burden of 
financial protection on the air travel industry. (Paragraph 44) 

9. The Department quotes the Chancellor of the Exchequer: “Instead of routine 
regulation attempting to cover all, we adopt a risk based approach which targets only 
the necessary few.” In this case however the risk applies to all UK international 
leisure travellers. The continued existence of ATOL addresses the requirement to 
protect only one category of vulnerable UK international leisure travellers, albeit a 
shrinking one. The Government’s decision to reject the CAA’s advice perversely 
leaves the growing number of scheduled airline passengers, including budget airline 
passengers, vulnerable to the same risks as those currently covered by ATOL. If it 
means anything, ‘better regulation’ means regulation that is rational and equitable. 
To ensure that all passengers have protection when they have purchased a package 
holiday, while excluding others who have purchased a scheduled air ticket, is neither.  
(Paragraph 45) 

10. We are astonished that in taking its final decision the Government can dismiss the 
fact that 90% of travel insurance policies do not cover air carrier insolvency.  
(Paragraph 46) 

11. It appears that the Government did not perform even a rudimentary analysis of 
whether the insurance market would bear the increased risk exposure of SAFI 
expansion. This is especially absurd given the amount of time and money (£400,000) 
spent by the CAA on its analysis, including hiring the consultants Ernst & Young. It 
is simply nonsensical for the Government to rely upon the insurance market to plug 
the gap left by ATOL when the fact is that appropriate commercial insurance is 
simply not yet widely available and there has been no attempt to assess whether the 
market is organising to provide it. (Paragraph 47) 

Further matters of concern 

12. Immediately prior to our hearing on 2 November, we were alarmed to receive in 
writing an allegation from Virgin Atlantic, a major airline which supports the CAA 
proposal, that the Department had threatened to “name and shame” it in front of this 
committee if it did not agree to voluntary measures “to minimise the adverse impact 
on passengers of airline failures.” (Paragraph 48) 

13. While this incident may have reflected a misunderstanding, it indicates a very 
disappointing level of trust and communication between the Department and some 
parts of the industry. The Department needs to ensure that its working relationship 
with the industry is uniformly sound. Improvement here is clearly called for. This 
episode also exposes the problems of seeking a voluntary agreement for the 
protection of air passengers where there is no industry–wide agreement. (Paragraph 
50) 
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14. We deplore what turned out to be a wildly over-optimistic estimate from the CAA in 
2004 that the extra analytical work would take a “maximum” of three months. 
Estimates for work made to this committee must be accurate.  (Paragraph 56) 

15. But what is of greater concern is the evidence of Departmental drift. Had the 
Government moved swiftly when our predecessor’s report, ‘Aviation’, was produced 
in 2003, or a year later on publication of the first report on air protection, then the 
plight of the EUjet passengers might have been eased. We accept that General 
Elections cause extra pressure on Ministers for a concentrated period, but that 
cannot explain the entire delay. Ministers should have ensured that the 
interdepartmental discussions, which appear to have lasted from April to September, 
possibly as a result of a dispute between the Department and the Treasury, proceeded 
more quickly. (Paragraph 57) 

16. For the Government to reject what it describes as “excellent” CAA work is bad 
enough. But what is more alarming is that the grounds of that rejection remain 
unclear. As we say, the Government’s rejection of the regulator’s advice is based on 
assertion not analysis. The Government now needs to present the detailed evidence 
on which its decision was based. The powerful arguments for a modest “all flights” 
levy to protect passengers presented in the evidence we have received need to be 
addressed by the Government in detail. (Paragraph 59) 

17. The Department presented no evidence to support the strong implication in its 
evidence that because travel is “a lot more routine” it no longer involves a 
“significant proportion” of family income. We challenge the Government to argue 
this case with those families of four who, according to the CAA’s research, had to pay 
out an average of £400 to return to the UK when EUjet collapsed. We would be 
interested to know if those people consider £400 to be a “significant” sum. Travel 
remains expensive. (Paragraph 60) 

18. A member of the Liaison Committee challenged the Prime Minister on 22 
November that: “The Government makes much of the fact that it operates on the 
basis of what it calls evidence-based policy and yet often policies seem to descend 
from the blue skies…and we wonder where the evidence is.” The Department’s 
approach to the policy of financial protection for air travellers is a blatant example of 
the Government’s departure from evidence based policy making. It is essential and, 
we think, self-evident that the process of Government policy making should be based 
on clear and convincing analysis. We see precious little evidence that this approach 
was adopted in the present case. (Paragraph 61) 

19. It is clear from the evidence we received that there were concerns over the viability of 
EUjet before its collapse. When asked if there were indications that the company was 
going to collapse the Chairman of the CAA said “No, we did not.” This may have 
been strictly true but was not the whole story. Sir Roy also told us that “There had 
been rumours but no hard information.” (Paragraph 62) 

20. How much information about the chequered history of EUjet’s parent company the 
CAA knew prior to the company’s collapse earlier this year is unclear. But given the 
CAA Chairman’s comment to us on 2 November that “If we hear information that 
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leads us to believe that something ought to be looked at we have, on occasion, 
contacted the regulatory authority in the country concerned”, and his suspicion that 
the company may not have been viable, it might have been reasonable to expect that 
the CAA would have pressed its concerns urgently to the Irish Commission for 
Aviation Regulation, EUjet’s regulatory body, even on the basis of “rumours”. Had 
such action been taken, it is possible that the problems experienced by thousands of 
UK travellers could have been avoided earlier in the year. We accept that EUjet was 
not regulated by the CAA. We hope however that the CAA will intervene more 
courageously in future if presented with similar circumstances.  (Paragraph 66) 

21. In January 2005 “87% of Eujet’s then 81 flights per week were departing from the 
UK.” Quite properly, the CAA was concerned and approached the Irish Commission 
for Aviation Regulation in January proposing that EUjet should be regulated in the 
UK, but this was rejected. We understand the CAA is “looking at this problem with 
the Department for Transport”. The problem must be addressed as a priority. It is 
absurd that the present rules prevent the CAA regulating a company’s aviation 
activity where the majority of its flights depart from this country. We hope that a 
common sense solution is being pursued vigorously by the CAA and the 
Government with the European Commission. (Paragraph 68) 

22. We are pleased that the Government has taken the opportunity of reform offered by 
the Civil Aviation Bill currently passing through Parliament to ensure that the 
present approach is rationalised: “The provision on replenishing the Air Travel Trust 
Fund (ATTF) in the Civil Aviation Bill gives scope for a single fund collected from 
tour operators instead of a two-part approach of bonds plus the ATTF.” While this is 
welcome however it is no more than overdue housekeeping and has no direct 
bearing on the wider issue of air protection policy. (Paragraph 70) 

Conclusion 

23. We believe that the Government has taken the wrong decision to reject the CAA’s 
case for the levy to finance the return journeys of passengers stranded by the collapse 
of their air carrier and to provide refunds. (Paragraph 71) 

24. An opportunity to improve consumer protection has been lost. The present 
arrangement in which ATOL passengers have protection and others do not is plainly 
unfair. We believe that as the market covered by ATOL shrinks, and the number of 
unprotected passengers grows, the present arrangements will become increasingly 
untenable. The Government’s decision however means that the present inadequate 
arrangements will be prolonged.  (Paragraph 72) 

25.  The Government has ignored the CAA, the industry regulator, which has produced 
a well argued and robust case for a levy on all flights originating from the UK. Worse, 
there is no evidence of sound, or indeed any serious analysis underpinning the 
Government’s decision. The quality of the written evidence submitted by the 
Government to this inquiry was strong on assertion but weak on substance, and the 
Minister proved unpersuasive at our hearing.  (Paragraph 73) 
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26. Meanwhile, the Government is spending time embedding voluntary arrangements 
for repatriation which do not guarantee the stranded passenger a flight home and 
which are bound to be structurally fragile. This is an amateurish approach. 
(Paragraph 74) 

27. The Government has asked the CAA to examine whether tour operators’ obligations 
under the Package Travel Directive could be fulfilled by moving away from ATOL 
bonds to a system that avoided tying up capital and creating barrier to market entry. 
While this is welcome evidence that the Government recognises the practical 
difficulties for tour operators of the ATOL arrangements, it will do nothing to ease 
the problems of protection for the growing numbers of travellers whose 
arrangements are made independently. (Paragraph 75) 

28. The Government has said in response to our predecessors’ report that the European 
Package Travel Directive is in the “early stages” of review by the Commission, and 
that there may be a legislative proposal in 2006. This hardly amounts to a firm 
promise of early action by the Commission or enhanced protection for travellers in 
the mean time. The Government has provided us with no further details about what 
European legislative proposals might emerge, so we can make no assumptions about 
whether these are likely to enhance air passenger protection or not. These are not 
sound grounds for delaying effective action now at a national level. Demonstrably 
successful UK policies might also contribute positively to wider European policy 
development. Instead, the Government appears content to wait passively on what 
has been glacial progress to date on this matter in Europe. Meanwhile, millions of 
UK air travellers continue to fly unprotected against carrier collapse.  (Paragraph 76) 

29. Unless the Government takes the steps recommended in our predecessor’s report, 
and the advice provided to it by the CAA, the reality is that the number of UK 
international leisure air travellers in receipt of adequate financial protection will 
continue to fall steeply. This is unacceptable. The Government’s decision not to 
implement the CAA’s advice amounts to allowing the present policy of protection, 
on which ATOL is based, to wither on the vine. The day of ‘bond based’ protection 
like ATOL is passing; modernisation is required. Given the very large numbers of air 
travellers and the continuing fragility of air carriers, however, the underlying 
rationale for protecting passengers against airline insolvency embodied by ATOL 
remains sound. The Government must take the opportunity afforded by this report 
to reconsider its decision. (Paragraph 77) 
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Formal minutes 

Wednesday 25 January 2006 

Members present: 

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody , in the Chair 

 

Mr Jeffrey M. Donaldson 
Clive Efford 
Mrs Louise Ellman 
Mr Robert Goodwill 

 Mr John Leech 
Mr Eric Martlew 
Mr Graham Stringer 
 

 

The Committee deliberated. 

Draft Report (Financial Protection for Air Travellers: Second Report Abandoning Effective 
Protection), proposed by the Chairman, brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 77 read and agreed to. 

Ordered, That the Appendices to the Minutes of Evidence taken before the Committee be 
reported to the House. 

Ordered, That the provisions of Standing Order No. 134 (Select committee (reports)) be 
applied to the Report. 

Ordered, That the Chairman do make the Report to the House. 

[Adjourned till Wednesday 1 February at half past two o'clock. 
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Oral evidence

Taken before the Transport Committee

on Wednesday 2 November 2005

Members present:

Mrs Gwyneth Dunwoody, in the Chair

Mr David Clelland Mr Eric Martlew
Clive EVord Mr Lee Scott
Mrs Louise Ellman Graham Stringer
Mr Robert Goodwill Mr David Wilshire
Mr John Leech

Memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport

Decision

The Government announced on 10 October 2005 that it had decided not to accept the Civil Aviation
Authority’s recommendation for a £1 levy on all UK-originating international air passengers, to finance the
homeward journeys of passengers whose airline went bankrupt while they were abroad, and refunds of the
money they had lost. After weighing up the arguments for and against, theGovernment had concluded that,
as in most other circumstances, people should be free to choose whether to pay for insurance or not. The
announcement included plans to improve consumer information and to reduce the burdens on tour
operators.

Background

1. The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) administers the Air Travel Organisers’ Licensing (ATOL)
scheme, which provides protection for consumers of air-based package holidays in accordance with the
Package Travel Directive (Council Directive 90/314/EEC) and the Package Travel, Package Holidays and
Package Tours Regulations 1992.

2. In July 2004 the CAA published advice to the Government on the future of financial protection for air
travellers. Its main recommendation was to increase the scope of protection from package holidays only to
all UK-originating international flights, and to fund this by a levy on each passenger.

3. In its July 2004 report the Committee endorsed such an extension of financial protection. In September
2004 the Aviation Minister responded saying that the Government would need to carry out a thorough
analysis of the proposal.

Process

4. On 27 October 2004 the Department for Transport (DfT) announced that the Government had asked
CAA to undertake further work on the issue, whichwas expected to be completed early in 2005.DfT oYcials
participated in a working group of industry representatives led by CAA. Economic analysis was carried out
by Ernst and Young, to a brief agreed by CAA and DfT.

5. CAAdelivered a draft report toDfT on 12April 2005. TheGeneral Election had been called on 5April
for 5 May, so the emerging conclusions could not be considered by Ministers immediately. Discussions
continued at oYcial level between CAA, DfT and other Government departments with an interest in the
issue. The draft report was amended in the light of these discussions.

6. The CAA’s final advice to the Government was published on 22 September 2005, the same day as a
seminar which CAA held to brief members of the industry and other interested parties. The CAA
recommended that all passengers on UK-originating international flights should have financial protection
for both repatriation and refunds in the event that their tour operator or airline became insolvent. Protection
would come from a reserve fund of around £250 million, paid for through a £1 levy per UK-originating
international flight passenger, which would generate the required amount in 3–5 years.

7. The Government announced on 10 October 2005 that it had decided not to implement the levy. The
DfT press release and theMinister’s written statement to Parliament explain theGovernment’s decision and
are attached.
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Government Consideration of the CAA Recommendation

8. Although the CAA’s advice to the Government was not published till September 2005, the emerging
recommendation was known earlier by stakeholders because of industry participation in the project. After
the General Election Ministers received numerous representations from stakeholders, both written and in
person, about the CAA’s recommendation for a levy of £1. Some stakeholders wanted the Government to
include provision for implementing the recommendation in its Civil Aviation Bill. At Second Reading of
the Bill on 27 June 2005 the AviationMinister said the Government found the pros and cons of the proposal
finely balanced and would consider further before the Bill’s remaining stages. Over the summer there were
continuing discussions with the CAA and other stakeholders about the all-flights levy and about
alternatives. The Government also took account of the wider policy context for assessing potential
legislation and the events surrounding the failure of the Irish airline EUjet in July 2005.

Wider Policy Context

9. In launching the Better Regulation Action Plan on 24 May the Chancellor said:
“Instead of routine regulation attempting to cover all, we adopt a risk based approach which targets only

the necessary few.
A risk based approach helpsmove us amillionmiles away from the old assumption—the assumption since

the first legislation of Victorian times—that business, unregulated, will invariably act irresponsibly. The
better view is that businesses want to act responsibly. Reputation with customers and investors is more
important to behaviour than regulation, and transparency—backed up by the light touch—can be more
eVective than the heavy hand.
So a new trust between business and government is possible, founded on the responsible company, the

engaged employee, the educated consumer—and government concentrating its energies on dealing not with
every trader but with the rogue trader, the bad trader who should not be allowed to undercut the good.”

10. The Prime Minister, in a speech to the IPPR on 26 May, said:
“There needs to be a proper and proportionate way of assessing risk and the response to it . . .
We cannot respond to every accident by trying to guarantee ever more tiny margins of safety. We

cannot eliminate risk. We have to live with it, manage it.”

EUjet

11. The Government is sympathetic to anyone who had their holiday disrupted or who suVered anxiety
or extra expense when EUjet failed. We recognise that there is a gap between the protection which was
available to them this summer and the protection which the CAA’s recommendation would have
guaranteed. Other airlines did however oVer flights home for £25, and we believe it is possible to narrow the
gap through encouraging improved voluntary measures. This is a case where it would require undue
intervention in the market to eliminate the risk entirely. EUjet had 12,000 passengers abroad, mainly in
France and Spain. Based on 2004 data, the £1 levy would be compulsory for over 20 million air passengers
departing theUKeach year for three to five years (in addition to 28million on package holidayswho already
pay for financial protection indirectly through tour operator bonding).

Conclusion

12. In reaching its decision the Government weighed up the CAA’s advice, the views of stakeholders, the
nature of the risk faced by travellers and the diVerent means of reducing those risks.

13. The CAA’s advice states that for most individual companies, the chance of failing is roughly between 2%
and 3%. These figures are based on historical data: the average failure rate of UK and European airlines over
8–10 years from the mid 1990s. The information deficiencies which leave some passengers unprotected can
however be remedied so as to reduce the impact of future failures, and an all-flights levy would introduce new
market distortions. The budget traveller to Europewould have to pay a relatively higher percentage of his outlay
towards a fund big enough to reimburse to the long-haul passenger should his holiday be aVected by insolvency.

14. The Government was encouraged by the willingness expressed by airlines to ensure travellers have
better information about insurance options, and by airlines’ assurances that they would continue to take
voluntary action on repatriation. The AviationMinister is talking further to airlines to ensure that eVective
voluntary measures are in place as quickly as possible.

15. The Government is however keen to reduce costs and burdens on tour operators, which they see as
an unfair competitive advantage for scheduled airlines. Hence we have asked the CAA to review whether
the system of ATOL bonds could be replaced with a less burdensome means of meeting tour operators’
obligations to package holiday-makers under the Package Travel Directive. The provision on replenishing
the Air Travel Trust Fund (ATTF) in the Civil Aviation Bill gives scope for a single fund collected from tour
operators instead of a two-part approach of bonds plus the ATTF.
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Department for Transport—News Release 10 October 2005

Government Rejects Extra £1 on Air Tickets

The Government has decided not to accept the Civil Aviation Authority’s recommendation for a £1 levy
on all air passengers departing the UK. The levy was intended to finance the homeward journeys of
passengers whose airline went bankrupt while they were abroad, and refunds of the money they had lost.

The announcement was made today by Aviation Minister Karen Buck in a Written Statement to
Parliament.

Commenting, Ms Buck said:

“The recommendation has its merits, but after considering all the arguments we have decided that
these attractions are outweighed by the disadvantages.
We believe that people should be free to choose whether to pay for insurance or not. It is not

compulsory, for example, to take out medical insurance or an E111 European health form; and the
Government doesn’t force householders to insure their house contents, although most of us think it’s
wise to do so. Even in car insurance, the legal requirement is limited to third party liabilities.
While information about insurance cover is already available from the Civil Aviation Authority,

Air Transport Users Council and Foreign & Commonwealth OYce, we are working with the airline
industry to help passengers learn more about air travel insurance. UK airlines have helped us develop
a basic message for passengers making online bookings, and some intend to oVer specific insurance
as well as posting a message.
When the Irish airline EUjet failed this summer, several UK airlines stepped in to help passengers

get home. The same happened when Sabena and Swissair failed in 2001. The Government is talking
to airlines to ensure the maximum eVectiveness of voluntary rescue eVorts in future.
We have also asked the CAA to see whether the system of ATOL bonds could be replaced with a

less bureaucratic way of meeting tour operators’ obligations to package holiday-makers under
European law.”

A copy of the Written Statement is attached.

Notes to Editors

1. European legislation on Package Travel requires travel organisers to provide evidence of security
for the refund ofmoney paid over and for the repatriation of the consumer in the event of insolvency
of the tour operating company. In theUK, this is implemented by theAir Travel Organiser’s Licence
(ATOL) scheme managed by the Civil Aviation Authority (CAA). All tour operators selling flights
and air holidaysmust hold a licence from the CAA,who ensure operators are properly managed and
financially sound, and must lodge a bond—a financial guarantee provided by a bank or insurance
company. If an operator fails, the CAA then uses the bond to pay for people abroad to continue
their holidays and to travel home as planned, and to make refunds to those who have paid but not
travelled. This protection does not extend to people who simply buy a flight from an airline
unconnected to accommodation or any other element that, together with the flight, would otherwise
form a package. They may however have some protection through payment by credit card.

2. Concerned about the decline in the proportion of people protected by the ATOL scheme, because of
the growth of independent travel, the CAA submitted advice to Government on extending financial
protection to all UK-originating international air travel by raising a levy on passengers to establish
a fund from which compensation would be available in the event of a company failure. The CAA’s
advice to Government is available on: www.atol.org.uk or www.caa.co.uk

3. On 31 December 2005, the E111 will cease to be valid. From 1 January 2006, it will be necessary to
have a European Health Insurance Card (EHIC) in order to receive healthcare that becomes
necessary during a visit to an EEA country or Switzerland.

Ms Karen Buck MP, Parliamentary Under-Secretary, Department for Transport—Statement to
Parliament 31 October 2005

Financial Protection for Air Travellers

The Parliamentary Under Secretary of State (Ms Karen Buck): The Government has decided not to
implement the Civil Aviation Authority’s recommendation for a £1 levy on all air passengers departing
the UK.

The Government wishes to thank the CAA for the enormous eVort it has put into its analysis. But the
attractions of the CAA scheme are outweighed by the disadvantages.
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First, the levy would be compulsory. The Government does not believe that it should compel citizens to
protect themselves against the failure of an airline. The Government does not require citizens to take out
medical insurance or an E111, although it is wise to do so. We do not require people to insure their house
contents, although most people choose to do so. Even in car insurance, the legal requirement is limited to
third party liabilities.

Second, there is no logical reason why the State should organise refunds for this one group of consumers.
The Government does not have schemes to refund those who order furniture from a store which goes
bankrupt, or lose money to cowboy workmen, or make unfortunate stock-market investments.

That is why, on balance, we do not think it right to extend ATOL beyond the requirements of European
law although we do wish to reduce its bureaucracy.

ATOL stems from the early 1970s when a family holiday abroad tended to be organised as a package and
travel abroadwas infrequent. It involved putting at risk a significant proportion of family income in advance
of the holiday being taken. These days overseas travel is a lot more routine. UK residents made a record 41
million holiday trips abroad in 2003 compared with fewer than 7 million in 1971.

Next, the levy would reduce but not eliminate the diVerence in protection given to package and
independent travellers. There would still be a 2-tier system, as people who assemble their own packages
would have cover for their flight but not for loss of accommodation or car hire.

The Government appreciates that the Package Travel Regulations impose costs on tour operators which
they see as an unfair competitive advantage for scheduled airlines. But the levy would replace this imbalance
with another. The same £1 would purchase cover for the traveller who buys a low-cost flight to Europe for
under £30 and for the traveller (perhaps the more aZuent person) who books a 2-week package in the Far
East or the Caribbean. The budget traveller pays a much higher percentage of his outlay to ensure there is
enough money in the pot to refund to the long-haul package passenger should his tour operator fail.

The Government wishes to respond to the two arguments it has heard why airline passengers should be
given special protection compared to other consumers in the economy.

First, some travellers think they are protected when they are not, especially as the distinction between a
package and independent travel is not always clear. The Government has committed itself to reduce
regulatory burdens on business and only regulate where necessary in a light touchmanner. A levy is a heavy-
handed instrument to solve the problem of informing a population which has easy access to a multitude of
information sources. Travellers are showing increasing sophistication in shopping around on the internet;
and 170,000 households now have a holiday home abroad, about double over 10 years. Travel in Europe
has become particularly familiar since we have been part of the European community—whether for school
trips, sports events, weekends, holidays or business.

The Government has already been working with the CAA and the airline industry to improve consumer
information about insurance cover when booking flights. UK airlines have helped us develop a basic
message for passengers making online bookings, and some have told us of plans to oVer specific insurance
as well as posting a message.

This is in addition to the information that is already available from the Air Transport Users Council, the
CAA and other sources including the Foreign & Commonwealth OYce. The FCO is going to update its
website shortly to explain the protection available under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 if flight tickets are
paid for by credit card. And some tour operators “sell” the protective benefits of a package more vigorously
than others.

The second reasonwhy air passengers are said to need special protection is that theymay become stranded
abroad in large numbers. The Government realises that not all travel insurance covers insolvency, but some
does. The CAA’s assessment and the example of EUjet this summer show that people will generally find
their way home by other routes. Of course, they may incur some expense and inconvenience, particularly if
they are not insured, but it is not fair to impose a levy on all air passengers just to provide cover for this. In
the case of EUjet other low-cost airlines stepped in to help and have told the Government they intend to
learn lessons from the experience to improve the eVectiveness of future voluntary rescue eVorts. Similarly,
when Swissair and Sabena failed, other full-service airlines honoured the homeward tickets of passengers
abroad.

The Government has been encouraged by the willingness expressed by airlines to put in place
improvements to ensure travellers are able to make informed decisions about the need for insurance, and
by airlines’ assurances that they would continue to take voluntary action on repatriation. The Government
will be talking further to airlines in the coming weeks to ensure that eVective voluntary measures are put in
place as quickly as possible.

Nevertheless we recognise that the current bonding system for tour operators can be a barrier to market
entry and tie up capital. The Government is therefore asking the CAA to review whether the system of
ATOL bonds could be replaced with a less burdensome means of meeting tour operators’ obligations to
package holiday-makers under the Package Travel Directive, while at the same time replenishing the Air
Travel Trust Fund following the passage of the Civil Aviation Bill.
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Memorandum submitted by the Civil Aviation Authority

Introduction

1. The Civil Aviation Authority (CAA) is responsible for running the current system of financial
protection under the Air Travel Organiser Licensing (ATOL) scheme. In July 2004 it published its advice
to the Government on the future of financial protection for air travellers. Its main recommendation was to
increase the scope of protection from package holidays only to all UK-originating international flights, and
to fund this by a levy on each passenger.

2. The CAA’s view is that the current regime, which gives consumers financial protection when booking
package holidays only, is no longer eVective because the number of passengers protected byATOLhas fallen
significantly and is likely to continue falling. An increasing proportion of passengers now buy unprotected
flights directly from airlines, reflecting changing consumer preferences for greater flexibility in their leisure
travel and facilitated by the booking opportunities provided by the internet. In 1997 98% of leisure air
passengers were ATOL protected, but by 2004 this had fallen to only 66%. It is projected that this will fall
further—in the worst case scenario to 19% by as early as 2008. This situation is particularly concerning
because over half of unprotected passengers wrongly believe they are protected.1

3. Furthermore the current system based on bonding is both ineYcient and expensive, and imposes
significant regulatory costs on tour operators. Existing tour operators are beginning to reorganise their
business outside of the protection provided by the ATOL scheme, partly because of the market distortion
with scheduled air travel created by the costs of bonding, which scheduled airlines do not have to meet.

4. In its July 2004 report the Committee endorsed an extension of financial protection to scheduled
airline flights.

5. In October 2004 the Department for Transport (DfT) and the CAA issued a joint statement that
announced further work on the issue. A working group of industry representatives was convened. Ernst and
Young (E&Y) was commissioned to carry out economic modelling of various options for financial
protection, to a brief agreed by the DfT and the CAA. The CAA delivered a draft report, covering the
outcome of this modelling and its recommendation, to DfT in April 2005. This was amended and finalised
in the light of subsequent discussions with other government departments. The CAA’s advice to the
Government is attached to this memorandum. It is being published by the CAA on 22 September 2005.

6. The Committee’s press notice announced the hearing on financial protection in the context of the
failure of EUjet. The CAA is undertaking an assessment of the collapse of the EUjet airline. Although
registered and regulated in Ireland, EUjet’s main operation was from Manston airport in Kent. The CAA’s
full analysis is not yet complete but a summary of the information available to date is included at
paragraphs 30–32.

The Work Carried out by the CAA, DfT, the Industry and Ernst and Young

7. Following the joint CAA and DfT statement of October 2004, a work programme was initiated to
produce objective, weighty and robust analysis of the economics. As well as commissioning E&Y to
undertake the economic modelling, a working group was convened to advise on the work. The working
group included CAA, DfT, DTI, British Airways, Easyjet, Virgin Atlantic, TUI, Cosmos, First Choice, the
Board of Airline Representatives in the UK (BARUK), the European Low Fares Airline Association
(ELFAA), the Association of Independent Travel Organisers (AiTO), the Association of British Travel
Agents (ABTA), the Air Transport Users Council (AUC) and the FTO (Federation of Tour Operators).

8. E&Y were engaged to build a model that would assist in assessing diVerent financial protection
regimes. E&Yput in place a framework to identify and define distinct options covering diVerent aspects such
as the nature of protection, scope, mandatory/imposition mechanisms and voluntary protection. Data was
collected from the industry (tour operators and airlines), national surveys and the CAA itself. Research has
also been carried out using publicly available data to enable E&Y to assess the key drivers that will impact
the future benefits and cost of the alternatives, and the risk around those values.

9. The model is set up to calculate, for each of the consumer protection regimes, the costs and benefits
of providing refunds and repatriation to aVected air travellers in the event of an airline or tour operator
failure, looking at a ten-year period. The model assumed a conservative failure rate of 1% of firms, although
the evidence suggests that it is, in practice, around double this.

10. The options modelled were variants on the extent of coverage of financial protection, from one in
which all scheduled flights were protected to one in which protection was reduced to the bare minimum
required by the EU Package Travel Directive.

11. The costs in the model include buying protection (such as the cost of ATOL, a levy or suitable travel
insurance policies) and those incurred by unprotected customers of collapsed companies (such as lost
advance payments or the costs of getting back home from abroad).

1 “Financial Protection for Air Holidays”, NFO Transport and Tourism survey for CAA.
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12. The benefits are the losses avoided by whatever protection was bought, such as refunds made by
ATOL or insurance companies, and the value of a cheaper managed repatriation system.

13. In order to make a proper comparison, it was assumed that each option would be funded by a reserve
fund, raised through a levy, rather than bonding.

14. The costs and benefits vary in each option because the proportion of air passengers covered by the
mandatory protection scheme varies in each case. For example, in the “All Flights” option 100% are covered
by the mandatory scheme so the cost of insurance, credit card protection and the value of uninsured losses
are assumed to be zero, but the benefits are higher because they include refunds and avoided costs of self-
repatriation for all.

15. The modelling demonstrated the ratio of benefits to costs. Because collapses inevitably impose net
costs on travellers, the ratio is always less than one. This is no diVerent from all insurance, which in the long
run at least, has a payout ratio of less than one.

16. The modelling showed that the most eYcient option, and the one that minimised the cost of collapses
to the travelling public, was themandatory protection of all flights.More details are included in the attached
CAA advice to the Government of September 2005.

The CAA’s Advice to the Government

17. The CAA’s latest advice to the Government, published on 22 September 2005, is attached to this
memorandum. The main points are:

— The current regulations are no longer eVective because:

— an increasing proportion of passengers now buy unprotected flights directly from airlines;

— over half of unprotected passengers wrongly believe they are protected;2

— the current system based on bonding is ineYcient, expensive and imposes significant
regulatory costs on tour operators; and

— existing tour operators are beginning to reorganise their businesses outside of the protection
provided by ATOL, partly because of the market distortion with scheduled air travel created
by the costs of bonding.

— Consumers cannot rely on other forms of protection. 90% of travel insurance policies do not cover
air carrier insolvency. Those that do cover insolvency would not, unlike the ATOL scheme, help
stranded passengers make the necessary alternative practical arrangements to get home. Also,
increasing use of debit cards to avoid air carriers’ credit card surcharges means consumers lose the
refund protection which credit card purchases can provide.

— EU lawmeans that the UKhas to ensure that, at least, customers of tour operators are guaranteed
a refund and/or repatriation if the operator becomes insolvent. In the UK this requirement is met
by the ATOL scheme, which requires tour operators who sell packages to hold a bond to provide
financial protection.

— The analytical model created by E&Y found that the “All Flights” option is themost economically
attractive. It has the highest ratio of benefits to costs and delivers the greatest benefits at the
lowest cost.

— The CAA recommendation is, therefore, to implement the All Flights option: all passengers on
UK-originating international flights would enjoy financial protection for both repatriation and
refunds in the event that their tour operator or airline became insolvent.

— The CAA proposes that the All Flights option is backed by a reserve fund of around £250 million.
It proposes paying for this fund through a £1 levy per passenger per UK-originating international
flight, which should take 3–5 years to generate the required amount.

— There would also be a reduction in the regulatory burden on tour operators, which the industry
estimates could be worth up to £80–100 million—primarily because they would no longer provide
bonds, but also because it would allow other regulatory requirements on them to be relaxed. There
would be no material regulatory burden, in terms of implementation, imposed on airlines. The
CAA considers that it is therefore consistent with the Hampton review on regulatory inspections
and enforcement, carried out for HMTreasury, and the “One in-One out” approach to regulation
proposed in the Better Regulation Task Force’s “Regulation—Less is More” report.

18. The objective of the economicmodelling, carried out by E&Y,was to identify the best option, in terms
of all of the costs incurred and the benefits delivered. It did not show what size of fund would be needed to
provide the protection.

2 “Financial Protection for Air Holidays”, NFO Transport and Tourism survey for CAA.
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19. Separately then, the CAA, using its experience of dealing with tour operators, looked at the size of fund
that would be required. It is estimated that coping with a major tour operator failure in low season is expected
to cost around £250 million (which is around the level that the CAA currently requires major tour operators
to be bonded at). It anticipated that potential failures can be “managed” so that they occur in low, rather than
high, season. The CAA therefore recommends that there should be a fund of around £250 million.

20. The CAA recommends paying for the reserve fund through a levy set at £1 per passenger per UK-
originating international flight, which would last for a period of between 3–5 years. This would mean that
consumers pay for their own protection and the working capital of the airline or tour operator would not
be tied up. A £1 levy could be implemented in such a way that it would not imposematerial compliance costs
either on airlines or tour operators, or the CAA—for example using the Air Passenger Duty (APD)
collection mechanism.

21. Transitional arrangements would need to be in place to ensure that adequate resources were available
to cope with failures, as the fund was being built up. The CAA would carry out further work to ensure that
the amount required for the fund was kept as low as possible. Once the fund reached a level suYcient to
cover the expected cost of a major low season failure, the levy would be suspended until such time as the
fund needed replenishing.

22. As well as it being right in principle for passengers to pay for the cost of their protection, it is unlikely
that it would be lawful to place obligations on airlines directly through their licences. In that case any
alternatives to a passenger levy are likely to have to be voluntary (eg voluntary insurance against airline
insolvency or voluntary repatriation arrangements). These will be less eVective (see the section on EUjet
below).

Other Issues

23. The economic modelling carried out by E&Y has been generally accepted as valid analysis. However,
asMinisters said in the Second Reading debate on the Civil Aviation Bill, there are arguments on both sides
about whether the scope of financial protection should be extended. The CAA’s view is that these counter
arguments have not been subjected to the same level of analysis, but it has considered them in the course of
its work on these issues.

“Buyer beware”

24. One argument is that, as with other consumer products, the onus should be on consumers to bear the
risk of their purchases and exercise their judgement accordingly. While the CAA agrees that this is the right
principle, certain conditions exist that hinder consumers of air travel from doing this. The survey evidence
referred to earlier suggests more than half of passengers think they are protected when they are not, and
also that they have proved unresponsive to consumer education despite considerable eVort and expenditure.
Consumer education is much more diYcult when people wrongly believe they are protected, than if they
acknowledge that they “don’t know”.

25. Since a key problem appears to be the current uneven scope of protection, one could address it by
levelling the playing field—ie so that either all or no air travel is protected. However, it is not possible to
remove all consumer protection. In the absence of ATOL, another way would have to be found to meet the
requirements of the EU Package Travel Directive.

26. The CAA considers that extending financial protection to all flights is a credible, coherent and
comprehensible approach to the issue.

The regulatory burden on firms

27. Because of the consumer confusion about the coverage of regulation, the CAA considers that the levy
proposal restores consumer protection to those who thought they had it anyway. In any case the levy is
designed so that it is paid for by passengers and not airlines or tour operators. This is particularly important
because, unlike bonding, a levy would not tie up the working capital of the firms involved.

28. Furthermore it is estimated that the actual regulatory compliance costs for airlines are negligible since
the levy could be collected in the same way as APD. For tour operators, the industry estimates that the
reduction in regulatory costs from abolishing the current bonding system could be worth up to £80–100
million.

The impact on the airline market

29. The CAA does not believe, as some have argued, that the levy proposal eVectively means well
established airlines end up protecting less well established ones:

— The levy proposal does not oVer financial protection to entrepreneurs or firms, since their
businesses are not insured by this proposal. Therefore the levy should not encourage market entry
by firms without sound business plans.
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— Furthermore, one should not legislate on the basis of particular airlines’ financial positions today.
Well established airlines do get into financial diYculty from time to time. Furthermore, themarket
is fluid. Airlines that may be considered established players today were new entrants in the
recent past.

— In any case consumers make choices about which carrier to fly with based on a range of factors
and may use a variety of carriers. They do not “belong” to a particular airline. A £1 levy would
ensure that suYcient protection was in place regardless of the carrier used. Furthermore,
passengers cannot carry out financial checks on airlines. Financial protection would give
consumers the confidence to book with newer firms which were competing on price, service etc,
without having to risk their money. This has been the experience for tour operators with ATOL
protection.

Airline Failures—EUjet

30. The Transport Committee’s press notice of 9 August 2005 stated that it was going to further
investigate financial protection for air passengers following the failure of EUjet.

31. EUjet, an Irish registered airline which mainly operated services out of theUK, failed on 26 July 2005
leaving approximately 12,000 passengers stranded abroad and approximately 27,000 customers with
forward bookings. The CAA had no locus to help passengers, as EUjet was an airline and not a tour
operator. However, the CAA is undertaking research to find out more about how passengers were aVected
by the failure of this small carrier. The CAA has sent out an email questionnaire to EUjet passengers and
has had around 1,000 replies, which is it currently analysing.

32. The findings from the initial research carried out so far suggest:

— There was no information available at departure airports, consequently many stranded passengers
called the CAA, ABTA and AUC for advice.

— While four UK airlines (Easyjet, Monarch, MyTravelLite and Flybe) oVered to repatriate EUjet
passengers for a set fee of £25 (some inclusive of taxes, but others made additional charges), these
oVers were not widely publicised. Initial reports suggest that many passengers who were overseas
were unaware of the oVers and booked with whoever could get them home on time. Although
Easyjet made its oVer on the day of failure, this was not communicated eVectively to overseas
airports and many passengers travelling that day were unaware of the oVer. Furthermore, there
was no co-ordination of the repatriation eVort. Conversely, a small number of passengers had
booked packages with ATOL holders who organised their repatriation or provided refunds.

— Customers were unable to return to Manston Airport, as only EUjet served this airport, and
therefore all were subject to additional costs to return to their departure airport to pick up their
car (Manston has no eVective public transport links so the majority of passengers arrive by car).
For a family of four travelling fromGatwickAirport toManston it would cost approximately £120
(this is based on train fares from Gatwick to London Victoria and Victoria to Ramsgate, and taxi
to Manston). The train journey from Victoria to Ramsgate alone takes two hours. Travel to Kent
from Birmingham and Southampton (the airports served by Flybe and MyTravelLite) would
significantly increase the cost and travelling time.

— Many passengerswhowere abroadwere unable to benefit from the reduced fares. The airline oVers
were all time limited and only covered the period from 27 July to 2 August. Around half of those
abroad (6,600 passengers) were due to return in the period ending 2 August. Approximately 1,700
passengers took advantage of the Easyjet £25 flight oVer, 26% of those abroad due to travel home
during the oVer period.

— Airlines withdrew the reduced fare on 2 August, when there were still around 5,300 passengers due
to return after this date. Therefore only 14% of total passengers returned using Easyjet’s reduced
fare. Over a thousand passengers were due to fly back from Murcia; the only airline oVering
reduced fares at this airport was Flybe, with a choice of flights back to Birmingham and
Southampton. There is no data available on the number of passengers who travelled back with the
three airlines other than Easyjet, but as they served fewer routes and flew to less convenient
airports it is unlikely this number will have been high.

— From the CAA’s perspective the EUjet case happened as predicted by the model. In particular
EUjet was a small operator, with only four small aircraft. Consequently there was suYcient
capacity on other carriers for passengers to make alternative travel arrangements. However, these
were at significant additional cost and there was no co-ordination and little information about the
repatriation eVort, leaving stranded passengers confused.

— The CAAwill provide the Committee with a more comprehensive analysis of the EUjet case when
this is completed.
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Summary

— The simplest and most economically rational option, as shown by the model, is protection for all
flights. All passengers on UK-originating international flights would enjoy financial protection in
respect of both repatriation and refunds.

— The CAA proposes implementing this option through a £1 levy per passenger per UK-originating
international flight. Over 3–5 years this should build up a reserve fund of around £250 million.

— The CAA recognises that there are counter arguments and proposals, but considers that these
should be subjected to the same level of detailed analysis as its proposal.

— The CAA considers that its proposal is consistent with the current objective of better regulation
(the Hampton review and the Better Regulation Task Force’s “Regulation—Less is More”
report). It would have nomaterial impact on airlines andwould bring deregulatory benefits to tour
operators.

— The CAA’s recommendation would restore financial protection to consumers who think they
already have it.

19 September 2005

Witnesses:Ms Karen Buck, a Member of the House, Parliamentary Under-Secretary of State, Ms Sandra
Webber, Head of Aviation CAA and Consumers Division, Department of Transport; Sir Roy McNulty,
Chairman, andMrRichard Jackson,Director of Consumer Protection, Civil AviationAuthority, examined.

Q1 Chairman:Good afternoon, Minister, ladies and much focused on specific risk. In this case the level
gentlemen, may I welcome you most warmly to this of risk—and there is a level of risk—did not warrant
Committee. This is your first blooding so, of course a 100% compulsory levy. We felt that we do not
we shall be very gentle with you, as is our wont. Can require insurance to be taken out in other areas of
I ask you to identify yourself and your colleagues? life (and I am sure there will be some questioning
Ms Buck: My name is Karen Buck and I am the along those lines), but that as the travel market has
Parliamentary Under-Secretary responsible for the changed so much over the course of the last decade
aviation area. This is Sandra Webber, the oYcial it really was very much now for an increasingly
who leads on this area. independent-minded travelling public to make their
Sir Roy McNulty: I am Roy McNulty, Chairman of own decisions. We felt that whilst the CAA’s
the CAA, and on my left is Richard Jackson who is proposal suggested areas of inequity they would be
the Director of the Consumer Protection Group in replaced by other areas of inequity and peoplewould
the CAA. be paying the same levy if they were on a cheap flight

to Dublin or Prague as they would for a luxury
package holiday, and that there would also be theQ2 Chairman: Am I to take it, Minister, that you
other inequities of the system that people would bewanted to say one or two things to us before we
covered for insurance purposes for an airlinebegin?
collapse but not necessarily for other elements of theMs Buck: If that is okay, I will perhaps make a few
holiday package that they would have assembledvery brief opening comments. To start, I am very
independently. So, in the end, on balance, wepleased to be here and I want to say how grateful I
decided to go for the more deregulatory approach.am to the CAA for the work that they did in
The three areas that we are concentrating on nowpreparation for this decision, and I do understand
and for the future are how we can improve(although it will be for Sir Roy to make his own
awareness and education for consumers in thecomments) that there will have been disappointment
voluntary context (I will not go into detail on that asat the CAA about the decision that we came to. The
I am sure people will want to ask questions on this);decision was not made by looking at the work of the
that there are various options for cover that we wantCAA and basically criticising and deconstructing it;
to promote understanding of; that there is anit was very much a question of saying: “Here is an
arrangement around repatriation, and we have hadexcellent piece of work, a very sound piece of work,
meetings already with a number of diVerent airlinessetting out the arguments for the levy”, but that
to discuss improving the deal on repatriation, andwhen it came to focusing on that decision, which we
then, of course, also, theCommitteewill understand,did, as you know, in the preparation for the Civil
the two sides of industry, broadly (with someAviation Bill, we felt that it was right to take
exceptions) came down on diVerent sides: the toureVectively a diVerent approach; that it was really
operators favouring the levy, the airlines notvery much in the context of the Better Regulation
favouring a levy. In recognising that the tourFramework, and that said despite the undoubted
operators and package operators would feel thatadvantages of the CAA’s proposal in terms of
they were left with a burden, the CAA has now beensimplicity and in the comprehensive nature of the
asked—and we may want to discuss that more—toconsumer protection, we felt that, eVectively, the
review bonding. We hope with those initiativesproblems that exist in this area did not merit an
under way and now progressing that we will be ableapproach based on compulsion. We felt that, as the
to move towards better consumer protection but inBetter Regulation Taskforce Outline suggested, it

was more important for regulation to only be very a lighter touch and deregulatory framework.
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2 November 2005 Ms Karen Buck MP, Ms Sandra Webber, Sir Roy McNulty and Mr Richard Jackson

Q3 Chairman: Can I ask you one or two factual any further. Do you want to tell us briefly the main
relevant findings of your report into the collapse ofquestions before we get on to these aspects (and the

various points you raise will undoubtedly be EUjet?
Sir Roy McNulty: From our point of view itcovered)?You did not reply originally (you being the

department) to our report, and you said that you confirmed the findings and the modelling that we
had done over last winter and into the spring thatwere asking the CAA to undertake some research.

They then did that. Am I to understand that having people would get back but it would cost them
significant amounts of money and cause them bothgot their report you totally re-jigged the terms of

reference but did not ask the CAA to do another inconvenience and distress, not least due to the lack
of information as to what had happened to theinquiry; you simply said: “No, we do not think that

is a very good idea”? airline they thought they were going to return on. In
other words, it was a bit of a mess. The costs thatMs Buck: What we did was take the work the CAA

produced—as I say, I am not here to start picking people incurred were very close to the modelling
work that we had done with Ernst &Young over theholes in that—and say here was a proposal in the

round. I can understand where that is coming from, winter. So it worked out as predicted.
it makes complete sense in its own terms but is that
the approach that we want to go down? Q9 Chairman: So they did not realise they were not

protected against the failure of the airline?
Sir Roy McNulty: Absolutely. Between 60 and 70%Q4 Chairman:What you are saying is that although
of the people either did not know or actuallythat was presumably the kind of idea you put to the
believed they were protected.CAA originally, you changed the terms of reference

when you got their report?
Ms Buck: I am not quite sure what you mean by Q10 Chairman: Did they have to pay additional
“terms of reference” in this context. fares to get home?

Sir Roy McNulty: They paid additional fares.
Easyjet for one week made a £25 flight available butQ5 Chairman:Originally, the reason that we did not
the big problem for most of those people comingget a reply—and this Committee were quite relaxed
fromKent was that Easyjet took them to some placeabout it—was that you informed us you were going
a long way away from Manston and the surfaceto ask the CAA to look into the question
transport to get them back home cost them, on(presumably all aspects of the question—I do not
average, £100 per group of passengers.think you limited their inquiry) and give you advice

on how you should proceed, and that would cover
things like the inequity not just between the ATOL Q11 Chairman: Do you want to tell us
members and the non-ATOL members but between approximately the percentages of who did what?
people who bought their packages one way and Who got the cheap flights for £25 in one week and
people who bought them another. Are you saying to who got the others?
me you that you got that reply, you looked at it and Sir Roy McNulty: Can I ask Richard Jackson, who
you said: “This is not right; it is not in-depth enough, has the detail to hand?
we need a diVerent approach”, but you did not go Mr Jackson: I am not sure I can answer that
back to the CAA and ask them to do it again, you question.
simply said: “No, we don’t accept this”? Is that right
or wrong?

Q12 Chairman: Approximately.Ms Buck: I would not phrase it like that. I would
Mr Jackson: We did a survey. What exactly are yousay—
trying to find out?

Q6 Chairman: I do not think we need worry about
Q13 Chairman: Tell me what happened. In thisthe words, it is the result. Is that what happened?
group of passengers, what was their averageMs Buck: I think it kind of matters because I do not
payment, how many of them got one scheme andrecognise that as the approach. We asked for a piece
how many got another?of work, the work was done, it was an entirely sound
Mr Jackson: About 16% of people abroad were ableand sensible piece of work—
to get back on the cheap schemes for £25. Of those
who did not return on the day they intended to, half

Q7 Chairman: So good you ignored it. cut their holiday short to take advantage of that
Ms Buck: In looking at that and looking at what was scheme because the special oVers were only open for
an unfolding debate around the regulatory a week. The airlines other than Easyjet who oVered
framework we took the decision to go down a cheap flights took relatively few passengers. Our
diVerent approach, not to criticise or undermine estimate is that about 53% of those stranded
that work. eventually came back with Easyjet in some shape or

form, paying a variety of fares depending on how
they had booked.Q8 Chairman: I do not think we are too worried

about your relationship with the CAA; they are big
boys, I think they can probably recover if they feel Q14 Chairman:We are assuming it was at least £100

to get back to Manston.you are being unfair. Let us ask Sir Roy before we go
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2 November 2005 Ms Karen Buck MP, Ms Sandra Webber, Sir Roy McNulty and Mr Richard Jackson

Mr Jackson: Yes. It turned out to be about £100 to Q25Mrs Ellman:How realistic is it for passengers to
get back toManston; the model predicted that there be able to get better information on the financial
would be a considerable cost to get back to the state of airlines before they book? I would like to ask
original airport. Sir Roy first and then the Minister.

Sir Roy McNulty: In our opinion, it is of limited
Q15 Chairman: Sir Roy, are the airlines that oVered utility. The average passenger is not well-placed to
rescue packages to EUjet customers likely to be able make a financial analysis of an airline’s accounts.
to point to some benefit to themselves from doing While we get monthly accounts from airlines, These
so? are confidential. People have to rely on published
Sir Roy McNulty: I would guess so in the sense that annual accounts and people are booking tickets for,
they presumably filled seats that would otherwise maybe, six or nine months ahead, not only do they
not have been filled. have to analyse that balance sheet and set of

accounts but they have got to make an informed
Q16 Chairman: Did you have any indication that projection on where the airline will be six or nine
EUjet was going to collapse? months ahead. I think it is a terribly tall order for the
Sir Roy McNulty: No, we did not. I should make it average traveller.
clear that EUjet is an Irish registered airline, looked
after by the Irish Aviation Authority, and is not an

Q26 Mrs Ellman: The Government does seem to beairline we deal with.
proposing a voluntary system where passengers can
get more information. Is that realistic, particularlyQ17 Chairman:We understand that, but do you not
after listening to what has been said?have a watching brief if there is something wrong
Sir Roy McNulty: As you know, and we havewith a particular body?
discussed it in this Committee before, we have foundSir Roy McNulty: We do.
we have had limited success through providing more
information to passengers. Perhaps part of theQ18 Chairman:Had there been any rumours? It was
problem has been that the ATOL scheme is quiteflying mainly out of British airports.
complicated; we find it complicated, the trade findsSir Roy McNulty: There had been rumours but no
it complicated and the average traveller finds ithard information. It was an odd situation with the
extremely complicated. I am sure all of us receive,interlocking ownership between the airline and the
from time to time in our own personal mail, updatesairport, which makes one wonder what the viability
on the conditions attached to our credit cards or ourof the enterprise was.
bank accounts and we stare at all that fine print and
we file it up there somewhere. I think the averageQ19 Chairman: You think there might have been
citizen struggles with the fine print to connect it tosome creative Irish accounting?
something like ATOL and the ins and outs of whatSir Roy McNulty: I think it is possible. It certainly

was not very sound Irish accounting. is covered by insurance and what is not.

Q20 Chairman:Mr Jackson, do you have a view on
Q27 Mrs Ellman: So from the Government’s pointthis creative accounting?
of view the alternative to the levy is said to be variousMr Jackson: I was just making the point that the
voluntary arrangements. How is it going to beparent company had a UK Stock Exchange listing.
practicable for passengers to get relevant
information about the state of the airline?Q21 Chairman: Yet, nevertheless, this unit went
Ms Buck: I do not disagree with Sir Roy. I am notbust?
advocating that the way forward is for the averageMr Jackson:No, nevertheless it might not have been
passenger to start hunting around to establish theaudited by Irish accountants.
financial health of airlines. Clearly, we want people
to take out insurance, as far as possible, or there areQ22 Mr Wilshire: On this specific point, whilst you
a number of diVerent options that can cover people.have no formal remit to look into a foreign airline’s
We want people to insure themselves or to make anaccounts, if you hear a rumour, what steps do you
informed decision that the risk does not warranttake and can you take informally to try and see
them taking out insurance. That is for them to do. Ifwhether there is any substance?
you look, particularly, at some of the low-costSir Roy McNulty: If we hear information that leads
flights, it is quite clear that people are makingus to believe that something ought to be looked atwe
decisions really at the margins financially. It is veryhave, on occasion, contacted the regulatory
much for them to say: “Are we prepared to pay aauthority in the country concerned.
credit card surcharge? Are we prepared to take out
insurance?”—given that what we sense and theQ23MrWilshire:Did you do that on this occasion?
information we have out there is that the risk of anSir Roy McNulty: No.
airline insolvency, I think, Sir Roy, is 2 to 3% in any
one year. Perhaps we do not want to take that riskQ24 Mr Wilshire: Although you heard rumours?
at all. So it is very much for the consumer in thisSir Roy McNulty: We heard rumours but, frankly,
increasingly independent travel world that we live inyou hear lots of rumours, and on this occasion we

did not contact the IAA. to make that decision to insure or not to insure.
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Q28Mrs Ellman:Why did the Government say that at the heart of this, although it is not the only thing,
is the increasing use of the Internet for people tothey would not go ahead with the levy on grounds it

is regulation when, in fact, it is a charge on shop around for their own travel. Perhaps I should
pause for two minutes to let people read this.passengers to protect them? It is not regulation, is it?

Ms Buck: I think the airlines felt it was. Chairman: I think Mr Martlew wanted to come in.

Q29 Chairman: I think we should be precise: one Q33MrMartlew:Thank you,Minister and Sir Roy.
very vocal and very large airline. They were not, of I was not a Member of the original Committee and
course, necessarily representative of anything except I suspect that my experiences of the last year would
themselves. have changed my mind—experiences with the
Ms Buck: No, but, in fairness, both sides, broadly insurance companies when my constituency had a
speaking, of the interest group in the industry were massive flood where 3,000 homes were flooded. This
fairly voluble in presenting their own views. What particular problem is that a lot of people buy
we are saying is that the levy in the proposal that was insurance but they do not realise they are not
in front of us was raising £250million over three-five covered. The answer must be to get the insurance
years compulsorily, and we thought that the companies to actually cover this particular risk.
compulsion and the scale of that did not outweigh What is happening at the present time with some of
the advantages. So there is a total cost and an my constituents, and some of everybody else’s, is
expectation upon the industry and the consumer to that they would have actually insured against this
pay for something that had some downsides as well risk and what this is doing is asking them to pay
and, broadly speaking, moved against the current of twice. In fact, if they paid through a credit card the
the more risk-based deregulatory framework. right insurance they may be paying three times. This

seems very unfair on those. Surely the answer is that
Q30 Chairman: I am sorry to interrupt, but how instead of 10% of the insurance companies selling
would people know about the choice on which they this policy, 90 or more per cent of them should be
should determine their need for insurance? Where selling this policy. Perhaps we should have the ABI
would they get this information? How many people in front of us today to ask why they are mis-selling
when they are going on holiday sit down and trawl policies. There will always be cases of an individual
through Companies House reports on the finances who decides not to insure. All of us have car
of any aviation package? I am interested to hear, insurance, and unfortunately I took the decision that
Minister. the first £150 of any damage I would pay myself; last
Ms Buck: I am not saying that. I believe I said in year it cost me £300 because I had two accidents, but
response to Mrs Ellman’s question, I do not think it that is a positive choice I take. The other thing from
is asking consumers to say: “Let’s find out whether the experience I had with my constituents is that
this kind of booking we are going to make is with an there will be some people who are so desperate and
airline that might be in a high-risk category in six could not aVord to get back that the Government
months’ time”. It is for the consumer to say: “I am will have to intervene. When people’s houses were
making this decision on a particular independent flooded and structural damage was done, at the end
holiday or a one-oV flight to visit a friend or to go of the day, after a lot of argument and a lot of debate
to my second home. Am I covered? Do I want to be about whether they should have been insured or not,
covered?” I appreciate that due to the enormous the Government had to pay for a few people to have
success of ATOL, and it was a very successful their houses repaired. Will there always be a case
advertising campaign, there is still an issue where where the Government will come in and assist where
people believe they are covered when they are not. there is desperation, as apparently was the situation
That is why part of our task now is to move forward in Mexico where we had to fly them out from the
with the airlines and with others to try and ensure hurricane?
that people are better informed about what they are Ms Buck: I always think in these things, never say
covered for and what they are not. “never”. It is hard to speculate on particular

circumstances but I suppose there are always
Q31Mrs Ellman:What exactly are the airlines being particular sets of circumstances where it is possible
asked to do voluntarily? that someone will have to intervene at the bottom
Ms Buck: Broadly speaking, two things. If I may, line. I think you made two important points. One is
Chairman, could I pass round a note with the two the point that the levy did run the risk of a
paragraphs of the agreement? proportion of travellers actually paying up to three

times for the same cover. The second point is about
insurance. It is absolutely true, and I amnot going toQ32 Chairman: We would be interested in the
argue, that the proportion of passengers taking outvoluntary agreement. We will want to ask about
insurance that covers a scheduled airline failure isthat. (Document circulated)
currently quite low. I do not know and it would beMs Buck: I met with representatives of British
speculation to say: “Why is that?” I will invitemyselfAirways, BMI, Virgin, Easyjet, Flybe and a number
to speculate a little bit: it may be because that is onof other airlines last week, and have expressed my
the back of ATOL and the fact that the industry hasintention to do so again.We discussed with them the
not quite caught up with the fact that ATOL didtwo core issues, I believe, one of which was about
cover. However, that figure is actually alreadyimproving the kind of information that peoplemight

get when they seek to make a direct booking. I think changing. There are entrants into the insurance
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market—the Post OYce travel insurance scheme, for in the context of the Civil Aviation Bill, and we
wanted to give it proper consideration and hear theexample, and Airmiles—that are increasing that

degree of protection. So clearly the direction is as views expressed of a whole range of diVerent
agencies.you say; we need to see what we can do to encourage

the insurance sector to improve their schedule flight
cover. One of the things I would like to do, and Q39Clive EVord:Can I ask Sir Roy just exactlywhat
intend to do, is to talk to colleagues in theDTI about would the £1 levy cover in terms of costs in returning
the way in which that message can be put over. back to your car at an airport?
However, there will always be people who choose Sir Roy McNulty: It would cover refunds for people
not to take out cover. Even on the EUjet experience, who had booked and paid but not yet travelled and
there were a third of passengers, according to the it would cover the cost of repatriation for those who
survey, who knew they were not covered. For some were already abroad.
of those it was a diYcult and painful lesson, but I am
struck by one figure in the EUjet response, which is Q40Clive EVord: It would cover the costs if you, say,that only 1%of those surveyed said theywould think arrived at Manchester and wanted to get totwice about taking a low-cost airline flight again. So Gatwick?although it was a horrible experience for those Sir Roy McNulty: Absolutely. That is the similar topeople, and I would not wish on anybody any form what the ATOL currently does for tour operatorof disaster for which you are not covered, packages.nonetheless it was in a proportion which did not
make people feel: “Oh my God, I am never going to

Q41 Clive EVord:What assessment, if any, have youset foot on one of these flights again”.
made of the willingness of the travelling public to
take out insurance when they are made aware thatQ34 Mr Martlew: You mentioned the DTI. Has
they are not covered?your department had discussions with the insurance
Sir Roy McNulty: Are you talking about insurancecompanies? That would have seemed sensible before
as in the corporate insurance market or the £1 levyyou came before us because that, obviously, is the
kind of insurance?solution.

Ms Buck: It has not been done yet, partly because
Q42 Clive EVord: To cover them for the failure ofthe insurance sector is a kind of DTI area. However,
their carrier.in that relatively short time since taking the decision
Sir Roy McNulty: In a 2004 ABTA survey, four inand going through the Civil Aviation Bill and having
five people agreed that a levy of up to £2 to helpmeetings with the airlines—because the first priority
people in the event of an airline collapse would bewas to talk to the airlines about some of the
acceptable.measures that they could take, which are set out

here—
Q43 Clive EVord: Some large airlines do oVer an
insurance package. Presumably, because they are aQ35 Mr Martlew: You are saying it will be done?
big airline, they are at an advantage over smallerMs Buck: I am saying I will make sure that it is
airlines that, perhaps, cannot oVer such a package.flagged up within the DTI to see if there is a way
Is there, in your opinion, a concern fromforward in that area as well.
government in general (not just the Department for
Transport) that the levy is intervening in aQ36 Chairman: So you would expect the DTI to do
marketplace for travel insurers?it? You would not do it yourselves?
Sir Roy McNulty: I think, if I might suggest, that isMs Buck: My understanding is that the insurance
perhaps a question for the Minister.industry is not a departmental responsibility. I am

not saying no, I am saying it needs to be done in the
appropriate manner. Q44 Clive EVord: I just wondered what assessment

the CAA had made in their response to your
recommendation.Q37 Chairman: You have had well over a year, of
Sir Roy McNulty: We followed a line of thoughtcourse, to do this.
which started with the logic that lay behind theMs Buck: The decision was taken on the choice that
ATOL, that there is something about air travel;we made at the end of September.
firstly you pay a lot of money well in advance of
taking advantage of it, quite often, and, secondly,Q38 Chairman: Yes, but that was at the end of the
there is the risk of being stranded overseas.We thinkyear in which this Committee had been asking for a
that that logic still stands. We felt that there was areply. Normally there is a time limit on replies from
good reason to extend it into the airline market. Thegovernment departments and you had before you
Government, for the reasons the Minister hasdetailed explanations from your own agency which
explained, thinks otherwise, and that is where weadvises you on these matters.
are.Ms Buck: The information that was supplied to us,

which was somewhere around six months in the
production, came to us in the late spring, and we Q45Clive EVord: If thereweremore publicity for the

Schedule Airline Failure Insurance generatingannounced that the consideration that has been
taken by the Secretary of State and myself would be increased demand, has there been any assessment
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made of whether underwriters would be prepared to Ms Buck: No. Certainly not to my knowledge.
continue to underwrite insurance policies in that
market? Q52 Mr Wilshire: So Virgin Atlantic are lying?
Sir Roy McNulty: Not to my knowledge, but the Ms Buck: Certainly I know absolutely nothing
Minister may know. about that. I am not calling anybody a liar; I can say

that I do not know anything about it. I have no
Q46 Clive EVord: Perhaps I can put those last two intention of doing any such thing.
questions to the Minister. First, on the issue about
whether there is concern within government about

Q53 Mr Wilshire: Could some inquiries be made inthe levy intervening in the air travel insurance
your department? Could somebody write to thismarket.
Committee saying whether or not this is a trueMs Buck: That is certainly not a consideration that
statement in this letter?I was aware of.
Ms Buck:Certainly, but as I say I have absolutely no
knowledge of it. No such thing was authorised and,

Q47 Clive EVord: In terms of making an assessment therefore, I find it hard to believe, to be honest.
of whether underwriters would be prepared to
continue to underwrite the SAFI insurance scheme

Q54MrWilshire: But you will make some inquiries?if there were increased demand?
Ms Buck: Of course I will.Ms Buck: I am not aware of that being a problem.

That has not been flagged up as being a cause for
concern. Q55Mr Leech: Just on that point, and then I will go

back to what my original question was going to be,
are you suggesting that all these airlines are quiteQ48 Mr Scott: Sir Roy, you mentioned earlier there
happy to sign up to it, as far as you are concerned?had been rumours about EUjet being in trouble. Is it
Ms Buck:Yes, we had a positive meeting on the 24thnot fair to say they were more than rumours because
(and we have said we would meet again), and a formthere had been lots of articles in the press about the
of words, as I say, open to variation but a form ofparent company diYculties for quite some time. I do
words on the basis of our discussion, was circulatednot know if you would agree with me but (even
and people expressed they are content with it.though it was an Irish registered company the parent

company, if I am not mistaken, was British
registered) would it not have been wise to perhaps Q56 Mr Leech: Going back to the question on the
warn the paying public in some way? Would you insurance side of things (and I do not know if
agree with me that something should be set up to anybody will be able to answer this), has any work
take that into account? been done to work out what the diVerence in cost
Sir Roy McNulty: I do not think we have ever seen would be to ensure that everybody was covered for
it as our duty in relation to an Irish registered airline returns to the UK under their insurance policy?
to warn the British public on the basis of rumours, What is the diVerence in costs between that and this
which is what you are saying should be the case. proposed £1 levy?
There have been lots of rumours, I can remember, Ms Buck: Not that I am aware of, but I am quite
about various airlines which ultimately proved to be willing to say that I am not arguing that a levy
totally false. I think it is a very diYcult area for us to probably would not work out the cheaper system,
think of getting into. but then that is also true of a number of other areas

of insurance. It would, for example, be no doubt
Q49 Mr Wilshire: Minister, you referred to this cheaper for housing associations to provide contents
statement saying that you had had meetings with insurance for all their tenants, but we do not do it.
airlines. The Committee has got a letter from Virgin
Atlantic here dated 1 November. In a paragraph at

Q57 Mr Leech: If the £1 levy is actually going to bethe end of the first page it says: “After the meeting
cheaper for consumers (and you have accepted thaton Monday 24 October a Ministerial statement was
ideally you want everyone to be covered bycirculated to the attendees for their approval.” Is
insurance), surely this is a far better option thanthat this?
encouraging people to take out the better insuranceMs Buck: After the meeting we had on the 24th, we
that covers return to the UK?discussed with the airlines a form of words.
Ms Buck: No. I think what I said was, clearly, I
encourage people, not just in this area but in other

Q50 Mr Wilshire: That was this statement? areas, to take out insurance or to take a decision on
Ms Buck: Yes. the balance of the costs that they are making that

they are prepared to carry the risk. That is
completely up to them. The thrust of the approach,Q51 MrWilshire: Virgin Atlantic then go on to say:

“We have since been told that if we do not agree to and why the decision was taken, was to say that it is
really, as a reflection of this changing world and thethe voluntary measures contained in the Minister’s

draft statement we run the risk of being ‘named and changing arrangements that people make, for them
to take their own decisions. In the end, as I said inshamed’ in front of the House of Commons

Transport Committee Inquiry on Wednesday.” Is the opening statement, the alternative approach is
one of compulsion—no choice—and in a significantthat true?
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minority of cases requiring people to carry two or fund being able to pay for those British citizens to be
even three times the cost for the same level of repatriated to the United Kingdom. That was the
protection. intention.

Sir Roy McNulty: Absolutely.
Chairman: Not that you should build up vastQ58 Mr Clelland: Can I ask Sir Roy where this £1
millions.levy came from? What research or guesstimates is it

based on?
Sir Roy McNulty: The £1 came from, first of all, Q66Mr Goodwill: Thank you, Madam Chairman. Iestablishing how big a fund would you need. We

have a question for the Minister. I guess it is ahave estimated that at around £250 million, which
principle of insurance that the premium shouldwould cover the cost of the collapse of a major tour
reflect the risk. If we had a flat rate motor insuranceoperator in the low season. If you have set your
system then I think, quite justifiably, the Ford Fiestaobjective of building a fund up like that and you aim
drivers would feel that they were subsidising theto build it up over three to five years, then a £1 per
Ferrari drivers. Do you think that the establishedpassenger levy does the trick.
flag carriers are justified in feeling that maybe they
would be in the position of the Fiestas in that they

Q59 Mr Clelland: Would the CAA administer this would be, in eVect, subsidising the more risky low-
fund? cost airlines who are much more likely to go
Sir Roy McNulty: That, I think, ultimately, would bankrupt, despite the fact that the premiums would
be for government, but it would seem logical in the be the same on all flights?
sense that we administer the existing scheme and we Ms Buck: I think that was certainly one of the
have the capability to handle repatriation and arguments. I think it reflects one of the points made
exercises like that. in the Select Committee report last year, that the

healthy carriers should not necessarily be required to
Q60Mr Clelland:What would happen, for instance, eVectively carry a cost or burden or be drawn into a
if the happy day comes and there are never any scheme which was about protecting the less healthy.
collapses andwe build up a huge, huge fund? Is there
a danger that airlines will start arguing for it to be

Q67 Mr Stringer: You used the argument in theused for damage and lost baggage and that sort of
written statement about market distortion of the £1thing?
levy. How did you compare the market distortion ofSir Roy McNulty: If the fund was built up and the
the £1 levy with the continuation of the ATOLnirvana you describe actually came to pass, and we
system, which has to be continued under Europeanall agreed that there would never be an airline going
legislation?bust again or a tour operator going bust, probably

we would give the money back. Ms Buck: Let me just reply in a line and then I will
ask Sir Roy. We recognised that not going ahead
with the comprehensive levy meant that part of theQ61 Mr Clelland: Give the money back?
industry, the tour industry, felt that they wereSir Roy McNulty: Once the fund had been built up
continuing to carry a regulatory burden that wasthe £1 levy would stop, unless there was a need to
disproportionate. That is why one of the outcomesreplenish it.
of this decision has been for us to ask the CAA to
have a review of the bonding system and see ifQ62 Mr Clelland: So the £1 levy is not a forever
progress can be made towards reducing that.thing?

Sir Roy McNulty: Not necessarily for ever and ever.

Q68 Mr Stringer: That is very interesting, about
Q63 Mr Clelland: How long would the £1 levy last? what will happen in the future, but I was really
Sir Roy McNulty: I doubt if the nirvana you describe asking a question about an analysis of current
will ever happen. I suspect there will continue to be market distortion. You say in your evidence that the
tour operator collapses and periodic airline £1 levy would introduce a new market distortion.
collapses, but the £1would probably reduce once the That is part of the logic for rejecting it. You are left
£250 million fund had been achieved. with a market distortion because the charter carriers

will still have to cover their passengers. I would have
thought, if you say the logic is that this introduces aQ64 Chairman: It is a repetition of the idea that was

in the original ATOL scheme. new market distortion, you would have found out
Sir Roy McNulty: Absolutely. whether that was bigger or smaller than the market

distortion that was already there.
Ms Buck: We recognise that it is there and we wantQ65 Chairman: The money taken oV people paying
to do something about it, and that is exactly why wethis levy would be built up into a fund and left there
asked the CAA to proceed. I think, if you look at theas an insurance, so that the Government when faced
total numbers (that may be part of the question) andwith a situation which the Foreign OYce was faced
the way things stand at the moment, on my figureswith recently in Mexico, when they had to charter a
there were 42 million leisure travellers in the last’plane to get British citizens not home but as far as
year, of whom slightly over half were ATOL andAmerica before they got themselves home from

there, would be dealt much more eYciently by the slightly under half were not. Obviously, there are
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projections as to how that might go—again, always Ms Buck: No, we—
speculative, depending on what happens to the
industry. Q72 Chairman: You would then have to set up the

same kind of fund that the CAA not only did a lot
of work on, but did a lot of research on. You haveQ69 Mr Stringer: Before Sir Roy comes in, because
told us in reply to Mr EVord that no research hadI am interested in the basis of the decision, let me ask been done about whether underwriters would bethe question in a slightly more brutal way: why willing to oVer the scheduled airlines the kind of

should the charter market continue to be at a cover you want people to rely on, so you do not
disadvantage compared to the rest of the market by know that even the insurance market would be
not introducing the £1 levy? interested in providing this kind of cover.
Ms Buck: Because we felt that going ahead with Ms Buck: We do know that the trend is upwards
100% cover through a compulsory scheme, on—
eVectively, was the wrong way. Basically, it is asking
you to take two diVerent approaches: you could

Q73 Chairman: Trends can go up and down, but oneither say “Okay, we recognise that there is an
what research did you base your assessment?imbalance so let’s go for the 100% coverage” (with
Forgive me, I do not want to be unkind, but youcertain disadvantages inherent in that) “or let’s say
ignored the work which had been done. I would bethat there is an imbalance in the scheme; we won’t go
very interested to know how much Ernest & Youngfurther down that regulatory road with the levy but
actually cost because they did a whole lot ofwhat we will do is, in recognition of that imbalance,
additional analysis at the request of thesee if there is something we can do to tackle that”—
Government. What did they cost?where we are back to the CAA.
Sir Roy McNulty: I do not have the figure for ErnstSir Roy McNulty: We would accept that the £1 levy & Young’s—

has inherent in it some distortions. I accept that. It
is less of a distortion, in our opinion, than what

Q74 Chairman:Well, can you give us what is calledexists at the moment because the tour operators are
a “ballpark”?certainly paying about £2 a head to provide ATOL
Sir Roy McNulty: I think the whole exercise,cover for the cost of bonding, and so on. I think
including Ernst & Young plus our own staV timebefore people get too carried away with the
costed in, was around £400,000.philosophical pros and cons of inequities, we are

talking about a £1 levy, and when you look at the
surcharges that all of these airlines are loading on to Q75 Chairman: So £400,000 worth of research and

information and we are told, “No, no, we ignore allcustomers—even Ryanair who are adamantly
that because we are convinced the underwriters areagainst the £1 levy, charge their customers £6.96 for
going to give everybody such a fantastic deal theyinsurance and wheelchair charges. Who is
will all want to buy it before they go on holiday”.subsidising whom? To me, with the £1 levy against,
There was no research.say, British Airways with total taxes, fees and
Ms Buck: We took the decision on the basis of thecharges of £50 on a flight toAmsterdam,we have got
information the CAA gave us, our understanding ofto keep these things in proportion and not get too
the level of risk and our understanding of the rangecarried away with some of the philosophical niceties,
of options for cover, which includes what mightin my opinion, and I have had this debate with the
happen with scheduled airlines’ failure insurance,airlines many times. They have a diVerent view of
and, as I said, there are entrants into the insurancecourse.
market who are increasing their level of cover in this,
but also the capacity to be covered through your
credit card booking and so forth and there are aQ70 Graham Stringer: Can I ask one more
number of diVerent options people can have in orderphilosophical question.Minister, you havemade the
to seek to protect themselves. We felt that, oncase that you have changed the basis of the decision-
balance, that voluntary approach, that approachmaking to a risk basis, and I understand that, and
which encourages people to make their ownrisk is estimated at 2 or 3% now on a historical case.
decision, take their own risk analysis about whatAt what percentage would your analysis fall down?
kind of cover they want to have is the right way toDid you think about that? If airlines started failing
go forward.at 5 to 10%, would you then change the basis of your

decision to 11?
Q76Chairman:Although you knew that only 16%ofMs Buck: One never says never. I think what you
the airlines’ voluntary repatriation schemes broughthave to do is take a decision at the time on the basis
back EU passengers.of the information that you have to hand and your
Ms Buck: One of the things we discussed at theunderstanding of the current situation, but clearly if
meeting of 24 October was some lessons from EUjetthe world changes, one changes with it.
and I think that is something that the airlines
themselves recognised and in the statement I have

Q71 Chairman: You would not, however, have any circulated some of the further steps they are going to
money, would you? You would not have a fund on take to address that, such as, for example, the fact

that the oVer for the lowest-cost deal of repatriationwhich you could call to repatriate British citizens?
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was only available for too short a period and that is responsibility to insure themselves, so the fact that
there are some people down the bottom of the pilesomething that is recognised and something which
who may regard insurance as a bit of a—will be addressed.
Ms Buck: I would not accept the use of the word
“ideological”, but I would say that it was a choice of

Q77Chairman: If you rely on insurance or voluntary approach. In fairness, it is something that is
arrangements, it means that anybody who is aVected comparable with every other area of public life. We
by an airline collapse pays out the extra money first do not require people to take out medical insurance,
and gets it back later. Now, are you confident that we do not require people to have E111s, we do not
that is quite fair? Is it adequate protection for most require them to have home contents insurance and
of your vulnerable passengers because presumably we do not require them to do anything for their car
the bulk of people buying cheap flights for a holiday other than third-party insurance, so why is it that in
are people who have not got the money to buy the a completely transformed travelling environment we
reasonably covered flights? would necessarily expect a way of underpinning
Ms Buck: Well, I am not sure that that actually arrangements for people that we do not expect in
stands up to the closest scrutiny. People are bargain- any other area?
hunters these days and they use the Internet to—

Q82 Mr Martlew: On the recent collapse, did theQ78 Chairman: But, for whatever reason they buy,
British Government have to assist anybody tocan you be quite sure that people who have not got
return home?any money who have been on these cheap flights will
Ms Webber: In the EUjet case?have enough money to get themselves home? If they

have taken cheap flights for a family of four, you are
saying in eVect that there is not a problem because

Q83 Mr Martlew: Yes.they will be able to get themselves back.
Ms Webber: No.Ms Buck: I think people need to take that decision
MrMartlew: So everybody had to scrape the moneywhen they choose what arrangements they are going
together or whatever and the Government did notto make for their holiday and, as the EUjet
have to assist in this case?experience shows, a third of people who actually
Chairman: No, that was the evidence, but in facttravelled on that knew that they were not covered
every family paid a minimum of £100.and still decided that they would continue with that

trip. Therefore, the approach is about saying to
people in this environment in which people are

Q84MrScott: If two-thirds of the passengers did notmaking their independent travel decisions and are
have a clue that they were not covered, I think thewanting to go down that route and can choose
diVerence from all the points you have just made iswhether or not to go for a package with some of the
that none of those issues leaves you abroad trying tosecurity that that package oVers, “It is for you to
get back to your country. It is a totally diVerent issuemake that decision”.
from insuring your car. You might break down, but
you would break down somewhere in the United

Q79 Chairman: The FCO did some work on it, did Kingdom on the whole.
they not, and that indicated that the UK holiday- Ms Buck: You can break down abroad actually.
makers from social groups D and E or between 16
and 24 are less likely to take out travel insurance?
Ms Buck: Is that an argument for saying that one Q85 Mr Scott: In most cases I am sure that is true,
should introduce a compulsory levy on everybody, but not for some 60% of the passengers being stuck
given also that some of those people and people abroad.
sometimes in the poorer categories are paying Ms Buck: I suppose there are two points to this.
sometimes two or three times? I am not sure that it is. Firstly, there is the question of howmuch does it cost

and I would suggest when you look at the EUjet
experience or these low-cost airlines, I regret thatQ80 Chairman: Well, you see, what is interesting
anybody is in that position, but the amount ofabout it is that the lawyers have said that of course
money involved is smaller than pranging your car, sothey cannot act on rumours and that is a perfectly
that is the money point. The second point is: are younormal response, but, Sir Roy, is it true that EUjet’s
stranded? Increasingly, I think it is the view, and theparent company changed its name twice and was
view we took, that the capacity in these cases is suchbriefly suspended from the British Stock Market?
that people are not likely to be stranded unable toSir Roy McNulty: I do not have that information to
get—hand. I can check for you.

Q81 Chairman: We would like a note from you, I Q86 Chairman: But they will not be able to
think. Therefore, we are to take it, Minister, that the guarantee that anybody is going to give them a seat.
decision was actually an ideological one, that you This is only a voluntary arrangement and already
did not feel it was necessary to get this protection there is an argument about how voluntary it is going

to be.and it was something where you felt people had the
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Ms Buck: I think the European Low Fares Airline Mrs Ellman: Can we go back to the voluntary
Association are saying that they will make that agreement you have circulated from the European
provision, so I think that covers, and I think the Low Fares Airline Association. It does say
figure is between, 30 to 35% of the market. specifically that the repatriation oVers would be

there, subject to availability on the route in question.
Q87 Mr Scott: So, Minister, you are saying that if Does that take us any further at all?
the capacity on their current flights was full, they
would put on extra flights to get these passengers

Q89Chairman:Weare not very bright here.We havehome at lower amounts of money?
understood a system where you say that low-faresMs Buck: Sorry?
airlines who have got capacity will fly people back,
fine, but what we are asking you is, supposing theseQ88 Chairman: If they are low-fare airlines and they
low-fare airlines are already fully booked, is it yourare already fully booked, you are saying that they
understanding that they would put on another flightwould undertake to get people back by putting on
to get everybody home free?other flights free?
Ms Buck: I am saying that there is no guarantee thatMs Buck: I am saying that the deal is as has been set
that is the case, but the EUjet experience, whichout, but one of the concerns was reflected in your
happened at the peak of the season, showed thatreport last year, that there would not be capacity and
passengers booked could be returned and there wasI do not think, in the light of our understanding, that
capacity.that is likely to be a problem. It was not a problem
Chairman: Well, you have been very revealing.in the EUjet experience and we believe that the

capacity would be there. Thank you very much, Minister.

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport

At the 2 November evidence session of the Transport Committee you asked for an explanation of the
circumstances behind the letter Virgin Atlantic Airways submitted to the Committee, part of which was read
out during the session.

Following meetings I held with airlines on 24 October to discuss voluntary arrangements for repatriation
and improving passenger information, oYcials in my Department prepared a statement for me to make to
the Committee. OYcials circulated by email a draft statement to the airlines concerned that contained the
words:

“All airlines present committed to put information on their websites, as part of the booking process,
to inform customers about financial protection.”

Ms Sian Foster of Virgin, who had attended the meeting, telephoned an oYcial to say her company was
not able to agree to such a statement. The oYcial explained that if it were re-written to refer only to those
airlines that were committed to this initiative, rather than to all of them; it would be apparent who had not
made such a commitment. It appears that in discussing the draft statement with Virgin, the impression was
given that the Department would highlight—as opposed to omit—the names of airlines which had not
signed up. You have seen the final version.

The Department has discussed this misunderstanding with Mr Barry Humphreys of Virgin, the author
of the letter, and we have agreed to put the matter behind us and continue our good working relationship.

Let me reassure the Committee that our approach throughout these discussions has been to build
inclusive, co-operative relations with all involved. It would certainly not be part of this to choose to
denigrate any individual company’s position publicly, nor would we seek in any way to compromise the
privacy of these discussions. The Government has decided on a voluntary, co-operative approach, which is
why we showed the statement to all interested parties who attended the meetings before it was circulated to
the Committee.

10 November 2005

Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Civil Aviation Authority

BRIEFINGS ON EUJET OPS LTD

Section 1—Introduction

At its session on 2 November, the Transport Committee requested additional briefing on the failure of
EUjet in July 2005.

The Committee specifically asked whether EUjet’s parent company had changed its name twice and had
been suspended from the London Stock Exchange:
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— The company was first registered as the Southend Sand & Gravel Company in 1945, changing its
name to Wiggins Group plc in 1981 and then to PlaneStation Group plc in 2004.

— Before it invested in EUjet, Wiggins Group’s shares were briefly suspended at its request in July
2003.

The rest of this paper gives additional information on the company and its failure.

Section 2—EUjet History, Ownership and Failure

EUjet

From its establishment in 2003, EUjet was based at Shannon Airport and licensed and regulated by the
Irish Commission for Aviation Regulation. A schedule outlining significant events in the company’s history
is at Annex 1. EUjet was initially established to provide wet lease3 services for other airlines, but in early
2004 started undertaking charter passenger services in its own right, and in September 2004 began scheduled
passenger services between Shannon and Manston. At the time of its collapse in July 2005, the company
operated 234 routes from Manston to various points in Europe, with the UK representing some 87% of the
company’s passenger carryings, and six routes from Shannon.

EUjet was founded by Patrick J McGoldrick, who also became its CEO. A number of members of his
family held senior management positions. In 2004 he was appointed to the board of PlaneStation, which
had by then become EUjet’s parent company.

Mr McGoldrick is an Irish national with a long background in the aviation industry as a pilot and senior
manager. Between 1986 and 1991 he was the CEO of Ryanair. Subsequently,MrMcGoldrick was CEO and
founder of TransAer (previously known as TransLift, a cargo and wet lease specialist carrier that moved
into passenger services), which failed in 2000 with a loss of 450 jobs and debts in excess of £30 million.

PlaneStation

PlaneStation Group plc, EUjet’s parent company at the time of its collapse, was a publicly quoted UK
property group listed on the London Stock Exchange that owned andmanaged a number of small European
airports. The company was first registered in 1945 as the Southend Sand & Gravel Company, becoming
Wiggins Group plc in 1981 and PlaneStation Group plc in January 2004. The Group has always been
involved in either landmanagement or property development. Indeed its investment in EUjet was primarily
seen as a means of developing the Group’s airport property portfolio.

In March 2001, as Wiggins Group plc, it received censure from the Financial Reporting Review Panel
and the Financial Services Authority for overestimating its results between 1995–2000, which on their
restatement resulted in significant losses. It was agreed with the Financial Reporting Review Panel that the
Group’s treatment of certain costs and assets would be reclassified and a number of new non-executive
directors would be appointed to its audit committee. A number of directors left the Group following
completion of this enquiry. In July 2003 the Group’s shares were briefly suspended at its own request while
it was in discussions on a possible takeover. These events occurred, however, well in advance of its
investment in EUjet.

PlaneStation investment in EUjet

EUjet was initially funded by private equity. In May 2004 it was refinanced by PlaneStation, the owner
of Manston Airport (which became Kent International). PlaneStation also owned, and developed, a
business park around Manston Airport. It sought to develop Manston from a small cargo airport into a
major passenger hub that could eventually compete withLuton and Stansted airports. PlaneStation invested
in EUjet as a strategic development towards that goal.

Initially, PlaneStation invested £2 million in EUjet in return for a 30% shareholding. At the same time
Kent County Council took a 1.5% shareholding in EUjet in order to assist in the regeneration and
development of east Kent. The County Council did however acknowledge, in a statement published in
September 2005, that EUjet represented “a high risk investment”. EUjet was again refinanced in September
2004 when it commenced scheduled operations. PlaneStation stated that EUjet had insuYcient funds to
support the commencement of scheduled operations in the summer of 2004 as originally intended and
provided it with additional working capital of £5 million, funded through a placing of PlaneStation shares.
In return for this additional investment PlaneStation took an option to purchase 100% of EUjet, with the
interests of the existing EUjet shareholders being translated into warrants in PlaneStation. PlaneStation
exercised this purchase option in December 2004, having at that point raised an additional £30 million
equity from the City to support EUjet and to fund its own development. It is unclear what proportion of

3 Wet lease—flights undertaken by an operator on behalf of, and at the direction of, another operator who is provided with an
aircraft, the flight crew and usually cabin crew.

4 Source March 2005 OAG Airline Guide.
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this additional funding was required to support EUjet. At this point PlaneStation also began a process of
disposing of a number of property assets with the stated intention of raising additional capital to support
EUjet’s development.

It appears that, in the event, EUjet’s passenger numbers were lower than expected. On 28 June 2005
PlaneStation announced the sale of 75% of the business park adjacent to Manston Airport and that the
funds from that transaction would be used to support EUjet. However, this sale later broke down and
evidently led to an eventual cash crisis. On 25 July 2005 PlaneStation announced the suspension of its public
listing, stating that negotiations on extending its finance facilities with its bankers, whose position would
seem to have been secured on property assets, had been unsuccessful. An Administrator was subsequently
appointed to PlaneStation in the UK, with the Irish equivalent, an Examiner, being appointed to EUjet in
the Republic of Ireland.

Section 3—Regulatory Aspects and Role of the CAA

Regulatory environment

EC Regulation 2407/92 governs the licensing of airlines within the European Economic Area (EEA)5, of
which the UK and Ireland are member states. It sets out the framework within which Member States have
to consider the granting of an Operating Licence permitting public transport flights.

Subject to an applicant satisfying the relevant licensing authority that it can meet the above criteria, both
on initial grant of the Operating Licence and on an ongoing basis, then, under the terms of the Market
Access Regulation6, it is permitted to operate anywhere within the EEA without the need to hold further
licences. Therefore the CAA must allow carriers licensed in other Member States to operate within its
territory. Such carriers continue to be regulated by the Member State that granted the initial Operating
Licence. The CAA has no legal powers or regulatory authority to act (except on evident safety grounds)
on the operations of non-UK EEA carriers, such as EUjet. The Irish Commission for Aviation Regulation
monitored EUjet under the terms of EC Regulation 2407/92.

The CAA

The CAAdoes, however, maintain a watching brief on theUK aviation industry as a whole. Press reports
and the CAA’s own industry sources suggested that EUjet and its parent PlaneStation were encountering
financial diYculties earlier this year. However the Regulatory Announcements that PlaneStation had issued
to the City indicated that these problems were being comprehensively addressed. The CAA requires regular
financial information to be provided by UK licensed airlines for monitoring purposes, but does not receive,
nor is able to require, information from non-UK airlines such as EUjet. The CAA was therefore unaware
of the actual financial position of that carrier and, in any case, had no legal powers to take action against
it. Under the terms of the Market Access Regulation, the CAA would not have been able to prevent EUjet
either operating from the UK or from selling tickets to UK passengers.

Furthermore, the CAA could not have taken any action to warn passengers not to either book or travel
with EUjet. First, the EC Market Access Regulation is undertaken on a mutually reciprocal basis. If the
CAA publicly stated that it was concerned with the regulatory methods employed by any other Member
States, it would be exposed to censure by the European Commission and the possibility of UK carriers being
discriminated against by other Member States in return. Second, the CAA does not act on the basis of
unsubstantiated rumour. It has to act lawfully within its powers on the basis of proper evidence; otherwise
it would be open to action in the courts. The CAA did carry out an analysis of the impact of the failure on
passengers because the majority of EUjet’s passenger carryings were from the UK.

Principal place of business

Although the EC Licensing Regulation (2407/92) gave the CAA no legal role in regulating EUjet, the
CAA was concerned with the possible consequences that might arise from the failure of it and similar
carriers. The concern was that the CAA and other UK authorities would be wrongly perceived as being
responsible for the regulation of such carriers. The CAA is looking at this issue with the Department for
Transport.

EC Regulation 2407/92 requires that the principal place of business of a licence holder has to be in the
Member State that grants the company’s Operating Licence. The CAA has always considered there to be a
possible risk where a company is ostensibly registered, licensed and regulated in one Member State but its
operations are predominantly undertaken in another. The CAA wrote to the European Commission on the
interpretation of this requirement in 1995. It was advised that an operator’s principal place of business
should be determined on a wider basis than just where a company is registered. This decision would include

5 European Economic Area—the Member States of the European Union plus Iceland, Norway, Lichtenstein and, for the
purposes of aviation, Switzerland.

6 EC Regulation 2408/92.
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an evaluation of where its administrative and operational base is situated, where management and board
decisions are taken and where “a carrier . . . operated principally in a particular Member State [it] should
normally be licensed by that Member State”.

In its original guise, as a wet lease provider and charter operator, EUjet was clearly an Irish carrier; but
following its evolution into a scheduled operator its operations primarily centred on the UK. CAA research
of January 2005 indicated that at that time some 87% of EUjet’s then 81 flights per week were departing
from the UK. The company was also, by that point, owned by aUK plc and the CAA’s view was that it was
unlikely that the majority of board decisions would be made in Ireland.

The CAA approached the Irish Commission for Aviation Regulation explaining that it believed that
EUjet’s principal place of business was now in the UK and it should therefore be regulated here. The Irish
authorities rejected this.

Section 4—Lessons from EUjet Experience

The Committee will already have had a copy of the CAA’s paper The Failure of EUjet—An Analysis of
Customer Experiences (copy attached for ease of reference). Following EUjet’s failure, some EUjet
customers contacted the CAA, which gave out what information and advice was available, but was unable
to do more than that. The CAA has no role in repatriating or refunding the passengers of failed scheduled
airlines, even if they are regulated in the UK. ATOL financial protection only covers air packages (and seat-
only tickets not sold directly by airlines and agents).

EUjet operated a fleet of four Fokker F100 aircraft, which could carry up to 104 passengers. In UK terms
it was a small airline and, therefore, as the Ernst and Young analysis for the CAA forecast, there was
suYcient capacity available for people to repatriate themselves.

In the light of the EUjet experience the CAA has considered the implications for voluntary repatriation
schemes by airlines. The CAA considers that a voluntary scheme would not be as eVective, or as cheap, as
a managed scheme. To be eVective all UK airlines would need to participate and the scheme would require
a set of basic principles, which the airlines would have to abide by. These would include:

— appointing a coordinator to provide support and assistance to customers, and manage capacity;

— oVering bookable flights (that are easy to purchase and not standby) at a flat rate for a suYcient
period of time;

— communicating the information to airports, airline staV, and the media;

— ensuring that all routes are covered.

24 November 2005

Annex 1

EUJET AND PLANESTATION SCHEDULE OF EVENTS

Southend Sand and Gravel Ltd first registered 1945
Southend Sand and Gravel Ltd changes its name to C S Wiggins and Sons Ltd 1964
C S Wiggins and Sons Ltd changes its name to Wiggins Construct Ltd 1975
Wiggins Construct Ltd changes its name to Wiggins Group Plc 1981
Wiggins Group plc censured by FSA for overestimating results 2001
EUjet granted Irish Operating Licence 2003
EUjet expands into passenger charter services 2003
Wiggins Group plc changes its name to PlaneStation Group plc Jan 2004
PlaneStation takes 30% stake in EUjet May 2004
EUjet refinanced Sep 2004
EUjet begins first scheduled passenger service: Manston—Shannon Sep 2004
PlaneStation exercises purchase option; EUjet now 100% owned subsidiary Dec 2004
PlaneStation announces majority sale of Manston Airport business park Jun 2005
PlaneStation announces business park sale fallen through Jun 2005
Administrators appointed Jul 2005

THE FAILURE OF EUJET—AN ANALYSIS OF CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES

1. Introduction

1.1 This report looks at the collapse of EUjet in July 2005 and analyses its impact on UK travellers and
holidaymakers.

1.2 In order to conduct this analysis, the CAA e-mailed a survey to EUjet customers to request details
of their experiences as a result of the failure of the carrier. A copy of the survey is attached at Annex 2. It was
sent to over 3,000 people and by mid-September, the CAA had received 1,088 responses. These responses
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represented 3,116 passengers, 41% of whom were abroad at the point of failure and 59% were yet to travel.
An analysis of the responses was undertaken and the results are contained in this report. The percentages
quoted in the points below are based on survey data.

2. Background

2.1 EUjet was an Irish regulated airline that operated primarily out of Kent International Airport
(Manston). It also operated a smaller number of flights from Shannon in the IrishRepublic. It was promoted
as a no-frills scheduled carrier; a significant part of its operation was on routes where holiday traYc made
up a large part of its customers.

— 82% of passengers lived in Kent;

— 78% of passengers paid between £50 and £200 for their return flights; the average fare was
around £120;

— 55% of passengers had booked other arrangements including car hire and accommodation.

2.2 The airline operated a fleet of four Fokker F100 aircraft, which could carry up to 104 passengers. In
UK terms it was a small airline and the aircraft had a smaller capacity than the B737-800 (189 seats) and
the A319 (156 seats) aircraft, which are typically used by no-frills carriers.

2.3 At the time it ceased to trade, EUjet was owned by theUKbased PlanestationGroupwho also owned
Kent International airport. The ending of Planestation’s banking facilities meant that both the airport and
the airline ceased trading on 26 July 2005.

3. Notification of Failure

3.1 When EUjet ceased flying on 26 July, there were 12,000 passengers still abroad and 27,000 yet to
travel. A notice was immediately posted on its website informing passengers of the situation. This advised
those abroad to make alternative arrangements to return home and those yet to travel, to make a claim to
either their credit card issuer or the Examiner7. Approximately 130 passengers had booked EUjet flights as
part of a package with ATOL holders, six were abroad at the time and continued their holiday as planned,
the remainder either received refunds or were provided with alternative flights.

3.2 Despite the prompt online notice, information was slow to get through to those who needed it with
no e-mail notification being sent out by EUjet until much later. The situation was worse for those abroad,
of whom:

— 77% found out about the failure from friends or family;

— 9% found out from TV, radio and newspaper coverage;

— 3% found out about the failure at the return airport.

3.3 The reason for the majority finding out about the failure from friends and family was that there was
little or no information abroad. Family and friends found out from UK press reports. There was a lot of
coverage in local newspapers and radio due to the importance of the story in the Kent area.

Repatriation

4.1 Once passengers had found out about the failure, there was little firm information to assist them in
repatriating themselves. With no central information source, and EUjet’s phones reportedly constantly
engaged, passengers were left with no advice and therefore called anyone they thoughtmight help, including
the CAA, ABTA and the AUC (Air Transport Users Council).

4.2 However, shortly after the failure easyJet announced that it was oVering to repatriate EUjet
passengers for a set price of £25 and its telephone booking numbers were posted on the EUjet website. In
the following few days, other airlines followedwith similar oVers. The table below shows the oVers available,
the number of passengers who took advantage of them and the expiry dates. It also shows the airports served
which were the closest to Manston.

easyJet Monarch MyTravelLite Flybe

Date of oVer 26 July 05 27 July 05 27 July 05 27 July 05
Expiry 2 August 05 (discretionary 2 August 05 2 August 05 2 August 05

extension to 9 Aug 05)
Fare £25 £25 £25 £25
Inclusive of tax Yes No No No
Any restrictions Telephone and Standby tickets — —

counterbookings only only
Passengers carried 1,758 185 0 11

7 Irish equivalent of an Administrator.
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easyJet Monarch MyTravelLite Flybe

UK airports Luton Luton Birmingham Southampton
served Gatwick Gatwick Exeter

Stansted Norwich
Birmingham

4.3 As shown below, although awareness of the special fares was high, only a small percentage of
passengers were able to take advantage of them due to restrictions in time and capacity. All of the oVers
oYcially expired on 2 August 2005 yet there were still over 5,000 EUjet passengers abroad. Also, some
airlines restricted the oVers to standby seats only and did not permit passengers to book in advance. Finally
it should be noted that apart from easyJet the other carriers only covered a small part of EUjet’s routes—
see Annex 3 for a full route analysis. This resulted in only 16% of passengers paying the special oVer prices.
Of the passengers abroad:

— 69% were aware of special oVers;

— 53% returned with easyJet, but only a third of these were able to obtain the reduced fare;

60% paid between £50 and £200 per person for their return flight.

4.4 The main problem for passengers repatriating themselves was that they were unable to fly direct to
their original destination. EUjet was the only airline operating out of Manston and passengers therefore
had to fly to an alternative airport and transfer by other means. Of those passengers abroad:

— 60% returned to Gatwick and 29% returned to Stansted;

— 42% paid between £50 and £100 per croup for their ground transfer to Manston;

— The total average cost of returning from abroad (flight and ground transfer) toManston was £100
per person.

4.5 Despite the airline failing in peak season with the majority of its destinations to summer hot spots,
the small size of the airline meant that there was still capacity available for people to repatriate themselves.
However, not everyone was able, or chose, to return on the same day, with some having to delay their return
either for reasons of lack of capacity or ticket price. Other passengers took the decision to get home as
quickly as possible and cut their holidays short to take advantage of the special oVer fares.

— 34% of passengers did not return home on the expected date; half were later and half were earlier;

— Passengers in Faro, Girona and Ibiza were the worst aVected in terms of shortage of capacity.

5. Refunding Payments

5.1 Since the failure, EUjet customers who had not travelled have been seeking refunds. Initially
information was scarce and there were some reports that refunds would not be made. The credit card
merchant acquirer for EUjet has now said that it has completed all the refunds it is going to make.

5.2 There is no legislation which provides consumer protection for those paying by debit card. Many
customers chose to pay by debit card to save on the charges made for credit card bookings. Results from
the CAA’s survey indicate:

— 31% of passengers abroad paid by debit card or cash.

5.3 In addition to the payments to EUjet and the repatriation costs, many customers had paid for
additional arrangements such as car hire and accommodation from other suppliers. If they were unable to
arrange alternative flights, they would also have lost the payments for these arrangements.

— 54% of those yet to travel had booked additional arrangements such as accommodation or car
hire.

6. Customers’ Perception of Protection

6.1 The majority of the public were not aware that there is no statutory protection in the event of an
airline failure.

— 67% of passengers either thought they were protected or did not know about protection, of these
two thirds believed they were protected.

7. Customer Comments

7.1 The customer survey (attached at Annex 2) included a comments box and 76% of respondents
completed this box. Some examples of the comments the CM received are included in Annex 4.

7.2 The comments have been grouped into broad categories and the table below shows the split of
comments. The most common was that the failure caused stress, disturbance and frustration with 25% of
customers making this point. Customers were “very disappointed” that “nothing covered them for the
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airline failure”, that “there was no notice given” and that there was a “total lack of support or help”. The
second category concerned the additional cost and complexity of getting back home—21% of customers
made this point.

7.3 Lack of information, confusing information or the lack of assistance was mentioned by 11% of
customers. EUjet customers found it “very diYcult to find out what was happening”. Some of them “didn’t
know of oVers made by other airlines to get them back”. Others stated that “there seems to be confusion
in the instructions given to claimant passengers”.Many passengers agreed that “ the lack of communication
was the worst thing” about the failure.

7.4 9% of EUjet customers commented on the need for a better and more extended consumer protection
system. Some considered that “protection for all customers should be in place” and wanted “a small levy
to cover such costs”, or said that “I would have paid a few extra pounds for financial protection had it
been oVered.”

The survey did not include any questions relating to a levy or increasing financial protection and we
believe some passengers may have researched the issue before responding or seen it reported in the
press.

7.5 There were some comments about the inequality of treatment between those paying by debit card
and credit card, with 5% making this point. “It’s an outrage that they are refunding people who paid by
credit card, and not those who paid by debit card.”

7.6 Comments were also received about easyJet’s special oVers and 2% of customers expressed their
gratitude.

7.7 The failure has influenced customers’ decisions on future travel arrangements andmeans of payment;
1% of people will not take the risk of booking with a small airline from a small regional airport again. Some
EUjet customers, who felt compelled to use their debit card because EUjet charged extra for using credit
cards, will be reluctant to do so in the future.

Percentage of EUjet
customers that made

Categories of comments comments

%
Disappointment/Stress/Frustration 25
Anger caused by additional costs and of thecomplexity of getting back home 21
Lack of information/Confusion/Lack of assistance 11
Need for better consumer protection 9
Inequality of treatment between debit card andcredit card payers 5
Gratitude towards easyJet for their help 2
Fear of using small airlines again 1

8. Executive Summary

8.1 Information for passengers immediately after the failure was poor, as there was no authoritative
source for them to rely on. Those abroad had to rely mainly on information passed on by friends and family
in the UK; their information source was primarily UK media reports.

8.2 Other UK airlines were quick to oVer assistance to EUjet passengers by providing return flights at a
low cost. Those that were able to take advantage of this reported the service as good. However, only 16%
travelled home at these rates, due to lack of clear information and restrictions on the special oVers.
Consequently, the majority of returning passengers paid considerably more than £25 to return to the UK,
with most paying between £50 and £200. The highest fare reported was between £200–£300.

8.3 In order to take advantage of the reduced fares and because of concern at being able to return home,
some passengers cut short their holiday and returned home early. 17% of passengers returned home before
their intended departure date.

8.4 Passengers were unable to fly back to their original departure airport (Manston) and so all had to
pay extra for a ground transfer. Travel was on public transport and by taxi and the cost is based on families
or friends travelling in a group with 60% of groups paying more than £50. This was a significant additional
cost when set against the average repatriation flight cost of £81. For a family of four, the cost of flights home
and ground transfers was, on average, £400.
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8.5 Few, if any, customers were aware that there was a diVerence in protection if they paid by debit card
rather than credit card.

8.6 27% of passengers abroad did not know that they had no financial protection and a further 40%
mistakenly thought that they were protected by ATOL, ABTA or their travel insurance.

8.7 Although it cannot be said that passengers were stranded as a result of EUjet’s failure, not least
because of the eVorts made by other airlines, repatriation was in most cases expensive and ineYcient due
to the absence of a centralised administrator or information source. Consequently, and because of the lack
of information and assistance, passengers felt as though they were stranded and were therefore represented
in the media as such.

8.8 The results of EUjet’s failure were as predicted in an analytical model created for the CAA earlier
this year as part of its work on the future of financial protection. The model indicated that in a small airline
failure passengers would be able to repatriate themselves, but at a higher cost and in some cases with a delay.
The model showed that if a managed scheme with a central administrator was in place, repatriation could
have been organised more cheaply, at no cost to the passengers and they would have been able to travel as
intended with little or no disruption to their holiday and therefore less anxiety. Passengers yet to travel
would also receive a refund irrespective of whether they paid by credit card or debit card.

Consumer Protection Group

October 2005

Annex 2

EUjet Questionnaire

Q1 What is your Postcode?

Q2 Which airport were you travelling to?

Alicante
Amsterdam
Schipol
Belfast
Dublin
Edinburgh
Faro
Girona
Ibiza
Malaga
Manchester
Murcia San Javier
Newcastle
Nice Cote D’Azur
Palma De Mallorca
Prague Ruzyne
Shannon
Valencia
Other—please specify

Q3 How many passengers were there in your party?

Q4 What was the cost of the flight per person (including taxes)?

Q5 How did you pay?

Credit card (Visa/Mastercard)
Debit or Charge card (Maestro/Delta)
Cheque
Cash

Q6 Had you booked other arrangements?

Hotel
Car hire
Other—please specify
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If you were abroad when EUjet failed, please answer all remaining questions. If you were yet to travel with
EUjet, please go to question 16.

Q7 How did you find out EUjet had failed?

Family/friends contacted you
TV coverage
Radio coverage
Newspaper coverage
Notices at airport
Other—please specify

Q8 Were you told that other airlines were oVering cheap return flights?

Yes—family friends contacted me
Yes—TV Coverage
Yes—Radio coverage
Yes—Newspaper coverage
Yes—Notices at airport
No
Other—please specify

Q9 How did you book your return flight?

On the Internet
By telephone
At the airport
Other—please specify

Q10 What date did you travel home?

Q11 Was this your expected date of travel?

Yes
No—travelled home early
No—travelled home later

Q12 Which airline did you fly home with?

easyJet
First Choice
Flybe
MyTravelLite
Monarch
Other—please specify

Q13 How much did the airline charge you per person (including taxes)?

Q14 Which UK airport did you fly into?

Gatwick
Stansted
Heathrow
Luton
Southampton
Exeter
Norwich
Birmingham
Bristol
Other—please specify
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Q15 How much did the journey from your arrival airport back to Manston Airport cost?

Q16 Have you received or been promised a refund?

Received—from my credit card
Received—from my travel insurance
Promised—from my credit card
Promised—from my travel insurance
No
Other—please specify

Q17 Did you think you were covered if EUjet failed?

Yes—by my credit card
Yes—by my travel insurance
Yes—by ATOL/ABTA
Didn’t know
No
Other—please specify

Q18 Are there any other comments you would like to make?

Annex 3

THE FAILURE OF EUJET—ROUTE ANALYSIS

This table below shows the routes served by EUjet at the time of failure and the overlap of their routes
with the four UK carriers who oVered reduced fares. The table includes the UK airports served which were
closest to Manston.

EUJet easyJet Monarch MyTravelLite Flybe

UK Airports Served on these routes

Southampton
Luton Exeter

Manston (Kent Gatwick Luton Norwich
International) Stansted Gatwick Birmingham Birmingham

Alicante (ALC) Yes Yes Yes Yes
Amsterdam
Schipol(AMS) Yes — — —
Belfast (BFS) Yes — — Yes
Dublin (DUB) Yes — — Yes
Edinburgh (EDI) Yes — — Yes
Faro FAO Yes Yes Yes Yes
Girona (GRO)
Ibiza (IBZ) Yes — — —
Malaga AGP Yes Yes Yes Yes
Manchester (MAN)
Murcia San Javier(MJV) — — — Yes
Newcastle (NCL) Yes — — Yes
Nice Cote D’Azur(NCE) Yes — — —
Palma De Mallorca (PMI) Yes Yes Yes Yes
Prague Ruzyne (PRG) Yes — — —
Shannon (SNN) Yes — — Yes
Valencia (VLC) Yes — — —

Annex 4

QUOTES FROM EUJET PASSENGERS’ COMMENTS

Disappointment/Stress/Frustration

“Very disappointed that nothing covered us for the airline’s failure—debit card would not refund,
insurance did not cover us, still hoping for some compensation from EUjet’s administrators”.

“I am disgusted that as a student my holiday was ruined and I have lost a considerable amount of my
summer job income”.
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“It was an incredibly frustrating experience. Now added to that I cannot seem to get any of my money
back without letters from EUjet saying they are not paying out and I cannot reach anyone that can give me
this information and there does not seem to be anyone who can help me sort it out.”

“Obviously, very upsetting and frustrating.”

“I feel that I have been cheated by EUJET and its directors who I believe were well aware of the imminent
collapse of this airline.”

Anger Because of Additional Costs and of the Complexity of Getting Back Home

“This was an appalling situation, more so because nobody inMalaga Airport wanted to assist us, making
it very clear that it was not their responsibility. Furthermore, we were informed that the responsibility laid
with us and if not in a position to pay then we would be stranded. What if this was not possible? How can
this be a permitted state of aVairs in these modern times? We were one of the fortunate ones; what about
those who didn’t have the means. If we’d been away with our children also I don’t doubt that we wouldn’t
have been able to stomach this additional cost. As youmight imagine, this doesn’t bear thinking about. Not
to mention the stress our family went through knowing of the situation back home and not knowing how
we would be aVected or if we would be able to get home.”

“The whole experience was a nightmare as we travelled with two small children, leaving us with huge bills
to get back to the UK and then to get to Kent for the car.”

“Very upsetting as I am a widow on a pension and can ill aVord to lose this amount of money”

“I was travelling to visit my parents in Spain with my daughters for what should have been a ‘cheap’
holiday. I had to rebook with Monarch Airlines, but due to the extra cost for new flights, one of my
daughters could not come. I had paid by debit card, and understand that I may not receive anymoney back.
I wrote to The Examiner to claim for a refund, the day after EUjet went into administration, but it is now
2nd of September and I am still waiting for a reply. I am disgusted.”

“My son is 15 years of age. He flew alone to stay with family in Spain. It has cost an additional £25 for
an easy jet rescue flight. Plus the cost of transport to a London airport and parking to collect him, estimate
£25. The money lost is minimal when compared to the stress of an unaccompanied minor at a larger airport
in London. My son also flew back three days earlier than he was meant to.”

Lack of Information/Confusion/Lack of Assistance

“The collapse of EUjet was handled particularly badly—insuYcient notice was given by the airline”.

“Very diYcult to find out what was happening”.

“There seems to be confusion in the instructions given to claimant passengers.”

“The lack of communication was the worst thing. We spent two days in Spain not having a clue how we
were going to get home”.

“Very disappointed there was no notice given”.

“Lack of information on the internet made things very confusing”.

“We did not know of oVers made by other airlines to get us home, as EUjet had turned oV its
telephones ( . . . )”.

“The easy jet oVer was a complete farce they didn’t know anything about it at Palma airport. It was pretty
poor that EUjetmade no eVort to contact its passengers whatsoever, how hardwould an email be or a text?”

“I paid for my tickets by debit card. There has been no information to confirm or deny whether I shall
be refunded any money. The lack of information is frustrating.”

“I do feel the lack of information on how to go about claiming my money back has been an issue.”

“It was the total lack of information that made it so diYcult.”

“I am very upset about the lack of information about the collapse of the airline both during and after it
happened.”

“Total lack of support or help”.

Need for Better Consumer Protection

“Protection for all customers should be in place”.

“I agree with a small levy to cover such costs for peace of mind”.

“There should be a protection scheme so that money is not ‘lost’ and no refund is available—this would
not happen if you book a holiday/package with ABTA/ATOL protected company”.

“I feel that people should be better protected against these type of problems”.
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“I understand that things like this happen and there is very little that can be done to prevent them but I
strongly think that there should some scheme were we can get out money back as holidays only come once
a year and can be very expensive without having to pay out twice for flights!”

“I would have paid a few extra pounds for financial protection had it been oVered.”

“There needs to be a passenger protection.”

“Yes I do believe that the government should do more to protect the consumer.”

“Would greatly support some form of financial protection arrangements—as customers purchasing
package holidays already get with ATOL now—even if this meant adding on a small charge each time a
flight was booked with independent operators.”

“Why should package holidaymakers be covered only?”

“I suggest we need a bond scheme similar to ATOL for charter airlines—it could be funded by a
(hopefully) small levy on each ticket sold.”

The Use of Debit Card/Credit Card

“There should be automatic refund for thosewho paid by debit card—just the same as credit card payers.”

“It’s an outrage that they are refunding people who paid by credit card, and not those who paid by
debit card.”

“Why is a debit card customer being treated as second class behind a credit card purchaser?”

“Last time I use a Debit Card when booking.”

“By charging extra for using credit cards, I felt compelled to use my debit card which I normally do not
do since I use my credit card for everything.”

“Paid by debit card to avoid credit card charges so have learnt not to use that form of payment in the
future.”

“I will only use credit card next time.”

“Very disappointed that if you pay by debit card, which is instant cash, you will not get a refund. But
credit card customers will.”

“Some people choose not to have a credit card and this type of event unfortunately penalises these people.
All credit card users can claim back from their credit card company but those of us who paid by debit card
get no compensation. It seems wrong you should be punished for not wanting to get yourself into debt.”

“I didn’t know that paying by debit card gave me less protection than credit card if the airline collapsed.
I think customers should be made more aware of this.”

easyJet Help

“I would like to thank easyJet for their help.”

“easyJet luckily provided an excellent rescue package.” “easyJet did a very good job with their rescue
package.”

“easyJet could not have been more helpful.”

The Fear of Using Small Companies Again

“It would certainly influence using smaller companies again.” “We think twice about using a smaller
airline at a smaller airport.”

“Apart from this ruining the last couple of days of our holiday, we will seriously think hard before
booking flights through a small airline company.”

“We will seriously think hard before booking flights through a small airline company.”

“I will certainly think again before travelling with not-so-well established airlines.”
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Supplementary memorandum submitted by the Department for Transport

Thank you for your letter of 15 November, in which you request some additional information. I am
pleased to reply to your seven questions as follows:

Passenger Information

1. I hope I made it clear that I did not contemplate travellers researching the accounts of the particular
airline on which they were booking. We want travellers to have access to information about whether they
are already fully or partly protected (by ATOL or credit card purchase or an annual travel insurance
including SAFI). They can then consider the cost of their trip (ie how much they stand to lose) and the
implications of being stranded (which might depend on location and travelling companions). All this will
help themmake an informed decision about taking out insurance. I have no evidence that such an approach
would discourage the use of smaller airlines. The CAA’s published survey of EUjet passengers states that
two-thirds of passengers thought theywere protected or did not know. I assume the remainder includes some
people who knew they were not protected and still flew with EUjet.

Price Sensitivity

2. I did not say people might not travel, although obviously airline pricing decisions are based on what
they think passengers will pay. My point is that the Government does not wish to compel people to make
such payments against their will. When I said those words I meant that people think carefully whether they
wish to pay £1 extra per familymember.We have very few instances of compulsory insurance in our society.

Scheduled Airline Failure Insurance

3. This is a market opportunity for insurers now that we have ruled out the compulsory levy. Some
airlines told us they hoped to oVer specific insurance. My oYcials had discussions with the Association of
British Insurers in 2004, before I took oYce, and will be doing so again.

4. There has been much publicity in the press about the airlines in Chapter 11 protection, and this may
influence people’s decision whether to fly with them. Some may think this makes the airlines less likely to
fail, somemay thinkmore. It is perhapsmore likely that flights in this price range will be purchased by credit
card than low-cost European flights. In any event, it does seem reasonable that solvent airlines would object
to collecting a levy from their customers for a protection fund covering customers of airlines in Chapter 11.

5. As passengers will have the option not to purchase the insurance, I do not think this will be a particular
barrier to entry. There are some general travel insurance products incorporating SAFI available eg Post
OYce and Airmiles which do not vary in cost with the airline used.

Credit Card Protection

6. None. The important thing is for people to know that credit card purchasemay bring some protection,
so they can check with their provider and weigh this against the cost of any surcharge. This information is
on the AUCwebsite, and the FCO is in the process of adding it to its website. Several airlines have said they
will consider a general message to this eVect as part of alerting passengers to their protection status. I expect
this to come on stream on airline websites early next year and plan to hold further meetings with the airlines.

Capacity of Voluntary Agreements

7. The Government does not claim there is no risk of insuYcient capacity. In our view the risk is not such
as to justify a compulsory levy. Naturally, I cannot rule out Government intervention, although it is more
likely that the return of some passengers would be delayed.

23 November 2005

Statement on Voluntary Arrangements Agreed with Airlines

British AirwayS, bmi, Virgin Atlantic, easyJet, Flybe, Monarch Scheduled,Ryanair and the British Air
Transport Association (BATA). Flybe, easyJet andRyanair also represent the interests of the European
Low Fares AirlineAssociation (ELFAA).

“The members of the European Low Fares Airline Association (ELFAA) and British Airways have
committed to put information on their websites, as part of the booking process, to inform customers about
financial protection. bmi (including bmibaby and bmi regional) is willing to implement similar arrangements
as part of a voluntary commitment from all airlines which serve the UK market. A recommended text has
been drawn up by DfT, which some airlines may adapt to fit in with their customer communications. They
will also consider alerting passengers that paying by credit card may carry some protection. They expect
these measures to come on stream in 3–6 months. Some airlines also plan to encourage take up of travel
insurance on their websites and are in the market to provide suitable cover.
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On repatriation, BA and bmi, as IATA members, will continue their longstanding practice of assisting
passengers in the event of failure of a network carrier. The ELFAA members have taken the initiative of
establishing a voluntary repatriation schemewhereby they would oVer passengers left stranded by any failed
airline passage back to the UK for a nominal repatriation fee such as, for example, the £25 (including taxes)
oVered to EUjet passengers this summer by several airlines. The Association agreed that repatriation oVers
should be open for a period of at least of two weeks and that seats would be bookable subject to availability
on the route in question.”
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Written evidence

APPENDIX 1

Memorandum submitted by WHICH

About WHICH?

1. Which? is an independent, research-based organisation that campaigns on behalf of all consumers.
Funded through the sale of our range of magazines and other publications, we are the largest consumer
organisation in Europe and have around 600,000 members.

Failings of the Current System of Financial Protection for Air Passengers

2. Which? has long called for proposals to extend financial protection for air passengers to include
coverage for advance payments for scheduled flight bookings made direct with airlines. We are supportive
of the Civil Aviation Authority’s (CAA) work to address this issue and agree with the principle to introduce
a mandatory £1 levy on flights departing from the UK to build up an adequate protection fund for air
passengers.

3. The collapse in July of the Irish owned no-frills airline EUjet, operating from Kent International
Airport at Manston, has once again highlighted how the current ATOL scheme does not oVer financial
protection to an increasing number of air passengers who are choosing to purchase tickets direct with
airlines. As many low-cost airlines do not pay commission to retailers, travel agents decline to sell their
flights unless consumers pay a substantial booking fee. This—when coupled with attractively priced lead-
in fares, and the convenience of 24 hour internet booking—has led to an explosion in direct sales made
outside the existing protection regime.

4. We were alarmed to hear reports that the collapse of EUjet resulted in between 5,000 and 10,000
passengers left stranded and a further 50,000–100,000, who had booked tickets for future travel, unclear as
to whether they would have their money returned. These unfortunate events only serve to highlight that the
collapse of an airline is still a reality and that this must be addressed by the Government as a priority.

5. Data from the CAA shows that the proportion of air passengers covered by the existing ATOL scheme
has fallen by 14% in the last five years with only 56% of air passengers currently protected. Even more
worrying is the prediction by the CAA that the trend is likely to continue.1 Therefore we face the reality that
the vast majority of air passengers will be left unprotected unless action is taken.

6. We are concerned about the confusion the current situation causes for air passengers as to when they
are covered by the ATOL scheme and when they are not. For instance, passengers on a MyTravel charter
flight will be protected by the ATOL scheme, but those booking on its no-frills sister company MyTravel
Lite are likely to be left without any compensation should the company become insolvent.

7. Although in the case of EUjet’s insolvency, other airlines such as easyJet, Flybe, Monarch and
MyTravel Lite intervened to oVer stranded passengers return flights to the UK for approximately £25 per
person, we do not regard reliance on other airlines as the way to rectify this issue. This situation relies on a
number of factors which are not guaranteed. These include the goodwill of the other airline; the availability
of similar routes and seats being available; and passengers being aware of the oVer. We also understand that
the oVer of repatriation from some airlines was valid only for a certain period.

8. We believe that reliance on insurance and credit card protection are also not viable options for ensuring
guaranteed protection for passengers. Not all general travel insurance covers airline insolvency. Many
flights, especially with low-cost airlines, are below the £100 threshold for credit card protection and it would
cost considerably more if passengers had to find alternative ways home if the airline collapsed.

9. Althoughwe support the principle of introducing amandatory levy, we are as yet unclear as to whether
this will include internal UK flights. Costs of flights to the Scottish Islands, for instance, can be as much as
transatlantic routes and repatriation could be just as diYcult for passengers as if they were returning from
abroad. We therefore believe that internal UK flights should also be covered by a future scheme.

10. We believe that the trend towards so-called “dynamic packaging” should be addressed by future
Government action as recommended in the CAA’s advice to Government in July 2004. Quasi-packages,
where individual components of a package holiday such as a flight and accommodation are oVered by
diVerent companies via a one-stop-shop facility such as a click through website, are not covered by the
existing Package Travel Regulations. We believe that this is an area that the Government should also tackle
as there is a danger that traditional tour operators will be tempted to “unravel” their packages or even pull
out of the market completely. If an airline provides a link through its website to an accommodation
provider, there is usually commission involved.We believe that if this airline is gaining a financial advantage

1 ATOL Business, Issue 26, July 2005, Consumer Protection Group, Civil Aviation Authority.
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from its links to other companies, it ought to have some interest in the financial health of those companies.
Requiring an airline to provide protection in the case of linked companies becoming insolvent would give
it an incentive to check out their financial solvency.

Future Action

11. We note in the Government’s response to the second reading debate on the Civil Aviation Bill (27
June 2005) that they are reflecting on how to proceed on this issue.We would strongly urge the Government
to act by issuing a consultation on future levy options and, at the very least, agreeing to the release of the
Regulatory Impact Assessment already prepared by the CAA.

12. We believe that the Civil Aviation Bill, which is to begin its third reading by the House of Commons
in October, would present an ideal opportunity to address this issue. We are concerned that if this
opportunity is lost, it could be some time before the Government is able to present legislation to Parliament
to deal with this. Meanwhile, even more air passengers could be left without any financial protection the
next time an airline becomes insolvent.

16 September 2005

APPENDIX 2

Memorandum submitted by the Air Transport Users Council (AUC)

1. The AUC congratulates the Transport Committee on following up the collapse of EUjet with a further
hearing on the lack of financial protection for passengers in such circumstances. The background to the issue
of financial protection in the event of airline failure is comprehensively covered in the Committee’s July 2004
report. This Memorandum seeks to give the Committee a flavour of the AUC’s first-hand experience of
advising passengers aVected by airline failures. Too often, the only advice it can give to a passenger is that
they have lost their money.

2. In the case of EUjet, the AUC dealt with 172 telephone calls from passengers aVected by the collapse.
The majority of these calls (132) came in the first two days when many callers were still trying to establish
what the collapse meant for them.

3. At least eighteen of the calls to the AUCwere from passengers stranded overseas. The remainder were
from people who had not yet travelled and were facing the prospect of having lost their money.Many callers
were not covered by their travel insurance (others had not thought to check their policies or had not taken
out insurance). Some had used debit cards (often to avoid credit card charges levied by EUJet). And some
passengers who had used credit cards said that the card issuer was refusing to reimburse them their losses
(we believe this may have been due to a recent court ruling that the Consumer Credit Act did not apply to
purchases overseas—andEUjet’s website was hosted in Ireland). The largest single loss reported to theAUC
was around £1,400.

4. The AUC is aware that a number of other airlines oVered reduced price tickets to EUjet passengers
stranded overseas. But it does not see this as a viable “voluntary” alternative to the statutory protection
advocated by the Transport Committee, for the following reasons:

— diYculties in letting stranded passengers know about the oVers;

— the oVers to EUjet passengers were for a limited period (one week);

— it was fortunate that most EUjet routes were on popular leisure destinations that were well-served
by other carriers (though none, of course, was able to fly stranded passengers back to Manston);

— EUjet was a small carrier: if a larger carrier were to collapse, other carriers may not have enough
spare capacity to help out;

— the reduced price tickets for stranded passengers were of no comfort to passengers yet to fly and
who simply lost their money.

5. This is not an issue that is going to go away. Air travellers are increasingly comfortable with the idea
of do-it-yourself holiday arrangements that are, by definition, not protected under the Package Travel
Regulations. The liberalised EU internal market in air transport encourages new airlines to start up (and
many of them are choosing to serve the UK market). And some will fail.

6. Outside the EU, the gradual liberalisation of international services can be expected to exacerbate the
problem. Private sector long haul carriers will be operating to lower margins than has historically been the
case for state-owned carriers in markets where access has been restricted by bilateral air services agreement.
And without the prop of state funding, some of them too will fail.
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7. In conclusion, the AUC shares the Committee’s concern about the continuing absence of statutory
protection for air passengers in the event of financial failure of an airline. The Government should accept
the Committee’s recommendations and give high priority to bringing forward proposals for legislation for
a scheme covering all travel by air.

16 September 2005

APPENDIX 3

Memorandum submitted by the Air Travel Insolvency Protection Advisory Committee

Introduction

1. The Air Travel Insolvency Protection Advisory Committee (ATIPAC) was established by the
Secretary of State for Transport, Local Government and the Regions in 2000 to provide advice to the Civil
Aviation Authority, the Trustees of the Air Travel Trust and the Secretary of State for Transport on the
financial protection arrangements for air travellers and customers of air travel organisers.

2. The Committee includes representatives from key trade associations aVected by Air Travel Organiser
Licensing (ATOL), consumer representatives, independent members and members appointed by the CAA.

Reduction in ATOL Protection

3. The Committee has been concerned for some time that the proportion of leisure air travel protected
by the ATOL system has declined from 98% in 1997 to 66% in 2004. The Committee’s Annual Reports in
2003, 2004 and 2005 have all highlighted this concern. This is a result of changes in the airline business,
notably the emergence of no-frills carriers and direct selling by tour operators’ in-house airlines.

4. The growth of no-frills carriers and the increased acceptance of the Internet as a sales medium have
led more of the public to organise their holidays themselves, on the basis of a no-frills flight and separately-
booked accommodation. In some cases, accommodation is bought via the carrier’s web site through the use
of a direct link to a website that is branded as the carrier’s but is in fact owned and operated by a completely
separate company. The UK’s four major tour operators have also readjusted their capacity to enable their
in-house airlines to sell flights in the same way as no-frills carriers. In 2005 the major operators plan to sell
3.3 million seats direct to the public, compared with 1.8 million in 2004. Moreover, the established UK full
service airlines, including BMI and British Airways, have adopted similar pricing policies for domestic and
European destinations, with the result that the availability of cheap flights to both business and leisure
destinations has increased enormously.

5. The Committee believes that the reduction in ATOL coverage is extremely concerning because, if not
resolved, it is likely to lead to the progressive erosion of ATOL as an eVective scheme for consumer
protection. This belief is held by both the travel trade and independent members of the Committee.

Public Confusion

6. A survey commissioned by the CAA2 found that although the public regarded financial protection as
important, most tended to assume that protection existed when in fact it did not. Moreover, many tended
to assume that such protection as there was came from travel insurance policies, whereas in reality only
about 10% of travel insurance policies provide such comprehensive protection. The survey’s results pointed
clearly to a conclusion that the public did not understand the protection system and was not in a position
to make an informed choice between buying protected and unprotected seats.

7. The Committee’s unanimous view is that consumers are totally confused by the protection now
oVered, and many believe they are protected from the consequences of failure when they are not. Although
much eVort has been expended on consumer education, the level of awareness has remained virtually static.
CAA research has noted that 51% of air travellers believed that all flights on airlines were protected.

8. The Committee believes that there is also confusion within the travel industry about which travel
products are protected. As the diVerentiation between travel agents, tour operators and airlines becomes
increasingly blurred, we believe it will become more diYcult for the industry to identify where protection
should be in place.

2 “Financial Protection for Air Holidays”, NFO Transport and Tourism.
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CAA’s Advice to Government

9. TheCAA issued a public consultation in 2003 askingwhat the scope of theUK’smandatory protection
regime should be, as well as what mechanisms should be used to fund it. Responses received from consumer
groups and tour operators were in favour of an expansion in the scope of protection to include all sales made
by scheduled airlines, whereas scheduled airlines were strongly opposed to that. There was some support
from travel agency bodies for a wider increase, which would also include all UK-based sales of separate
holiday components such as accommodation and car hire.

10. On the basis of these responses, the CAA published draft advice to the Government in March 2004
and (having considered further responses to the draft advice) it published final advice in July 2004. The final
advice was that the scope of mandatory financial protection should be extended to cover all UK-originating
air travel, whether sold by ATOL-holders or directly by airlines. During this process, the Committee has
discussed the scope of protection at length, and strongly endorses the principle of extending protection so
that it is unambiguous in its application and fully understood by the public. It strongly endorsed the
CAA’s advice.

11. In October 2004 the Government responded to the CAA’s advice in the form of a press notice, issued
jointly with the CAA, recognising that there was a problem and that CAA and DfT would now undertake
detailed analysis of the options, in conjunction with an industry group, with the aim of producing a
Regulatory Impact Assessment covering the costs and benefits of diVerent options. The Committee
welcomed theGovernment’s recognition that there was a problem and agreed that legislative proposals with
material cost implications should be thoroughly examined. However, it also warned that a decision had to
be taken as quickly as possible.

12. During the course of this work major tour operators, who are represented on the Committee, have
alreadymade arrangements to sell an increasing proportion of their in-house airlines’ seats outside the scope
of ATOL so as to compete more eVectively with scheduled airlines. If there seems no prospect that a
legislative solutionwill be implemented in a reasonable period, they nowhave the systems in place to transfer
more seats out of ATOL rapidly and trade representatives on the Committee have confirmed that this will
take place. If this happens then the decline in the coverage of protected air travel will accelerate.

13. The Committee has now had sight of the CAA’s advice to the Government dated September 2005.
It fully endorses the CAA’s recommendation that there should be a £1 levy on all UK originating flights. It
also welcomes the expected reduction in the regulatory burden placed upon tour operators which is derived
from the removal of bonding and the simplification of the ATOL system. This will remove a huge cost from
the tour operating industry and allow it to compete more eVectively with airlines that are increasingly
oVering customers additional items such as hotels and car hire alongside their flights.

Collapse of EUjet

14. The most recent example of a scheduled airline failure was the collapse of EUjet. This followed the
earlier failure of Duo in 2004, which had many of the same consequences as this more recent failure. EUjet
was a small airline and operated only four small aircraft, yet its collapse left 12,000 passengers stranded
abroad. These passengers will have been faced with finding and paying for flights to the UK, being unable
to fly home to Manston Airport and having to fund transport costs to return to pick up their cars from
ManstonAirport. Although fourUKairlines oVered reduced fares to EUjet passengers it would appear that
only a minority benefited from reduced fares. As the oVers were only in place for one week any passengers
returning home after that date would have been unable to obtain a reduced fare.

15. Passengers who paid by personal credit card are expected to receive a refund, subject to their payment
being in excess of £100. However, debit card payments would not normally be refunded and customers
paying in this way will become a creditor of EUjet. Passengers booking on-line are increasingly paying by
debit card to avoid the higher fees charged for paymentsmade by credit card. In the EUjet case it is estimated
that approximately 20% of passengers paid by debit card.

16. By way of contrast, some passengers travelling on EUjet had booked their flights through ATOL
holders. The ATOL holders concerned have organised replacement flights for passengers who were abroad
and re-organised flights for those due to travel, at no extra cost to the passenger.

17. The EUjet case clearly demonstrates that even the failure of a small airline can aVect significant
numbers of passengers. Although there was enough spare capacity available to enable most of the stranded
passengers to travel home as planned, many had to bear considerable extra costs to return home. The failure
of a larger airline would result in far more passengers being stranded abroad, without suYcient available
capacity to allow them to travel home. This could result in passengers having to stay abroad longer than
planned at a greater cost. It is significant that those who booked through ATOL holders enjoyed
significantly better protection than refunds of tickets already paid for; those that were abroad were
repatriated, with the return flights being organised for them. This is all provided for in the current ATOL
system.
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Recommendations for Action

18. The Committee believes that protection should be extended to cover all UK-originating air travel.
An important component of ATOL protection is repatriation of passengers stranded abroad when failure
occurs. This has worked well for 30 years, with the CAA assuming responsibility for the inbound travel of
such passengers. Furthermore refund protection for advance payments gives consumers confidence that,
whichever firm they book with, their money is not at risk, thus enabling easier market entry and the
development of new small businesses. In the past year, 11,500 passengers have been repatriated, after
completing their holidays, and 22,000 people have received compensation after the failure of their tour
operator. Each such case is an individual success story.

19. The system works, and should be extended to cover all UK-originating air travel, in order to enhance
protection and eliminate confusion.

20. The Committee would like to see a decision taken quickly by the Government and a legislative slot
found as quickly as possible to forestall the risks not only of amajor unprotected collapse but also of amajor
realignment by major tour operators to sell outside the scope of ATOL.

APPENDIX 4

Memorandum submitted by Flybe

Introduction

Flybewelcomes the opportunity to provide a submission to the Transport Select Committee’s inquiry into
the implications of the EUjet collapse in relation to support for stranded passengers, following the decision
of the airline’s owner Planestation to go into voluntary administration on 26 July 2005.

Flybe is one of Europe’s largest low cost airlines, and will carry 5.5 million passengers network wide in
2005–06. Unlike other low cost competitors such as easyJet and Ryanair, we are a national regional carrier
providing non-London centric routes for leisure and business travellers, connecting the UK’s regions with
domestic and continental destinations.

Wewould like to take this opportunity to brief the Committee on the response of the aviation community,
including Flybe, to the collapse of this airline, and the actions, which the industry took to repatriate EUjet
passengers in foreign destinations back to the UK.

Flybe’s Position

Flybe strongly believes that the failure of EUjet should not be used to argue, as the Civil Aviation
Authority does, that there should be an extension of ATOL bonding with a mandatory levy imposed on all
passengers to provide financial protection in these exceptional circumstances.

Flybe takes the opposite view.We believe that the experience of the EUjet clearly demonstrates the ability
and willingness of the airline industry to respond in an eVective and timely fashion to such incidents, and
proves that a compulsory levy on all flights would be a wholly disproportionate response to this type of
relatively infrequent business failure. This heavy-handed solution imposes a further regulation on this highly
competitive and successful industry. While Flybe accepts that the collapse of EUjet was very disruptive for
the aVected passengers, we do not accept that placing an additional compulsory price increase on every
ticket in the airline industry is an appropriate or necessary response.

This submission will firstly provide the Committee with a comprehensive account of Flybe’s response to
the collapse of EUjet, including the testimonies of passengerswho took advantage of our special repatriation
fare available in these exceptional circumstances, and how the industry is prepared to react if similar
situations should arise in the future.

Secondly we will outline in detail the extremely harmful impact of imposing compulsory additional
surcharge on every airline ticket purchased in the UK, on the future of an industry and on the 180,000 jobs,
which depend on aviation directly, and 540,000 indirectly (Oxford Economic Forecasting, 1999) in the UK
economy. In particular we are keen to highlight the threat to the low cost airline sector, which operates on
exceptionally tight profit margins and flies to destinations, which do not leave passengers stranded in the
event of an airline failure, particularly in the case of Flybe where 86% of flights are to domestic airports.
There is also a danger that the British airlines will be placed at a competitive disadvantage compared to rival
European operators based in non-UK headquarters, and that new airlines will be reluctant to locate in
British airports if they have the option of avoiding this levy by opting to be based abroad.

Thirdly, and finally, Flybe will explain to the Committee how the existing protection mechanisms
currently available for airline passengers make the proposed extension of ATOL bonding an unnecessary
step.
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The future of cheap air travel enjoyed by millions of British people, and the future of success of British
aviation, should not be put at risk by a disproportionate reaction to the failure of one airline operating a
limited service from one airport. This unnecessary step will impose an unnecessary compulsory price
increase for ordinary families who now enjoy the freedom and flexibility of aVordable flights, and create an
unnecessary threat to the future of a British success story, a thriving industry employing many thousands
of people in this country.

1. Response of airlines to EUjet collapse

Flybe is extremely proud of the response of the airline industry to the decision of EUjet’s parent company
to seek voluntary administration. We believe that the immediacy of the reaction by other airlines, including
Flybe, to these events and the generous repatriation package oVered to EUjet passengers, demonstrates the
ability of the industry to swiftly come to the aid of any customers who are unable to return from an overseas
destination. In our view this represents a further illustration of the industry’s commitment to helping
passengers in such unforeseen and unusual circumstances, and shows that a blanket compulsory charge
levied on air tickets is not required.

As a result of EUjet suspending all flying on 26 July 2005, Flybe oVered stranded EUjet passengers the
opportunity to fly back to UK until Tuesday 2 August at a special repatriation fee of £25.00 including all
taxes and charges. A similar oVer was replicated by a number of low cost airlines including Monarch and
easyJet. Flybe received a number of positive passenger testimonies from those aVected that took up the oVer
of our special repatriation fare, which we would like to share with the Committee. This response was sent
to us by Evelyn Williams, an EUjet passenger who took up Flybe’s oVer.

“I booked the repatriation fare for my friends who were stranded in Menorca with 3 small children.
I saw on the EUjet website that that EUjet and EuroManx were oVering repatriation fare but neither
of these airlines flew from Palma.

“Therefore I just thought about Flybe and I rang your customer service centre and was informed that
you were oVering the same repatriation fare so I went ahead and booked same. It was fantastic for
the family to know that it wasn’t costing them a major amount of money in order to get home as they
would have been very disappointing and would probably have upset their holiday.

Many thanks to your Customer Service team who were very helpful and you Flybe for looking after
EUjet customers so well”

Flybe, like other reputable airlines, takes its duty to come to the aid of stranded passengers where this is
practically feasible very seriously, and oVers those aVected the lowest possible fare to return them to theUK.

The European Low Fares Airline Association (ELFAA) has now agreed that this responsible behaviour
will now become obligatory for all member airlines. Themajor low cost carriers, including Ryanair, easyJet,
and Flybe, have pledged to provide a repatriation fare at a flat-rate of £25.00 for all passengers aVected by
the collapse of any airline operating on the continent of Europe.

We believe this demonstrates the commitment of Europe’s airlines to dealing with the consequences of
business failure in the industry. If passengers are stranded in the future the maximum cost they will face will
now be £25.00 in almost every circumstance, which must be preferable to a £2.00 levy on every ticket
purchased by every passenger in this country. We would be extremely disappointed if this example of good
practice and self-regulation in the industry was ignored, in favour of an indiscriminate levy, which punishes
successful operators for the infrequent failure of new start-ups.

2. Economic impact of compulsory insurance levy

In Flybe’s submission to the Committee’s inquiry into Financial Protection for Air Travellers and
Package Holidaymakers in the Future we outlined the severe impact on the aviation industry, and
particularly the low cost market, of the CAA’s proposals to extend ATOL bonding to all flights leaving UK
airports.We would like to take this opportunity to re-emphasise these concerns, and to make clear that such
a move would be an entirely disproportionate reaction to the failure of EUjet, which has been used by some
groups, the CAA included, to claim that the Government must act to implement this proposal.

As outlined in section (3) of this submission, Flybe believes that the existing financial protection for air
passengers provides customers with a wide array of insurance options and, as pointed out in section (1) there
are suYcient safeguards to provide assistance to uninsured passengers in the event of an airline collapse.
Thismakes the extension of regulation in this area unnecessary. Flybe believes that it is not only unnecessary
but potentially extremely damaging for the aviation sector, and in particular the low cost market where
Flybe is a leading player.

The low cost market is dependent for its success on the ability to deliver cheap fares for customers, and
by operating at the margins of technical eYciency. This is a highly competitive market with an increasing
number of rivals operating within the industry appealing to price-conscious consumers. There are often a
number of substitutes for customers, including road, rail (including the Channel Tunnel) or ferries, which
would under the current proposals not be subject to any such levy.
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The introduction of a levy of £2.00 as suggested in the Committee’s report on this subject published in
July 2004 disproportionate impact on the low cost aviation sector. With an average fare of ƒ70 for Flybe
flights, the percentage increase on the ticket price resulting from such a levy would be significant.

The impact of this levy, even if it was set at the lowest proposed level of £2.00, on the commercial viability
of low fares airlines could be extremely damaging for the industry, and the livelihoods of many of the
employees working in aviation services. The ever more price sensitive and knowledgeable consumers using
low fares airlines such as Flybe are likely to be willing to switch to alternative transport options. With 86%
of Flybe’s flights UK domestic, the customers who are discouraged from using regional airports are likely
to opt for car travel, which could place a further burden on the congested road network.

Flybe is also deeply concerned that the British aviation industry will suVer from this proposed levy,
putting jobs and investment in this country at risk. It is easy to underestimate the eVects of a £2.00 charge,
but this will have a serious impact on the bottom line of UK airlines, and low cost carriers in particular. If
the UK Government decides to act unilaterally on this issue by imposing a levy on all flights purchased in
this country, there will be an incentive created for airlines to move operations and registered oYces to other
countries, which do not have compulsory insurance. In an industry where themajority of bookings aremade
using the Internet, many administrative operations are footloose to a significant extent. There is a genuine
danger, even if this was an unintended consequence, of a passenger levy forcing airlines, and the jobs and
investment that flows with them, to decide to base their headquarters in alternative non-UK locations.

3. Existing protection available for airline passengers

The Transport Select Committee claimed in the report published last year that travellers with low cost
airlines have little or no protection under the current compensation rules. Flybe believes that the existing
insurance protection available for customers provides for protection against airline failure and
compensation in the unlikely event of passengers being stranded in a foreign destination with no alternative
travel options available to return to the UK.

There are threemechanisms, which already exist to protect consumers from the consequences of an airline
collapse. These are as follows:

— Credit card protection for ticket purchases.As the CAA acknowledge, credit card issuers possess a
liability under the Consumer Credit Act 1974 to reimburse customers in the event of an operator’s
insolvency. As with many other airlines, Flybe posts a credit card bond with the credit card
companies. Flybe should not be in a position where it is forced to pay twice for consumer
protection for tickets exceeding £100.00.

— CAA currently monitors the financial fitness of airlines. The CAA undertakes rigorous financial
monitoring of airlines on a regular basis, with at least one major audit per airline each year.

— An increase in take-up of travel insurance.Many Flybe passengers already take out travel insurance
policies that would cover them in the event of an airline collapse or other problemswith their travel
arrangements. Flybe supports the Foreign and Commonwealth OYce’s recommendation to
travellers to take out eVective travel insurance, and we would welcome proposals from the CAA
and the Government on how travel insurance could be promoted more widely.

It should be the decision of the consumer whether to bear the additional cost of insurance for this
eventuality, or whether to travel without this protection and face the inconvenience of finding alternative
arrangements if the airline should go into administration. The principle of caveat emptor—“buyer
beware”—should apply for airline tickets just as it does for other sectors of the economy.

The ultra competitive low cost flight market, and the unprecedented prices available for leisure and
business travellers, has been driven by mature consumers who prefer to build their own holidays and travel
plans, and are no longer dependent on packages created by tour operators. Flybe is confident that our
customers have the ability to decide for themselves whether to take out insurance to cover for airline failure.
It is patronising to these consumers to compel them to pay a state imposed levy when they have the
opportunity to buy this product in the free market.

We believe that the core of Flybe’s business, with 86% of flights travelling to domestic airports, makes
compulsory insurance of this kind particularly inappropriate and particularly unnecessary. If domestic
passengers travelling to UK airports are faced with the failure of an airline then they will not be “stranded”
but will have a number of alternative travel options available, whether this is car, train or a substitute airline.
We believe such passengers will resent being forced to pay a levy, which is simply not relevant for this type
of travel to domestic cities and regional hubs.

The concept of ATOLbonding is not only irrelevant for domestic journeys; it is also increasingly outdated
in the popular foreign destinations served by low cost airlines. When this system was first created travellers
were dependent on charter airlines flying to holiday destinations served by one, maybe two, operators with
infrequent services once, maybe twice, a week. This is no longer the case. These airports are now served by
several airlines oVering flights several times every day. With numerous alternative flights available, and
particularly following the ELFAA commitment guaranteeing flat-rate repatriation fares, in reality
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passengers are rarely truly stranded in foreign destinations. This is not to underestimate the disruption
suVered by EUjet passengers, but it is important to gain an up-to-date perspective on the alternative travel
options available for airline customers aVected by the collapse of a carrier.

Flybe is willing to take pro-active steps to enhance the level of consumer knowledge of the insurance
protection available to cover passengers in the unlikely event. This could include:

— Flybe agreeing to compulsory notification to customers that unless they take out extra voluntary
insurance cover they will not receive compensation in the event of the unexpected failure of the
airline—unless the booking is made using a credit card and the cost exceeds £100.00.

— Explaining the limitations of credit card protection to customers ie. that compensation is only
available for transactions exceeding £100.00 and encouraging customers to book using a credit
card rather than other payment options if they do not wish to purchase additional insurance cover.

— Agreeing to more frequent and extensive monitoring by the CAA to allow the regulator to be kept
informed if airlines are at risk of going into administration.

Above all, Flybe is convinced that the existing protection provided by credit card cover, increasing take-
up of voluntary insurance, and rigorous CAA scrutiny of the financial position of airlines operating in the
UK, makes a compulsory charge imposed by the regulator an unnecessary burden on ticket prices and the
success of the industry.

When the ability of other airlines to intervene and provide repatriation packages to aVected passengers,
as outlined in section (1), as demonstrated repeatedly by the industry when such events have occurred, is
taken into account the imposition of a compulsory levy increasingly appears to be a case of excessive
regulation by the CAA, and runs contrary to the Government’s aim of reducing the burden of regulatory
intervention where possible.

The Government’s Better Regulation Task Force principles of “good regulation” are as follows:

— transparent—open, simple and user friendly;

— accountable—to Ministers and Parliament, to users and the public;

— proportionate—to the risk;

— consistent—predictable, so that people know where they stand; and

— targeted—focused on the problem, with minimal side eVects.

In our view, the proposal to impose a compulsory insurance levy on passengers and airlines, is not only
potentially damaging but is wrong in principle. It is fundamentally inconsistent with the regulatory values
of the Government. Flybe believes the levy fails the test on at least two counts—it is not proportionate and
is not targeted. It is a disproportionate to the size of the problem of stranded passengers given the numerous
alternative insurance options provided by the free market, and is not targeted as low cost operators such
as Flybe will be impacted despite customers not suVering undue consequences if they are “stranded” in a
domestic airport.

Conclusion

Flybe deeply regrets the inconvenience and disruption suVered by passengers aVected by the collapse of
EUjet this summer. However we believe that the imposition of a compulsory levy, as proposed by the CAA,
would be a wholly disproportionate and excessive response to the infrequent collapse of airlines carrying
passengers from airports in the UK. Flybe is confident that the experience of the response of the industry
to the failure of EUjet, together with the availability of alternative insurance arrangements provided by the
market, oVers further reassurance that passengers will not be stranded in foreign destinations in such
circumstances and have the opportunity to take out cover to compensate for the costs of returning home
through voluntary insurance schemes.

Flybe is willing to respond positively to the concerns of consumer groups and the CAA, who believe that
the current level of protection is inadequate. We are committed to improving awareness of the insurance
cover available and the risks associated with unprotected travel.

As a responsible airline we are also, as we demonstrated in the case of EUjet, aware of our duty to assist
passengers who cannot return to the UK with their airline due to financial failure, by oVering special fares
and services to those aVected. The new agreement by ELFAA member airlines provides a guarantee for
Europe’s passengers that in the unlikely event of an airline unexpectedly going into administration, they can
take advantage of a £25.00 repatriation fee to return to their home country.

Flybe believes that this latest industry initiative, together with the existing protection oVered to passengers
by credit card companies, voluntary insurance cover, and CAA scrutiny of airlines, makes the imposition
of a compulsory levy a case of unnecessary state intervention. This represents excessive regulatory
interference in a thriving market driven by sophisticated consumers who have chosen to make their own
travel plans instead of relying on tour operators oVering industry-led “top-down” packages. It is
unacceptable to force these consumers to pay an additional fixed fee determined by the regulator, when they
may prefer to travel without this type of cover. Consumers must be allowed to make this decision, and
preventing them from doing so is a worrying step towards a “nanny state”.
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This proposal is not only an unnecessary regulatory burden. The impact of a compulsory levy, even if this
is set at a flat rate of £2.00, should not be underestimated. It could undermine the future of cheap flights
which have fuelled the growth of a British business success story, and has “democratised the skies” by
making air travel an aVordable option for ordinary working people in this country. The industry has worked
together to find solutions to deal eVectively with incidences of airline failure. We urge the Committee to
recognise these eVorts, most notably the guaranteed £25.00 repatriation fee, and reject the idea of
introducing an indiscriminate levy that will punish all airlines and passengers with a £2.00 surcharge every
time they fly to cover for unforeseen circumstances, which customers already have the option to protect
against.

APPENDIX 5

Memorandum submitted by BMI

bmi weLcomes the opportunity to comment on the ongoing debate about consumer protection for
scheduled air travellers.

We have made our views known in two rounds of consultation run by the Civil Aviation Authority.

We have also contributed to the Department of Transport’s working group on consumer issues.

The failure of EUjet was regrettable. There can be little compensation for those passengers who have had
their travel plans disrupted, especially those at short notice or for those who were abroad when the
airline failed.

Nevertheless, we believe that before the Government makes up its mind it is worth considering a number
of important points:

— Consumers buying air tickets on credit cards spending over £100 will generally be entitled to a
refund from the card company.

— Travel insurance is available against various eventualities including airline failure. Consumers
make their own choice about insurance when buying other goods or services—why should travel
be any diVerent?

— It is nonsensical to require passengers of long established stable airlines like bmi to subsidise the
potential failure of others who may be less secure.

— The relevant airline licensing body (in EUjet’s case the Irish CAA) has a duty to review and
monitor the financial fitness of its airlines. bmi, like other UK airlines has to satisfy the UK CAA
on a regular basis.

In the EUjet case, we understand that other airlines were able to oVer seats at minimal cost to those
uninsured passengers. In other recent examples—such as Swissair and Sabena—other carriers have stepped
in to help repatriate passengers or oVer alternative routings at reduced costs. In addition, the IATA system
has, previously, provided for member airlines to honour coupons from other carriers.

As mentioned above, bmi has participated in discussions with DfT about providing advice to customers
through our web sites and other means pointing out the necessity to take out travel insurance covering all
eventualities. We will continue to work with the Department and other parties on best practices.

TheATOL schemewas developed for a very diVerent economic and social market when repatriation from
overseas was more problematic than it is now. Extending ATOL to scheduled air travel (including domestic
services and business purpose air travel but not rail or ferries?) makes little economic or policy sense.

ATOL’s usefulness has expired. TheCAAandDfT should be urging the EuropeanCommission and other
EU states to scrap the Package Travel Directive and look at market based solutions to consumer protection.

We are willing to work with the Committee, Government and other parties to produce the best practice.

19 September 2005

APPENDIX 6

Supplementary memorandum submitted by BMI

I am writing to you about the House of Commons’ Select Committee hearing on financial protection for
air travellers to be held on 2 November.

bmi’s position is well known. But, I wanted to take the opportunity to amplify our position.

We take customer service seriously and believe that our customers should be aware of their rights when
booking travel. We encourage all our passengers to take out comprehensive travel insurance. We do not,
however, agree with the CAA analysis that a levy should be imposed on scheduled air travel to cover those
very rare occasions when airlines fail.
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At the request of Karen Buck, the Parliamentary Under Secretary at the Department for Transport, bmi
attended a meeting on 24 October to discuss what commitments airlines could make in this area.

We have worked closely with DfT on the possibility of including text on our web booking engine
explaining financial protection for air travel. bmi is committed to providing this advice as part of an industry
wide compact with government. We have told the Minister and her oYcials that we will take part in such
an arrangement that covers all airlines that carry UK residents flying into and out of the United Kingdom.

It is essential, in our view, that all domestic carriers are covered by a voluntary commitment on
information to passengers. The meetings on 24 October were limited to bmi and other financially sound
carriers—i.e. those that are not the problem. We encourage DfT to reach out to carriers not present at the
24 October meeting. In addition, many UK residents travel on foreign carriers. We argue that those carriers
too, should be encouraged to follow the initiative between DfT and the responsible UK carriers.

For the record, I would like to make clear that bmi (including bmi regional and bmibaby):

— recommends that our customers take out appropriate travel insurance;

— will work towards putting on our web sites, as part of the booking process, information about
financial protection. We prefer to use a recommended text drawn up by the Department for
Transport;

— will also consider alerting passengers that paying by credit card may carry some protection;

— will oVer assistance to stranded passengers subject to the availability of seats and other
operational issues;

— will inform front-line staV and the public of repatriation oVers, where applicable and supply the
Air TransportUsers’ Council with details so that information on the various oVers is also available
from a single source. We will also ensure that the Foreign & Commonwealth OYce gets the same
information so that those abroad making contact with their local embassy or consulate can be
advised accordingly; and,

— expects the same voluntary commitment from all other airlines which serve the UK market, but
which were not at the 24 October meeting.I hope this clarifies the position. Please let me know if
you require further information.

Peter McClymont
Manager, Industry and Government AVairs.

1 November 2005

APPENDIX 7

Memorandum submitted by British Airways plc

1. Introduction

1.1 British Airways welcomes the opportunity to submit evidence to the Transport Select Committee on
the subject of the collapse of the airline EUjet and the provision of assistance for “stranded” budget airline
passengers.

1.2 British Airways is one of the largest airlines in the world, operating to more than 215 destinations in
90 countries. In the financial year 2004–05, it carried almost 36million passengers and reported an operating
profit of £540 million.

1.3 It is a founding member of the oneworld alliance of scheduled airlines operating globally and has
franchise agreements with six carriers, which encompass marketing and selling arrangements, and code-
share arrangements with 11 airlines.

2. Consequences of Collapse of EUjet

2.1 Approximately 6,000 passengers were left without return flights to their point of origin at the 18
destinations served by EUjet throughout the United Kingdom and Europe, primarily Spain. Every
destination to which EUjet flew from and within the UK has flights operated by other airlines to the South
East of England, oVering passengers options to return to base.

2.2 In addition, it is estimated some 90,000 customers with reservations for future travel may have lost
the money paid for these, unless the cost of the ticket exceeds £100 and was paid for by credit card or they
had insurance.
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3. Impact on UK Aviation

3.1 British Airways is concerned that the failure of EUjet and the subsequent grounding of its fleet may
result in calls for the introduction of a levy scheme to protect travellers using scheduled airlines, budget or
otherwise.

3.2 In reality, the number of passengers aVected by the failures of budget airlines is extremely small in
respect of the total market. In July 2005, there were 23 no-frills carriers, including EUjet, operating in the
UK-Europe market. These carried a total of 5,933,510 passengers, collectively accounting for almost 51%
of the total market3. Ryanair and easyJet account for 34% of the market, leaving a 16.5% share to be spread
around the other budget operators.

3.3 Since July 2003, there have been five failures among the no-frills airlines serving theUKmarket.With
the exception of EUjet, none was UK based. The UK based airline Duo was never in this niche—it was a
lower cost business airline operating to major airports with a full service product.

3.4 The peak market share attained by the failed airlines during the July 2003–July 2005 period
demonstrates how small these carriers actually are in theUKmarket: Air Polonia 0.15%; FlyingFinn 0.05%;
Volareweb 0.17%; Vbird 0.05%; and EUjet on 0.32%. Although operating in a diVerent sector, the highest
market share reached by Duo was 0.42%.

3.5 British Airways believes that to introduce a levy on all passengers travelling on scheduled airlines to
provide a fund to cover the repatriation and refund costs of those aVected by airline failures is unfair and
disproportionate, based on the market share highlighted in 3.4.

3.6 In addition, to introduce a charge on all UK-based airlines would be ineVective for those passengers
flying with non-UK based airlines, which on recent performance, are more likely to fail.

3.7 British Airways believes its inclusion within any levy scheme will lead to a rise in prices to British
Airways’ customers without providing justifiable consumer benefit to them. It does not add value to their
purchase. Many years of hard earner financial diligence and professionalism allows British Airways to be
more confident that it is financially robust. Newer, weaker airlines are unlikely to be in this position.

3.8 If a levy scheme is to be introduced, we urge the CAA and the Department for Transport to consider
an alternative approach that regulates weaker players in the market. Inclusion of all scheduled operators
means that customers of these less robust airlines would potentially be cross subsidised by those travelling
on the more-established carriers.

4. Insurance

4.1 Insurance is widely recommended for everyone travelling overseas, on all forms of transport.

4.2 Passengers seeking cheap air fares with smaller, less-established airlines do so on the basis of “Caveat
Emptor”, and adequate insurance cover would ensure that those unfortunate to find themselves without
flights due to an airline collapse could do so without diYculty or great cost.

4.3 British Airways supports the Foreign & Commonwealth OYce “Know Before You Go” campaign
which oVers advice to all travellers. The campaign oVers essential advice and strongly advises that everyone
should have proper insurance for their trip, for medical and emergency cover, and also for travel
arrangements.

4.4 The aviation industry should not be treated any diVerently from all other sectors of the economy in
terms of consumer protection. It is well recognised that customers have a wide choice when purchasing air
travel, and it is for the individual to exercise this choice freely when opting for a more or less risky product.

5. Conclusion

5.1 We would suggest an analysis be undertaken of how many, if any, passengers were actually
“stranded” overseas or required consular assistance as a consequence of the failure of EUjet before any
proposals for a protection levy are progressed.

5.2 If theGovernment were to intervene in the commercial activities of the aviation sector it would distort
the marketplace and alter the relationship between supplier and consumer. This would distance aviation yet
further from normal liberalised industries and business, and add another layer of regulation instead of
removing historical anomalies.

3 CAA Monthly Passenger Figures, July 2005.
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APPENDIX 8

Memorandum submitted by the Association of British Travel Agents and the Federation of Tour Operators

1. Background to the Inquiry

ABTA, as the representative of the vast majority of British travel agents, and the Federation of Tour
Operators, as the representative of the major tour operators, have a joint commitment to securing
comprehensive consumer protection for holiday-makers, and, as such, submit this joint response for
consideration by the Transport Select Committee. ABTA and the FTO support the Transport Select
Committee strongly in its continuing focus on the future protection regime for air passengers. The
Committee’s report of July 2004 has had the eVect of concentratingminds on the very significant deficiencies
of the existing passenger protection system which is fragmented, confusing, insuYcient, and, as
demonstrated starkly by the collapse of EUjet, leaves passengers exposed in a way in which they are
unaware.

The arguments in favour of adopting a comprehensive system of passenger protection for all flights that
originate in the UK have been articulately expressed, not least by the CAA in its advice to Government,
published in July 2004 and by the Transport Select Committee in its report of July 2004. Support for the
introduction of the consumer protection levy is further underlined by cross-party support for EDM 137
which has been signed by 109 members as of 8 September 2005.

The EUjet collapse Inquiry provides an opportunity to reflect on how the discussion about a future
passenger protection regime has evolved since that time. To that end, rather than rehearse the strong
arguments in favour of legislation to introduce a levy-based comprehensive passenger protection system, we
have revisited the Committee’s own recommendations and analyse how they have been responded to in the
last twelve months or so. We also look at some of the arguments against reform that have been deployed
by opponents to change both in the media and in conversations with Government.

In so doing, ABTA and the FTO hope to contribute to Committee’s inquiry in a manner which updates
the debate in light of recent events.

2. The Collapse of EUjet

At the time of the EUjet collapse, there were apparently 12,000 passengers awaiting their EUjet return
journey. The vast majority of these were overseas. In addition, over 100,000 had booked their holidays in
advance. While airlines such as Easyjet and Monarch oVered passengers a £25 return flight to the UK, the
reality is that very few passengers took up this oVer, either because the £25 flight was not available on the
right day or at a convenient time or because, at this time of year, airlines are closest to capacity meaning that
the availability of the cheap flights were restricted. Furthermore, the oVer was merely to return customers to
a UK airport. EUjet operated from Manston in Kent, and any customer would have had to incur the not
insubstantial cost of travelling to that airport to collect their car, or return home—inevitably far more than
the £25 flight cost oVered. ABTA and the AUC have fielded over 150 calls from passengers and it is clear
from the nature of those calls that EUjet passengers are significantly out of pocket and inconvenienced.
Many families have been denied their annual holiday.

The management of EUjet stated on their website, the day after the company went into administration,
that passengers could reclaim the value of their flight through credit card protection. This was a grossly
misleading and irresponsible statement. Passengers are very unlikely to receive compensation through their
credit cards. Credit cards only protect the passenger if the value of the flight was over £100 (EUjet’s average
flight is below this) and they book through a UKdomiciled payment processor (EUjet are based in Ireland.)
Moreover, passengers will only receive the value of their ticket not the overall cost of repatriation and
follow-on costs. There is no protection for debit card purchases (over 40% of all payments) and it is
extremely rare for holiday insurance to cover airline failure.

Moreover, passengers who had booked on an EUjet flight and then had made advance bookings for
accommodation and car hire would not receive the refund on these other holiday elements. The overall eVect
of this is to magnify the loss resulting from the failure of EUJET.

It is clear that the EUjet failure underlines the points that the Transport Select Committee, the CAA,
ABTA, FTO, Virgin Atlantic, Which?, TSI, AUC, and all the major tour operators such as Thomas Cook,
TUI, First Choice, andMyTravel, have beenmaking. Itmust be ofmajor concern that should a larger airline
go into administration, the disruption could be magnified with spare capacity on other airlines very unlikely
to cover repatriation without intervention from the Government or the CAA.
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3. Revisiting the Committee’s Key Recommendations

“The Government must swiftly introduce legislation to provide the long overdue levy-making power, even if it
rejects the case for wider reform of financial protection.”

We are pleased that the Government is introducing powers to underpin the Air Travel Trust fund in the
Civil Aviation Bill which has just completed the committee stage in the House of Commons. However, we
do note that this levy will be additional burden on providers of combined holiday packages as opposed to
direct flight bookings, and will merely act to increase the disparity in cost and protection between those
travelling on ATOL protected flights compared to those on scheduled flights.

“Those in the insurance and travel industries need to come clean about the extent to which airline failure is not
a risk covered by most general insurance.”

Very little progress has been made on this. There has been much discussion about airlines voluntarily
adopting pop-up boxes on websites to inform consumers about the insurance position that they are in. Even
this insuYcient andminimal change has not been adopted. In any event, experience of promoting the ATOL
scheme has shown that despite many years of advertising, customers do not have any real understanding
of whether or not they are protected. ABTA has released a scheduled airline failure insurance product to
complement existing insurance packages though take up is, as yet, very low indicating a low level of
understanding amongst passengers of the risks that they face.

“We are persuaded that there is a significant risk of at least one further airline failure which will aVect UK
passengers in the foreseeable future. We also believe that, as things currently stand, it is likely that a significant
proportion of the passengers aVected would not be protected.”

As foreseen by the Committee over a year ago, this has indeed occurred with the consequences outlined
above. Industry representatives such as Michael O’Leary, CEO of Ryanair, have predicted further failures
in the not too distant future.MercerManagement Consulting, in a recent reviewof the state of the “no-frills”
aviation market predicted that “many operating today won’t be around” in five years time and a number of
them “could go belly-up very soon.” It is also worth noting that of the five US airlines, only one is not
currently in Chapter 11 administration. If an airline is in Chapter 11 then Scheduled Airline Failure
Insurance does not cover the passenger. Delta and Northwest Airlines filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy
protection and reorganisation on 14 September 2005. The recent IATA predictions of a $7.4 billion loss for
global aviation in 2005 add further to the likelihood of scheduled airline failure.

“We are alarmed at the large and increasing number of leisure passengers not protected by ATOL.”

Since the Committee’s Report, last year the proportion covered has declined further to 56% of passengers
from 65% the year before. It is probable that ATOL coverage will become the exception within the next year
for British holidaymakers.

“The Committee believes that competition considerations in themselves make the current system of patchy
statutory financial protection untenable.”

The competitive disadvantages for tour operators remain and are becoming more significant as the
proportion of holidaymakers carried by scheduled and “no frills” airline increases. Increasingly, tour
operators are facing competition on the same routes from “no frills” carriers. This competition is healthy
but should be on the basis of a level-playing field.

Tour operators are supplying an increasing number of seat-only sales.Moreover, the competitive
pressures are likely to force tour operators to increasingly de-package their oVer further accelerating the
decline of comprehensive consumer protection.

“We urge the Civil Aviation Authority to hold its nerve and advise Government that a comprehensive financial
protection system for air travellers is now justified . . . Economic impact and cost-benefit analysis is important
and must be completed.”

The CAA advised the Government that such a system was necessary in July of last year. It was asked to
prepare a Regulatory Impact Assessment to evaluate the relative merits of varying degrees and types of
consumer protection. As yet, this draft RIA is unpublished. Moreover, correspondence from Government
Ministers to elected members did indicate that the Government intended to publish the draft RIA and
consult publicly on the preferred option. However, recent correspondence has played down this
commitment. Until an open public debate about the relative costs and benefits of the introduction of a
comprehensive consumer protection regime has been undertaken, the issue of consumer protection for
airline passengers will remain in the current state of unsatisfactory limbo.
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“The perceived intentions of the European Commission are not a good enough reason for the Government of
the UK to sit on its hands.”

While conversations between the FTO, ABTA and European Commission OYcials have been ongoing
and there has been a sympathetic hearing for ABTA and the FTO’s position, it is very unlikely that there
will be legislation at the EU level for a number of years. The Commission is compiling background
information on the way the consumer protection regimes currently operate and consumer understanding of
those regimes. Only once this information gathering phase is completed will there be anymovement towards
the drafting of legislation. In any event, we understand that the Commission is only giving consideration to
the costs of repatriation, not to refund of advance payments, thus perpetuating a two tier system in any
event. The issue of gaps in consumer protection in theUK ismore pressing than the EU process can address.

“Government delay and prevarication will only increase the risk to which passengers are exposed.”

We understand the many complex issues in addressing the need for comprehensive consumer protection.
However, we feel that the best way to resolve any outstanding issues is for the Government to publish the
draft RIA authored by the CAA so that an open public debate could be conducted. In the meantime, a
provision could be added to the Civil Aviation Bill currently being debated in Parliament that will allow the
Secretary of State for Transport to introduce a consumer protection levy through secondary legislation
should that consultation process result in a positive outcome. Such a provision would mean that the golden
opportunity provided by the Civil Aviation Bill is not lost and there will not be a wait of many years for the
next opportunity to introduce the levy. We cannot understand why the Government is taking so long to
reach a decision given the comprehensive advice it has received from the CAA, the backing of organisations
representing consumers and the overwhelming support of the travel industry.

4. Opposition to the Introduction of a Levy

There is strong support for the introduction of a consumer protection levy, not just in Parliament,
including the Transport Select Committee, but also the CAA, AUC, TSI, tour operators and Which? A
number of the scheduled airlines are against the introduction of the levy aswell as the “no frills” airlines. BA,
Ryanair and Easyjet have been themost vocal in their opposition. The opposition has deployed a number of
arguments that we rebut below as we do not believe that they bear close scrutiny.

“The consumer protection levy is a deeply interventionist act that will hit airlines hard.”

This argument may have had some merit if the Package Travel Regulations and ATOL system had not
been introduced. The reality is that the existing system is a deep regulatory burden on tour operators but
that is a price worth paying to provide the consumer with protection and piece of mind and the industry
with an underpinning of confidence. The design of the consumer protection levy as proposed by the CAA
has a much lower administrative cost that the current system of bonding for tour operators as it is simple.
Therefore, the new system would relieve tour operators of a degree of regulatory burden, remove an unlevel
playing-field but, most importantly, provide a genuinely comprehensive system of financial protection for
air passengers. Furthermore, an addition of £1 to flight costs, paid directly by consumers should have
minimal impact on customers’ purchasing patterns. This compares favourably with the current level of fuel
surcharges imposed by many airlines. British Airways announced on 8 September an increase in their long
haul fuel surcharge of £6 per sector—six times as much as the suggested levy.

“We have a tiny margin on our flights and a £1 levy would severely eat into that.”

It is in the nature of a universal levy that it passes on the cost to the passenger and does not hit one airline
at the expense of another which is precisely the opposite of the current patchwork of consumer protection
that exists. In any event, the levy would not be taken from the airline’s income, and as such, has no impact
on the margin made by the airlines.

“Consumers are covered by their credit cards and so Government intervention is not necessary.”

The Transport Select Committee dealt with this argument comprehensively in its last report on this issue.
Most disturbingly, EUjet executives used a variation of this argument in the aftermath of the airlines
collapse. For clarity, debit card customers are not covered, only flight purchases worth more than £100 are
covered, and only card payments processed in the UK with be protected. Moreover, the refund will be for
the cost of tickets that the passenger has actually paid rather than for the cost of repatriation.
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“IATA carriers will carry the passengers of another IATA member in the event of its failure.”

While in many circumstances this may be true, it is diYcult to test this voluntary agreement other than in
the event ofmajor failure. There will still be capacity constraints, especially for those returning frompopular
destinations.While this may ormay not provide a solution to the repatriation issue, it does not protect those
who have yet to go on their holiday for whom it is probable that there would be no refund or only a partial
refund. An increasing number of airlines operating out the UK today, such as Ryanair and Easyjet, are not
members of IATA, and in fact none of the new “no frills” carriers are IATA members. In any event, IATA
members collectively are predicted to lose over $7.4 billion in 2005 and are unlikely to be able to mount a
major repatriation on less than fully commercial terms.

“Why should our customers, on this financially solvent airline have to subsidise customers on less financially
secure airlines?”

Firstly, it should be stated that airlines do not “own” customers. Passengers travel on a number of
diVerent airlines as this is a very price sensitivemarket. Of course, there are balances to be struck in providing
a cost eVective consumer protection system and not every airline has the same degree of risk of financial
failure. There is risk of failure for any airline and we have seen many airlines that seemed financially sound
at a certain point fail, often as circumstances beyond their control aVect their solvency.

It is not the CAA’s role to test for financial viability and, should it begin to conduct such a test, the
administrative cost of the consumer protection levy could increase considerably. Therefore, though risk of
failure varies from airline to airline, in order to provide a cost-eVective, comprehensive system for
passengers, whenever and wherever they fly, a simple low-level levy of £1 per flight makes a great deal of
sense.

“Not all costs of repatriation are the same so why should all passengers pay the same cost no matter where they
are flying to.”

This is a variant of the relative risk of failure argument. Essentially, the huge benefits of having an
administratively simple, lowest cost flat-rate levy outweigh concerns about the cheaper cost of repatriation
for European flights over long-haul flights.

Concluding Comments

Events following the publication of the last Transport Select Committee Report on consumer protection
for holiday-makers have underlined the urgent need to introduce a comprehensive consumer protection
levy. The continuing decline of ATOL coverage, financial uncertainty of many “no-frills” operators, and
now the collapse of EUjet should urge the Government to act with alacrity to address the current situation
with regards to failure in consumer protection for passengers. The CAA has proposed a scheme that is
simple, cost eVective, comprehensive, and workable. The crucial next steps for the Government are to
publish the draft Regulatory Impact Assessment and make provision within the Civil Aviation Bill for the
introduction of a levy once that consultation process has concluded. Only then, will holidaymakers receive
the degree of protection that they and their families expect and demand.

APPENDIX 9

Memorandum submitted by Virgin Atlantic

The CAA’s ATOL bonding scheme was established over 30 years ago, following the collapse of a major
travel company. It has been a success, providing UK overseas travellers with a high level of financial
protection atmodest cost. However, the growth of no-frills airlines in Europe and beyond, and the increased
sophistication of travellers willing tomake their own travel arrangements rather than rely on packages, have
changed the industry beyond recognition since then. It has become apparent that the ATOL bonding
mechanism is long past its sell-by date and is in urgent need of fundamental reform. The debate of the Civil
Aviation Bill would appear to be an ideal opportunity to legislate for this reform, instead of maintaining
the current situation by seeking merely to replenish the Air Travel Trust Fund

Tour Operators have estimated that the ATOL bonding mechanism costs the UK industry £100 million
a year to maintain; a cost that is ultimately passed on to the consumer. Virgin Atlantic and Virgin Holidays,
like all companies in the Virgin Group worldwide, pride themselves on being dynamic and entrepreneurial,
but the need to finance bonding has been a significant restriction on growth. For smaller companies,
especially those just being created or in the early years of growth, this must be an evenmore diYcult obstacle
to overcome. In requiring companies to ring-fence substantial amounts of capital in anticipation of a
possible failure, the ATOL scheme actually discriminates against young, expanding companies. If
Government policy is to encourage an entrepreneurial society, it is important to ensure that regulation, no
matter how well intentioned, does not act as an impediment.
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There is also real confusion for air passengers, many of whom believe themselves to be covered when they
aren’t. Although there are travel insurance policies which include cover for airline or tour operator failure,
these are few and far between. As seen in the recent collapse a no-frills airline, there is a need to provide
financial protection to all UK originating travellers, not just those buying packages or tickets through UK-
based travel agents and tour operators.

The CAA has proposed a scheme whereby a £1 levy is placed on each UK originating flight (be it part of
a package or “seat only”) that feeds into a common fund. This levy would only need to be collected for a
limited period, until the fund reaches a suYciently high level. The fund would then be used, like the ATOL
bond it replaces, to reimburse passengers in the event of airline or tour operator failure, and repatriate where
necessary. As it would apply to all passengers irrespective of where or how they purchased their flight, it
would end consumers’ confusion regarding the extent of financial protection available.

Virgin Atlantic regards this proposed scheme as an improved form of regulation, or even a reduction in
regulation, rather than the imposition of new restraints on the industry. The CAA’s proposal would remove
a major impediment to the industry’s growth and viability, to the benefit of consumers; they would be
relatively easy and cheap to introduce andmaintain; the surcharge on travellers would almost certainly only
be needed for a limited period and probably be at least partly oV-set by cost savings to tour operators; and
not only would theymaintain the high level of financial protection that UK consumers have come to expect,
but significantly extend it to areas not currently covered.

APPENDIX 10

Supplementary memorandum submitted by Virgin Atlantic

In advance of Wednesday’s evidence session for the Transport Committee’s enquiry into the financial
protection of air passengers, I wanted to give you an update on the Department for Transport’s proposed
voluntary scheme.

As you know, VirginAtlantic was very disappointed that theGovernment chose not to support theCAA’s
proposal to replace the outdatedATOL-bondingmechanismwith a straightforward and inexpensive £1 levy
per UK-departing passenger. We believe this would have benefited consumers and industry alike, by
providing comprehensive and transparent repatriation and refund protection for passengers, whilst saving
tour operators (and therefore ultimately consumers) tens of millions of pounds per annum. It would also,
of course, have applied to all passengers purchasing tickets in theUK, including those using foreign airlines.

Last week we were invited to a meeting with the Aviation Minister to discuss various voluntary measures
which the DfT claims will minimise the adverse impact on passengers of airline failures. Two meetings were
held with two groups of airlines. Ryanair was the only non-UK registered airline represented.

We have several concerns with the voluntary approach put forward by the DfT, not least the timescale
for agreeing to the Department for Transport’s proposals. While Virgin Atlantic, the tour operators and
consumer groups lobbied in support of the CAA’s £1 levy recommendation, many of the other scheduled
airlines had supported voluntary measures. It is evident that the Aviation Minister regards such voluntary
measures as a condition for the Government’s refusal to support the £1 levy.

After themeeting onMonday 24October, aMinisterial statement was circulated to the attendees for their
approval. We have since been told that if we do not agree to the voluntary measures contained in the
Minister’s draft statement we run the risk of being “named and shamed” in front of theHouse of Common’s
Transport Committee enquiry on Wednesday. This is an unfortunate course of action for the DfT to take
and I wanted to ensure that Members of your Committee were aware of the reasons for Virgin Atlantic’s
initial reluctance to accept a proposal on which we feel we have not been fully consulted.

The DfT has asked us to agree a voluntary commitment to repatriate passengers in the event of the failure
of another airline. Such a proposal adds little to what is already common practice. IATA carriers, for
example, have for many years followed an informal policy of honouring other members’ tickets and
reservations in the event of an IATA airline’s failure. The recent EUjet bankruptcy showed that when it is
in their commercial interests, which it frequently is, airlines such as easyJet will oVer otherwise empty seats
at a relatively low price, in this case £25 per passenger.

The Department for Transport has also asked carriers to include “pop up” messages in their online
booking processes which will alert passengers that they are not covered by the ATOL protection scheme.
Whilst we have no objection in principle to such a message, we are concerned that the DfT has only
approached UK-based carriers (with the exception of Ryanair, which has a distinct approach towards
customer service). The DfT does not appear to understand that we compete directly with foreign-owned
airlines on our key routes. To ask Virgin Atlantic, which is in good financial health, to warn its passengers
about the risk of airline failure, whilst some of our biggest US competitors are already subject to Chapter
11 bankruptcy proceedings and will not have to make a similar disclosure, is perverse. The DfT has failed
to grasp the inherent contradiction in asking financially sound UK-based airlines to warn their passengers
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of the risks of airline failure, whilst apparently ignoring the large number of foreign-owned and smaller UK-
based carriers which, history has shown, have a greater preponderance towards financial instability. EUjet
would not have been included in the DfT’s proposal.

There is a large amount of information—relating to security and immigration procedures, terms and
conditions of sale, and special assistance needs—that must be communicated to passengers when they book
their tickets. We are concerned that some of these essential messages may be diluted or overlooked if we
keep adding to them. In addition to a basic message advising passengers that they are not be covered by the
ATOL bond, the DfT has asked us to advise passengers that they may wish to pay by credit, rather than
debit, card in order to provide protection in the case of the airline becoming bankrupt. Credit cards may
not, of course, provide such protection for many passengers travelling on short-haul routes. In addition,
several airlines (though not Virgin Atlantic) make a charge for the use of a credit card which far exceeds the
£1 levy which the Government has rejected. It is diYcult to identify how the DfT’s action will benefit the
consumer.

Virgin Atlantic already oVers travel insurance cover to our passengers, as do most airlines and tour
operators. We have explored extending the cover provided to include scheduled airline failure, but our
insurance providers, in line with the majority of insurance companies, tell us they are not able to do this.
Such coverage is in fact very rare.In her statement to the Commons, the Aviation Minister said that she
had requested the CAA to look again at the ATOL-bonding mechanism. We would be grateful for your
support in urging the CAA to do this as soon as possible. The cost to the industry (and therefore eventually
to consumers) of maintaining the present ATOL scheme (estimated by the tour operators to be up to
£100 million per annum) is considerable, particularly in relation to the decreasing number of passengers
to whom it provides cover. It is apparent that not only has the Government missed an ideal opportunity to
increase substantially the protection available to air travellers, but it has also produced voluntary
procedures which have not been fully thought out.

1 November 2005

APPENDIX 11

Memorandum submitted by the Association of Independent Tour Operators

You will have received fromATIPAC amemorandum for the House of Commons Transport Committee
Hearing on Financial Protection for Air Travellers.

I am a member of this committee representing the Association of Independent Tour Operators (AITO).
You were kind enough to have given a video interview with Richard Hearn, our Chairman, at the time of
our last overseas meeting in November 2004 in Dubrovnik.

The memorandum was fully discussed at the last meeting of ATIPAC and, therefore, our views on the
proposal for a £1 levy are accurately reflected within the memorandum. However, I would like to reinforce
one or two points which we have been making to Government over the last months.

Time and time again we have emphasised that this proposal does not add to regulation but would be like
a breath of fresh air for tour operators who are regulated to the extreme both by UK Government and by
Brussels. You cannot imagine the time we, who run small and medium sized enterprises, spend in trying to
conform to the regulations that are imposed on us. We have to tie up huge amounts of capital in order to
operate our companies. We spend hours at meetings with bond obligors and banks who are responsible for
putting up our bonds and generally spend a great deal of executive time in form filling.We have estimated—
details enclosed—that AITO members would save in the region of £4.53 million per annum if the current
ATOL bonding system was to be replaced by a £1 levy. This figure is exclusive of the actual cost of bonding.
Adding the two figures together would produce a figure in excess of £10 million per annum.

I spoke personally to a Mr Livermore, one of Gordon Brown’s special advisers, and did my best to
emphasise this point. However, I felt throughout the conversation that there was no will to listen or to
understand how the industry works. As far as he was concerned if we, as tour operators, were at a
competitive disadvantage because of the amount of regulation to which we were subjected, then this was a
matter for the European Commission and not for the UK Government. I do not have to tell you that any
adjustment to the system at EC level would take years to implement.

Somehow the airlines have managed to persuade Government that the collection of a £1 levy will impose
an enormous regulatory burden on their operations. This is simply untrue. The £1 would be quite easily
collected within the existing collection framework for Air Passenger Duty (APD); how the airlines can argue
that this is an imposition when they are charging £30–£40 in fuel surcharges and other extras without any
apparent problem is quite a mystery to us.
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The £1 levy will save the public millions of pounds. It will reduce regulation and will certainly not be
inflationary. Currently Ryanair charge £3.50 per person for taking a credit card booking even if the fare
payable is composed of only airport taxes in cases when the flight is given away free. This is an enormous
percentage to charge when one considers that the airline is unlikely to be paying more than 1%–1.3% of the
money charged to the credit card to the credit card merchant acquirer. Just imagine what the public would
save if they could safely use a debit card (for which only a small charge is made by the operator) to pay for
their flights knowing full well that, for an extra £1, they would not have to worry about losing their money
or being repatriated if necessary.

All along we have provided exhaustive information to Government and the CAA’s Regulatory Impact
Assessment explores the whole question of the suitability of the levy in considerable detail. We have not
had a single argument from any of the airlines via Government which holds water. Government has merely
reiterated to us again and again that the argument is finely balanced on both sides. We enclose replies to
some of the statements made on European Low Fares Airline Association’s website, www.elfaa.com, which
illustrate how superficial the airlines’ case is to date.

It would be a great shame if this golden opportunity to update the whole ATOL system is not grasped.
Currently, it is a system which is dying and if it is not replaced by what we are now suggesting then there
will be no financial protection for travellers within the next five years.

I would be very willing to attend any hearing of the Transport Committee on behalf of AITO should you
feel that it would be helpful for your members to be able both to ask questions and to hear the views of the
SMEs in the travel industry.

While writing, I should like to place on record how much we in AITO appreciate your eVorts to bring
some plain thinking and commonsense to this whole issue. Thank you.

20 September 2005

Summary of Probable Savings by AITO Members as a Result of the Change in Providing Consumer

Financial Protection under an ATOL Licence

In 2004, 156 AITO tour operator members had a total turnover of £917 million. 145 of these members
had an ATOL licence and their licensable turnover was £583 million. We estimate that the total licensed
seats for that turnover would be 800,000. We have ignored the actual cost to each company of providing a
bond as we understand that this information can be accurately supplied by the CAA. However, the change
in the licensing regime will lead to considerable savings in cost to our members and we outline these below.

Application Forms and Monitoring

— Completion of application forms for the CAA.

— Completion of application forms for bonding obligor.

— Obtaining bank position forms on each account held.

— Quarterly returns.

— Auditor’s verification of turnover and passenger carryings.

— Meetings with bond obligor—whether insurance company or bank.

— Meetings with credit card provider.

We understand thatmuch of the current bureaucracywhich accompanies the ATOL licensing scheme will
disappear and that this will be replaced by a far simpler system which, in due course, will be accessible on
line. We estimate that the time spent per company in dealing with ATOL related matters is in the region of
50 hours per company per year. Those involved in the whole ATOL process are the senior managers of the
company and because AITO members are all SMEs this means that the owners or managing directors of
the company are personally involved when in fact they could be far more usefully employed in running the
business and creating more money for their organisations. As a result, many of these ATOL related tasks
are done out of normal oYce hours. Conservatively, we feel the cost relating to these 50 hours for
managers’owners’ time is £200 per hour. So for 145 members this would mean £10,000 per annum per
company making a total saving of £1.45 million.

Credit Cards

Currently, as a result of the Consumer Credit Act in the UK, the charge made by credit card merchant
acquirers ranges from approximately 1.24% to 4%. This is because of the risk to the credit card companies
of tour operators/airlines failing, resulting in their having to refund customers who have paid by credit card.
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However in France, where there is no consumer credit act covering purchases through credit cards, the
fee charged to the travel industry is less than 1%. As the proposed fund will pay out in full for any claims
where payment to the failed principal has been via cash or a credit card, the credit card companies’ risk will
be zero. This will enable tour operators to negotiate far better terms with the credit card companies to bring
their charges into line with that in the rest of Europe.

We estimate that a 0.5% reduction will be achieved. This 0.5% reduction will result in a saving of £1.17
million, being a reduction of the charge by 0.5% on estimated credit card turnover at 40% (£233 million) of
total membership licensable turnover of £583 million.

Credit card turnover is dependent on bookingmix and the lead-in time. The perceived financial protection
encourages consumers to pay by credit card. However, once the realisation dawns on the public that this is
no longer necessary then the number of debit card transactions (already increasing) will rise even further
and so represent an even greater reduction in charges to tour operators because only a 0.25% handling fee
is charged per debit card transaction.

The figure of £1.17 million saved could, therefore, double to £2.34 million.

Another aspect to be considered regarding credit cards is the fact that bookings are being made later each
year. We estimate that, in a few years time, 75% of all bookings could be made by either credit card or debit
card. Thus the consumer levy could produce still more significant savings to our members.

Approximately 25% of AITO members provide a bond or some other form of guarantee to their credit
card provider or are subject to deferred payments by the provider. This has serious implications on our
members cash flow and often requires considerable funds to be blocked in order to cover the credit card
provider’s risk. Technically the turnover involved is therefore doubly protected, once by the ATOL system
and again as a result of credit card providers’ demands.

We estimate that 25% of AITO members (representing 36 companies) provide a bond or are subject to
deferred payments or blocked funds. Total credit card turnover of these companies would be 25% of £233
million. This credit card turnover would, therefore, amount to £58.3 million. If the credit card providers
require a bond of 5% (£2.9 million) of this turnover, which would cost each company approximately 3% in
insurance premiums, then the total cost reduction would, as a result of the new financial protection scheme,
be £88,000.

Trade Restrictions

The anomaly of not being able to trade with another company both as an ATOL holder or a retail agent
would disappear. This would make documentation far simpler and would result in considerable
simplification and time saving. At a rough guess, we estimate the potential cost saving as £50,000.

Personal Guarantees

All owners/directors provide personal guarantees, either to their obligors and to the CAA or to both.
Some purchase directors’ liability policies in order to cover the risks involved. However, this is expensive
andmost do not bother, thus puYng themselves personally at risk should their companies fail. There is thus
a cost element and a “grey hair” element involved in personal guarantees. It is diYcult to quantify but we
would estimate £100,000 as a reasonable potential cost saving.

Protected Funds/Credit Scoring

I is often a requirement from bond obligors and always a requirement from banks that funds are blocked
in order to guarantee bonds. This is a burden that can be very costly for the smaller company in that better
use could be made of the blocked funds to enable investment in additional personnel, technology and
business development. There is also a considerable eVect on cash flow. Across the whole association we
consider that the opportunity cost of these blocked funds (the lost opportunity for wealth generation) would
be a minimum of £500,000.

Conclusion

We therefore estimate that the total saving (excluding the reduction in bonding costs, which is to be
calculated by the CAA) across the Association of adopting the new method of customer protection would
amount to approximately £4.53 million (the sum of the figures in red).

With bonding costs included, the figure is estimated to be in excess of £10 million per annum.

27 May 2005
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Response to ELFAA Press Notice, 29 July 2005

ELFAA Comment CAA Response
Airline collapses are rare . . . — There have been over a dozen airline failures in

the last three years, nine of which were in the last
12 months.

Airlines have shown that they already — There is no “one body” to represent the airlines.
practice responsible self-regulation by acting — They have not been acting together but
as one body . . . individually.

— Their arrangements have not been coordinated
and have been short-term.

— Not all tickets have been discounted.
— There has been no central information source and

passengers have therefore been unaware of
alternative flights.

Airlines . . . eVectively provide the same — ATOL protection is completely diVerent for the
protection as ATOL Bonding. following reasons:

— ATOL provides free assistance.
— ATOL repatriates passengers to their original

destination and on the original date of travel.
— ATOL provides refunds to passengers not yet

travelled.
Our airlines oVer passengers the choice of — A quick review of ELFAA’s members shows that
protecting themselves through the purchase Ryanair and Flybe oVer insurance but it does not
of insurance cover. provide cover in the event of the airline becoming

insolvent. Air Berlin does not oVer insurance at
all.

A high percentage of bookings made over — In recent failures, the CAA has seen the usage of
the internet using credit cards are already credit cards decrease in favour of debit cards,
protected by the Credit Card Act. which have increased to 40% in some cases.

— Airlines apply an increased charge for passengers
to pay by credit card, in some cases up to £4.00
per passenger, thus encouraging the use of debit
cards.

— Credit card payments will only be refunded where
the transaction is over £100.

We are opposed to the introduction of — The CAA is not recommending that airlines are
ATOL bonding on flight only purchases . . . bonded. It is proposing a passenger levy.
UK airlines are already acting responsibly — Airlines are acting in their commercial interests.
to protect passengers . . . — Seats are only oVered where available. There is no

extra capacity.
To further regulate these airlines would — The CAA’s proposal cuts red tape and
cause unnecessary red tape and associated consequently cuts costs.
costs . . . — There is no proposal to regulate airlines but to

request that they collect a small levy of £1 per
passenger, the collection costs for which are
negligible.
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